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Abstract
With prospective flight speeds exceeding Mach 12, airbreathing scramjets, incorporated in hybrid
satellite launch vehicles, offer efficiency and operability benefits when compared to rocket-based
systems. By capturing atmospheric air, the scramjet second stage negates the requirement for
onboard oxidisers. Addressing the small satellite niche market, these hybrid systems provide
a cost-effective solution to launching such payloads to orbit. At hypersonic speeds, however,
conventional wing-mounted engine nacelles are not viable; the scramjet must be integrated to
the airframe. Hence, the flight-candidate, Mach 12 Rectangular-to-Elliptical Shape-Transitioning
(M12REST) scramjet blends a rectangular capture area (permitting parallel mounting of engine
modules to the planar vehicle underside), with a structurally efficient elliptical combustor. As
access-to-space scramjets suffer immense heating loads, and engine airflow residence times approach
air-fuel reaction timescales, hydrogen fuel is utilised for its exceptional cooling capacity and rapid
ignition characteristics. However, efficient fuelling techniques are required to avoid crippling
the engine’s performance through conservative combustor lengths. This thesis numerically and
experimentally investigated whether the performance of such an airframe-integrated scramjet can
be sufficiently enhanced through customisation of fuel injection and combustor geometry to achieve
net thrust at Mach 12. Three-dimensional, chemically reacting Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
solutions enabled numerical analysis, while experimental validation was performed within The
University of Queensland’s, T4 Stalker Tube.
Preliminary work investigated cascaded fuel injectors, targeting mixing and penetration
improvements. Two streamwise-aligned jets were employed, with the upstream injector half the
diameter of the rear, while the distance between each was varied. The upstream jet induced
a low dynamic pressure region in its wake, shielding the downstream jet from the hypersonic
crossflow. The leeward jet benefits from an increased local jet-to-freestream momentum ratio,
while its larger diameter increases absolute penetration. Examining performance at M12REST
mean combustor entrance conditions, unique optimal injector spacings existed for each performance
metric, displaying improved penetration, spread, and mixing across the range of flight Mach numbers
examined (6 ≤ M ≤ 12). However, jet-to-jet spacings of 4-6 total jet diameters displayed universal
performance enhancements over single fuel jets. With penetration improvements of 30-40%, and
mixing improvements of 40-70%, the simple fixed geometry, passive technique is ideal for use within
an accelerating access-to-space scramjet.
While cascaded injectors improved performance within uniform flows, the flows ingested by
airframe-integrated scramjets are far less homogeneous. Non-uniform compression fields combine
with thick boundary layers developed over the vehicle forebody to deliver density stratified flow to the
combustor. This thesis developed a method to exploit the interactions between this density stratified
flow, and the vortices induced by a strategically positioned inlet injector to manipulate the flow and
iii
redistribute engine centreline oxygen in captured air to the more accessible combustor cowlside.
When combined with four supplementary cowlside injectors (termed the MJ5c configuration), 100%
mixing efficiency was reached prior to the combustor exit, while combustion efficiency exceeded 80%
more than 3.6 combustor-heights further upstream than with previous fuelling configurations (which
employed three cowlside, and two sidewall injectors - termed 3c2s). The 25% greater near-field heat
addition rate delivered 7.6% more energy to the flow.
With Mach 12 nearing the upper limit of scramjet-enabled access-to-space, internal components
must be tuned to minimise heating and drag loads. The M12REST combustor length was hence
targeted. Through numerical analysis, reductions in its constant area length of 75% suffered
negligible performance losses prior to the nozzle entrance for the MJ5c fuelling configuration. Despite
reductions in combustion efficiency, heat release and inviscid thrust of 6%, 18% and 26% respectively,
net system improvements were achieved through the 22% depletion of viscous drag. Examining
combustor geometry further, the M12REST combustor joined the isolator via a rear-facing step,
originally included to facilitate film injection. However, removal of this legacy step promoted mixing
limited combustion through increases in flow Damko¨hler number, with >80% combustion efficiency
achieved 2.75 combustor heights further upstream (when injecting fuel via the 3c2s scheme). The
combustor was hence shortened by 68%, and experimental analysis compared its performance to the
original geometry. Improvements in gross thrust coefficients of 25% and 10% were achieved for
combustor-only, and combined fuelling respectively. The latter achieved greater performance than
that obtained through direct summation of the constituent inlet-, and combustor-only fuelled cases,
indicating inlet-injected fuel pilots combustion of fuel injected further downstream.
Maintenance of engine wall temperatures during flight may depend on fuel-based regenerative
cooling to counter the immense heating loads experienced, and such operating conditions differ
substantially to those within shock tunnels. Numerical analysis compared the M12REST scramjet’s
performance at each condition, employing the MJ5c fuel injection scheme with the shortened
combustor. Room temperature walls and fuel modelled shock tunnel conditions. Flight was modelled
through 800 K inlet walls, which transitioned to 1800 K by the combustor; fuel was injected at 1000
K. While flight conditions promoted rapid mixing, excessive combustor temperatures inhibited the
completion of reaction pathways, with reactant dissociation reducing heat release by 16%. However,
the hot walls incurred 28% less heat loss. Fuel injected at the inlet suffered from premature ignition,
suggesting flight operation may benefit from these injectors being moved further downstream. When
coupled with counteracting differences in heat release and loss to the walls, the optimal engine design
for flight may differ considerably from that which provides the best performance in the tunnel.
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The nomenclature used in this thesis is outlined here. In some cases, the same variable has been used
to indicate different quantities. In these instances, the section of the ‘special’ case has been included.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
As society’s curiosity in space exploration piques, there is an ever increasing demand and dependence
on access-to-space launch vehicles. Transport, military and day-to-day society all rely on systems in
space, while there’s simultaneously been a paradigm shift away from human space-flight, towards
small scale satellite operations. However, many satellites presently in orbit are approaching their
operable life expectancy, and their replacement costs present a looming quandary in need of a solution.
Access-to-space requires incredible velocity increases exceeding 9,300 m/s (Hill, 1999) and costs
of such launches can exceed $30,000 per kilogram. However, many legacy launch vehicles were
designed for payloads far heavier than present-day small satellites. With modern electronics being
orders of magnitude lighter than earlier technologies, use of legacy launchers may raise costs per
mass beyond three times the conventional expense (Bowcutt and Smith, 2012). Clearly, more cost
efficient systems are required; however, an examination of where these benefits may be obtained must
be performed.
With an emphasis on simplicity, conventional rocket-based launch vehicles carry all reactants on-
board, permitting transatmospheric operation (an inherent requirement for access-to-space). However,
this benefit has a clear shortcoming - oxidisers must be carried onboard. As this requires up to 65%
of the overall launch system mass (Heiser et al., 1994), severe weight limitations are imposed upon
the available payload. Airbreathing engines present a potential alleviation of this problem.
Utilising atmospheric oxygen, airbreathing engines operate according to the Brayton thermody-
namic cycle. Atmospheric air is taken in and compressed, heat is added through combustion of
injected fuel, before the flow is expanded to extract thrust. In conventional aircraft engines (i.e. air-
breathing turbofans), a portion of this energy is extracted to operate a compressor and hence, less
net thrust per unit mass of fuel is obtained. However, as flight speeds increase beyond Mach 2, the
aircraft engine itself has enough forward momentum to compress the incoming air through a series of
shock waves and a supersonic diffuser. The resulting engine is termed a ‘ramjet’ and by using ram-
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Figure 1.1: Specific impulse of different engines and fuels. Reproduced from (Fry, 2004)
compression, it negates the requirement for mechanical compressors (and hence turbines). While
unable to operate subsonically, ramjets offer the most efficient operation for flight speeds ranging
from approximately Mach 3 to 5, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
However, as flight speeds exceed Mach 5 (entering the hypersonic regime), the kinetic energy of
the incoming airflow is so great that the subsonic deceleration within a ramjet produces enormous
temperatures and pressures, ensuring that any fuel injected will undergo endothermic dissociation,
rather than exothermic combustion. These effects, in addition to pressure losses associated with the
ramjet’s terminating normal shock wave, limit the engine’s operational window (Turner, 2010). Aside
from gas-dynamic effects, manufacturing constraints must also be considered:
As flight increases into the hypersonic regime, the stagnation pressure and temperature
inside the [ramjet] engine becomes so great that for practical structures of acceptable
mass, the flow must pass through the engine at supersonic, rather than subsonic, speeds.
— Leo H. Townend (2001)
It follows that in addition to efficiency restrictions, ramjets simply cannot be manufactured to
withstand the pressures and heating loads experienced during hypersonic flight. To alleviate these is-
sues, Townend (2001) recommends an altered engine type: the supersonic combustion ramjet (scram-
jet), which performs as the name indicates. With the flow only decelerated marginally and remaining
supersonic throughout the engine, air pressure and temperature conditions appropriate for combustion
are obtained while circumventing the structural and gas-dynamic issues previously mentioned. We-
ber and MacKay (1958) were among the first to show that scramjets can operate more efficiently than
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ramjets for flight speeds exceeding Mach 6, and with projected flight speeds approaching Mach 12-16
(Waltrup, 2001), scramjets offering cost effective access-to-space present an attractive alternative to
current rocket-based launch vehicles.
For high speed flight however, the design of scramjet engine modules is no trivial matter. Scramjet
design is typically coupled to the flight vehicle, utilising the vehicle forebody as a compression sur-
face, while minimising the aerodynamic profile to reduce heat loads (Heiser et al., 1994). Component-
wise, the engine is relatively simple. With no moving components within the engine flow path, the
engine incorporates a contracting area inlet, utilising oblique shock waves to decelerate and compress
the flow. A constant area portion known as the isolator is typically incorporated at inlet termination,
ensuring the flow does not propagate upstream due to higher pressures within the combustor. Energy
addition is achieved through the combustion of fuel, while thrust is gained via expansion of the flow
through a supersonic nozzle (akin to the divergent portion of a rocket nozzle). The general outline of
the engine module may be seen in Fig. 1.2, with the body- and cowlsides labelled.
Figure 1.2: Schematic of a scramjet engine by V. Wheatley (personal image, 22nd October, 2013)
While scramjets offer an attractive alternative to rocket-based launch vehicles, two caveats exist:
1. Scramjets cannot operate efficiently below Mach 6.
2. As they are air breathing, scramjets cannot operate exo-atmospherically
(problematic for systems designed to launch satellites to orbit).
Hence, any scramjet-based launch vehicle must be designed as part of a hybrid system, with a
scramjet intermediate stage. While inherently more complicated than a two-stage rocket-based sys-
tem, three-stage rocket-scramjet-rocket systems offer significant efficiency and operability benefits.
Smart and Tetlow (2009) have indicated that for small satellite launchers, payload mass fractions of
up to 1.47% were achievable, compared to 0.9% offered by rocket-based systems. Further, scramjets
offer reusability benefits, with potential for ‘aircraft like operation’ with improved reliability and more
economical delivery of payloads to orbit (Flaherty et al., 2010). But these studies have depended on a
scramjet intermediate stage capable of accelerating through Mach 6-12 (i.e. from the lower scramjet
limit, to the upper projected limit). Currently, scramjet systems are not at this flight ready level.
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1.1 Research Context & Motivation
Working towards operable access-to-space scramjet systems, the Rectangular-to-Elliptical-Shape-
Transitioning (REST) engine has been designed by Smart (1999). The rectangular inlet permits in-
tegration to the hypersonic vehicle underside, before smoothly transitioning to the more structurally
efficient elliptical combustor. In particular, a REST engine has been developed at The University of
Queensland (UQ) with an on-design speed of Mach 12 (M12REST). While the engine’s design speed
is towards rocket take-over speeds, Suraweera et al. (2009) have experimentally demonstrated robust
operation over a broad range of Mach numbers, as low as Mach 6-7, meeting the accelerator require-
ments set out by the preliminary studies of Smart and Tetlow (2009). With simple fixed geometry
and a notched cowl, flow spillage is permitted at lower Mach numbers, negating requirements for
boundary layer bleed and improving engine starting characteristics at scramjet take-over speeds.
While the M12REST engine has indicated potential, current technological readiness levels do not
yet permit integration into an operational access-to-space system. At Mach 12 flight speeds, airflow
residence time within the combustor approaches air-fuel mixing and reaction timescales (Petty et al.,
2012), even with hydrogen as the operable fuel1. Due to this, the original M12REST design had
an estimated combustion efficiency of approximately 60% (Barth, 2014). However, Smart (2012)
estimated that 80% would be the minimum requirement for any viable access-to-space scramjet.
Attempting to improve upon this, the work of Barth (2014) focused on fully characterising the
internal flow features of the on-design M12REST engine. Full engine simulations were performed,
before being validated experimentally alongside the studies of Wise (2015). With a more detailed
understanding of the internal flow features inherent to the shape-transitioning engine, modifications
to fuelling configurations were made by Barth (2014), achieving a combustion efficiency of 84.9%.
While exceeding the estimated threshold of Smart (2012), this was still insufficient to provide net
thrust through a simple conical nozzle. However, these modifications were restricted by the experi-
mental model of Wise (2015) and large scale alterations were not permissible.
Hence, with a better understanding of the engine’s flow physics, it may be possible to improve
engine performance by designing fuel injection methods to exploit interactions between vortices,
shocks and separations inherent to the flow path. Additionally, as engine performance is strongly
crippled by skin friction drag experienced within the combustor, modifications to its geometry may
provide sufficient combustion levels, while curtailing the drag experienced. Each of these options
remain unexplored and thus are the focus of this investigation.
1Hydrogen has been quoted by Waltrup (2001) as being the only fuel with potential to reach near-orbital velocities when
incorporated into a scramjet engine.
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1.2 Research Aims
The overall aim of this thesis is to:
numerically and experimentally investigate whether performance of a high Mach number,
airframe-integrated scramjet can be sufficiently enhanced through customisation of fuel
injection and combustor geometry to achieve net thrust at Mach 12.
In pursuing this aim, each of the following research questions utilise UQ’s unique test bed of numer-
ical and experimental capability, studying the access-to-space candidate, Mach 12 Rectangular-to-
Elliptical Shape-Transitioning scramjet engine as a case study.
1. Can fuel injectors be developed such that performance improvements are obtained passively?
While intrusive fuel injection techniques improve mixing and penetration, the losses associated
with such techniques are not applicable for access-to-space operations. Hence, methods must
be devised to improve fuel injection characteristics through less invasive, passive techniques.
2. Can fuel be injected in such a way that it utilises flow structures inherent to the engine to im-
prove mixing, or manipulate the flow to make previously unavailable air more accessible?
Airframe-integrated engines encounter non-homogeneous flow fields, with vortices, separa-
tions, shocks and expansions all potentially affecting mixing and inhibiting uniform distribution
of injected fuel. It remains to be seen whether fuel injection methods can be devised to utilise
these structures, or counteract them.
3. What influence does combustor area variation have on mixing and combustion performance?
Many scramjets employ rear-facing steps to inject fuel, or for flame-holding purposes. The
impact of such a step on performance within an airframe-integrated scramjet is hence examined.
4. Can scramjet combustor length be reduced such that in sacrificing some combustion efficiency,
the reduction in skin friction drag leads to an overall improvement in engine net performance?
While long scramjet combustors promote elevated combustion levels, conservative approaches
suffer from increased skin friction and heating loads. Hence, there likely exists an ideal length
following which improvements in combustion efficiency are overwhelmed by increases in skin
friction drag.
5. How does scramjet performance in flight differ from that which is achieved when operating in
an impulse facility?
During steady flight, scramjets invariably encounter differing operating conditions from those
experienced during shock tunnel experiments. Hence, it is necessary to determine whether
optimising engine performance within an impulse facility is a worthwhile pursuit, or whether
the operational differences are too great for this to be a valid approach.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organised into seven further chapters, not including the six appendices to the primary
document which detail additional technical information. These chapters are briefed below.
Chapter 2 - Literature Review
Literature is reviewed to provide an understanding of the basis and direction this thesis takes.
Chapter 3 - Methodology
This chapter provides details of the M12REST baseline flow path geometry, numerical modelling
techniques, and the experimental facility, model, and test conditions.
Chapter 4 - Cascaded Fuel Injectors
This chapter presents the first published work. The mixing and penetration improvements achieved
through this novel, yet simple, fuel injection technique are detailed.
Chapter 5 - Flow Field Manipulation
This chapter presents the second published work. It explores the concept of flow field manipulation,
developed to provide a means to rapidly access centreline oxygen within high Mach number scramjets.
Chapter 6 - Combustor Length
This chapter begins by presenting simulations performed to develop a reconfigured combustor length,
with experimental validation following. Results are presented via a manuscript submitted to the Pro-
ceedings of the Combustion Institute, 2018. An addendum details additional experimental data.
Chapter 7 - Improved Design and Flight Condition Performance
This chapter represents the cumulative progress of this thesis. Flow field manipulation techniques
developed in Chapter 5 are combined with the reconfigured combustor developed in Chapter 6. Engine
performance under shock tunnel conditions is characterised and compared to performance under flight
equivalent conditions. This is presented via a manuscript submitted to Acta Astronautica.
Chapter 8 - Conclusions
The body of this thesis concludes by summarising the most significant findings from Chapters 4
through 7. Recommendations for future studies are also are provided.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
While an introduction to the research area was given in the previous chapter, to fully understand and
appreciate the work that has been performed so far, as well as the research that is still yet required,
an examination of the literature is presented. This chapter begins by examining literature pertaining
to scramjet systems as they currently stand, before refining the review towards REST scramjets and
potential fuelling methods to help improve this engine’s performance. As later chapters of this thesis
are written as self-containing articles with article-specific literature reviews, this chapter presents
general details applicable throughout this entire publication.
2.1 Scramjets
Credited as the first person to recommend the use of ram compression (rather than mechanical com-
pressors) within propulsive devices, French engineer Rene´ Lorin concluded correctly in 1913 that
such an engine could not operate successfully. However, his research was concerned solely with sub-
sonic flight, where ram pressure is extremely low (Heiser et al., 1994). By contrast, supersonic air-
streams incur significant compressibility effects, and ram compression presents a viable solution to the
reduced efficiency of propeller and turbofan-based compression systems at supersonic speeds. With
this in mind, work progressed through World War I before flight tests of ramjet-powered weapons
occurred in USA, France and Great Britain through the 1940s and ’50s (Fry, 2004).
However, as prospective flight speeds increased, efficiency issues followed. Ramjets typically
employ a terminating normal shock to achieve subsonic flow within the engine combustor. Large
losses and exceptional structural requirements of such systems rendered these engines inadequate at
flight speeds exceeding Mach 6. While accepted that combustion within engines should occur at the
lowest Mach number possible to improve overall efficiency, Weber and MacKay (1958) noted that for
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flight speeds exceeding Mach 6, combustion occurring in a supersonic air stream provided numerous
efficiency benefits over ramjet systems. Thus, the supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) was born.
Weber and MacKay (1958)’s work did, however, depend on efficient mixing and sustained combus-
tion, which they noted was a major challenge. Early research by Ferri et al. (1962) achieved sustained
hydrogen-air combustion within a steady Mach 3 flow; however, the influence of turbulence on su-
personic combustion remained unknown and while research continued through nearly four decades,
Curran (2001) reiterates that ‘[scramjet combustion technology] still remains the key development
challenge for a scramjet engine’. Despite this, as theoretical limits indicate flight speeds may exceed
Mach 12-16 (Waltrup, 2001), the search for efficient access-to-space remains a key driving factor
towards their ongoing research.
2.1.1 Operational Principals
As indicated in the introduction of this thesis, scramjet operation is conceptually no different from
that of any airbreathing, combustion engine. They operate according to the Brayton cycle, with the
idealised-thermodynamic cycle shown in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Thermodynamic cycle of a scramjet engine. Reproduced from Weber and MacKay (1958)
Within airframe-integrated scramjets, freestream air is captured by the engine, being compressed
via a ram-compression surface (inlet, from state 0-1). Heat addition (area C+D) in this flow (remaining
supersonic) is achieved via combustion of fuel (state 1-P-4). This process is characterised by the
curved Rayleigh line, indicating heat addition within a constant area duct (combustor) and assuming
calorically perfect gas (Anderson, 2002). Prior to the flow becoming thermally choked (state 4), the
flow is expanded to ambient pressure through an external expansion surface (nozzle, from state 4-6),
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before constant pressure heat rejection closes the cycle (area E+B+D). The difference in the areas of
heat addition, C+D, and heat rejection, E+B+D, gives the cycle work, C-(E+B).
For continuity with prior work on REST-class engines, flow station numbers differing from those
presented in Fig. 2.1 are used throughout the remainder of this thesis. These relative flow reference
stations are superimposed upon an airframe-integrated scramjet schematic and shown in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Airframe-integrated scramjet schematic with reference station numbers. Reproduced from
Turner (2010)
2.1.2 Scramjet Powered Access-to-Space
While fuel efficiency benefits of scramjet-based access-to-space systems are attractive, in reality,
fuel expenses are marginal compared to the airframe and other associated costs. When comparing
rocket systems to scramjets, it is difficult to justify the research required to move scramjets to flight
ready standards on the basis of efficiency alone, when rockets are well understood and becoming
more reliable. Hence, despite the order of magnitude increase in specific impulse (Fry, 2004), any
literature relying on efficiency benefits alone to support scramjet use over rocket-based systems should
be examined with reservations.
Flaherty et al. (2010) have developed operability-based metrics for scramjet missions relevant to
the US Air Force. Through a Monte Carlo analysis, time to rendezvous, launch opportunities per
day and launch window duration were examined. It was found that a scramjet-based combined-cycle
system outperformed rocket-based systems across all criterion. While a probabilistic Monte Carlo
analysis alone is not sufficient to justify scramjet use, by making conservative assumptions such as
assuming equivalent specific impulses, Flaherty et al. (2010)’s study should provide a reasonable
indication of the strengths of a scramjet-hybrid system. Further to this, safety benefits associated
with aircraft-like operation (abort capability, horizontal take-off and powered landing with gliding
capability) and mission robustness in events which would otherwise prevent rocket systems from
launching all provide overwhelming benefits to an operational scramjet-based hybrid system (Voland
et al., 2006; McClinton et al., 2005).
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With this in mind, a quantitative analysis performed by Smart and Tetlow (2009) provides some
final motivation for scramjet-hybrid systems. Examining three-stage-to-orbit, rocket-scramjet-rocket
hybrid systems, Smart and Tetlow (2009) determined that mass fractions of 1.47% could be launched
into Low Earth Orbit. Compared to 0.9% for wholly rocket-based systems, this presents a sizeable
benefit. When combined with the potential reusability of both first and second stages, scramjet-based
systems may offer more efficient and cost effective access-to-space for small satellites. However, the
study of Smart and Tetlow (2009) relied on a scramjet capable of accelerating from the lower Mach
6 limit for scramjet operation, towards the upper predicted Mach 12 limit. NASA’s X-43A holds the
current flight speed record, with powered cruising flight at Mach 9.68 for 11 s (Voland et al., 2006),
while the joint NASA-USAF X-51A maintains the record duration for cruising flight of 140 s at the
lower flight speed of Mach 5 (Lewis, 2010). While progressive, the flights achieved thus far are
neither fast enough, nor of sufficient duration to be incorporated into a viable access-to-space system.
Hence the development of scramjets capable of long duration, accelerating flight to a greater speed
than ever has been achieved presents the next challenge for scramjet-based, access-to-space systems.
This is not to say, however, that there has been no research performed in this area. Particularly
in recent years, there has been a focus on airframe-integrated, modular scramjet designs. Henry and
Anderson (1973) have noted that for such designs, the vehicle forebody shock, performing initial
compression, reduces the scramjet module size necessary to achieve the required thrust by a factor of
three at Mach 10. However, this design does generate a rather thick turbulent boundary layer due to
the extended forebody. Nevertheless, work has progressed in the area of airframe-integrated scram-
jet modules. Further design requirements have included capture shapes with side-by-side mounting
capability, good self-starting characteristics at scramjet take-over speeds and fixed geometry for sim-
plicity of operation. It has been these design considerations which have motivated the Rectangular-
to-Elliptical-Shape-Transitioning (REST) inlets of Smart (1999).
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2.2 The Mach 12 REST Scramjet
2.2.1 REST Engine Design
While design considerations specified an almost rectangular inlet capture profile, there are no such
requirements for downstream engine segments. Hence, to withstand subsequent pressure loads at a
minimal weight cost, reducing the wetted area for drag reduction and to minimise fluid dynamic losses
associated with hypersonic corner flows, a rounded circular combustor presents the ideal design, with
an elliptical profile serving much the same effect. However, the question remains: How can an
engine efficiently change its shape from a sharp-cornered capture profile, to a smooth, near circular
combustor?
This hurdle may be overcome through the stream-tracing technique. While the Busemann-type
inlet presents one of the most efficient compression fields in hypersonic inlets (Mo¨lder and Szpiro,
1966), its axisymmetric profile cannot fulfil airframe-integration requirements. However, any given
capture shape may be superimposed over a Busemann compression field and traced in a streamwise di-
rection. Smart (1999) performed this process for a rectangular capture area, stream-tracing it through
a compression field with the same entrance Mach number and pressure ratio as required for the inlet.
However, in order to blend to an elliptical cross-section, the same process must be performed in the
backwards direction, reverse-stream-tracing the required elliptical throat geometry. These profiles are
then smoothly blended with a third intermediate profile1 via a lofting procedure, interpolating through
the streamwise direction to produce the inviscid inlet flow path profile. This profile is then corrected
for boundary layer growth by adjusting the wall shape for the displacement thickness (Smart, 1999;
Turner, 2010). The resultant inlet design may be seen in Fig. 2.3.
In addition to combining the Busemann compression field efficiency with the airframe-integrability
of planar inlets, the highly swept leading edges and notched cowl closure provide vastly improved
self-starting characteristics2, and permit efficient operation across a range of flight speeds. The de-
sign spills flow at off-design Mach numbers, while maintaining near 100% mass capture at on-design
conditions (Smart, 1999). The rectangular capture profile is designed to conform to the vehicle un-
derside, with the vehicle forebody (nominally inclined at 6°) performing initial shock compression.
The elliptical inlet exit profile is maintained through the constant area combustor, before diverging
through the latter half of the combustor and nozzle where the area (and hence airflow) is expanded
to generate thrust. With the vehicle assumed to fly at 6° angle-of-attack, the engines are designed
such that the flow (and hence thrust vector) is realigned with this flight direction. The location of this
realignment varies with different classes of REST engines, but typically occurs in the vicinity of the
combustor entrance.
While the design process of Smart (1999) follows a methodical process, experimental validation of
1Created by rounding the corners of the rectangular capture area
2Compared to the Busemann inlet
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Figure 2.3: A schematic diagram of a REST inlet. Reproduced from Turner and Smart (2013)
the engine was required. The first such study was performed by Smart (2001), who examined a Mach
7.1 engine using Mach 6.2 inflow, reflective of the flow entering the engine following forebody shock
compression. These tests confirmed that the inlet typically captured 96% of the available airflow,
with total mass-weighted pressure recoveries of 55% achievable for compressions ratios of 14.8.
While the inlet internal contraction ratio exceeded the Kantrowitz limit (Kantrowitz, 1945), the inlet
remained self-starting even under mechanically-induced unstart conditions. These tests confirmed
that a fixed geometry inlet with rectangular-to-elliptical shape-transition may be designed without
compromising performance. Moving forward, studies of a Mach 7.1 REST scramjet achieved robust
combustion of hydrogen fuel, following ignition via a silane-hydrogen pilot (Smart and Ruf, 2006).
These tests examined a Mach 5.3 flight condition, with equivalence ratios of 0.5-1.1 remaining started.
However, further testing revealed that as conditions were reduced towards Mach 4 equivalent, the
engine required additional flow spillage to remain started (Smart and Trexler, 2004).
Recent studies have sought to extend the operating speeds of REST engines. A version with a
design point of Mach 12 was developed, seeking to bridge the gap between Mach 6 scramjet cruising
flight, to access-to-space velocities. Within a hybrid rocket-scramjet-rocket launch vehicle, Mach 12
would correspond to the third-stage rocket take-over speed (Smart and Tetlow, 2009). Basic schemat-
ics of the full-scale Mach 12 REST engine (M12REST) are given in Fig. 2.4. This engine possesses
near-identical geometric features as the lower speed engines, with the shape-transitioning inlet being
1062 mm long. Flow realignment occurs at the combustor entrance plane, with the combustor and
nozzle segments angled 6° to the global streamwise axis. The combustor entrance is signified by a
step area increase, originally included to facilitate a circumferential ring of porthole fuel injectors,
arranged symmetrically upon the rear-facing surface of this step. This baseline combustor begins
with a constant area section 322 mm in length and is followed by a diverging section 242 mm long
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to regulate flow temperature. A 201 mm simple conical nozzle terminates the engine, expanding the
flow through an area ratio of 4.0. While not optimised for flight performance, this nozzle provides a
measure of performance for the flow path.
Figure 2.4: Schematic of full-scale M12REST engine model [dimensions in mm]. Reproduced from
Smart (2007)
2.2.2 Experimental Investigations
There have been four experimental campaigns studying the M12REST engine. Each of which have
been completed within UQ’s T4 Stalker Tube reflected shock tunnel (T4), and are outlined below:
1. Off-design Mach 8.7 semifree-jet testing (Suraweera and Smart, 2009)
2. On-design Mach 12 semifree-jet testing (Suraweera et al., 2009)
3. Off-design Mach 10 airframe-integrated free-jet testing (Doherty et al., 2012a)
4. On-design Mach 12 semifree-jet testing (Wise, 2015)
Suraweera and Smart (2009) performed the first experimental validation of this engine, focussing
on off-design performance. Hydrogen fuel injection was facilitated by two stations: one located
partway along the bodyside inlet surface, and one at the combustor entrance. Within hypervelocity
scramjet systems, engine airflow residence times of the order of 500 µs necessitate special consider-
ations to fuel injection methods. As previously examined by Turner et al. (2010; 2010), inlet fuel
injection improves air-fuel mixing length and was achieved via 3 porthole injectors, each 4 mm in
13
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diameter and angled 45° to the local wall-tangent vector. Additionally, at these conditions signifi-
cant drag and heat loads are experienced by all internal flow path surfaces, most notably within the
combustor (Tanimizu, 2008). Hence, combustor-based fuel injection was developed to serve a dual
purpose: heat addition via combustion of fuel, and heat and drag load reductions. This was achieved
via a series of 48 streamwise porthole injectors, each 1.5 mm in diameter and located circumferen-
tially about the 2.5 mm rearward facing step at the combustor entrance. This injection method serves
to envelop the combustor walls with a cold fuel film. While turbulent mixing will eventually disperse
this coherent film structure, the thickening of the boundary layer is known to provide significant re-
ductions to heat and drag loads (Parthasarathy and Zakkay, 1970; Suraweera, 2006). A schematic of
the fuelling method and relative streamwise locations is given in Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Fuelling stations of the Mach 12 REST scramjet [dimensions in mm]. Reproduced from
Suraweera and Smart (2009)
All fuel injection permutations resulted in positive thrust coefficients at equivalence ratios above
φ = 0.3. Inlet injection remained started to φ = 0.61, generating robust combustion and internal
thrust to this limit. Stable mixing limited combustion was observed for combined injection schemes,
to equivalence ratios of 1.23 (Suraweera and Smart, 2009). This initial investigation proved the
M12REST engine could operate at off-design conditions, indicating potential in its use as an access-
to-space accelerator. As shown in Fig. 2.6, good agreement between experimental and simulation
data was achieved, permitting computational models to assist in subsequent design processes.
With off-design performance validated, Suraweera et al. (2009) examined the M12REST engine
performance at on-design conditions. Due to facility size constraints, experiments were performed in
semifree-jet mode. In this mode, flow conditions produced by T4 are representative of those expected
14
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Figure 2.6: Fuel-off normalised pressure distribution on bodyside and cowlside surface at off-design,
Mach 8.7 conditions. Reproduced from Suraweera and Smart (2009)
when flight-equivalent, Mach 12 freestream flow is processed by a 6° forebody shock (on-design flight
angle-of-attack). With this freestream flow, the test model is inclined at 0° angle-of-attack within the
T4 test section. While excellent pressure increases due to combustion were achieved, numerical
models failed to correlate well with the experimental data even for the relatively simple unfuelled
data. This may be seen in Fig. 2.7.
Following both laminar and turbulent simulations, it was suggested that the boundary layer failed
to transition to turbulence before entering the engine (Suraweera et al., 2009). In further support of
this hypothesis, an earlier transition study performed by He and Morgan (1994) suggested the flow
remained laminar over much of the inlet. In doing so, it is more prone to separation against the
adverse pressure gradient (White, 2011), which typically is not accurately modelled through current
simulation capabilities. Further testing by Suraweera et al. (2009) utilised a lengthened forebody,
with incorporated boundary layer trips. However, results failed to display a clear transition location
15
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Figure 2.7: Fuel-off normalised pressure distribution on bodyside surface at on-design, Mach 12
semifree-jet conditions. Reproduced from Suraweera et al. (2009)
and the state of the boundary layer at the inlet entrance remained unknown.
Due to difficulties in on-design validation, off-design testing was extended to Mach 10 condi-
tions. The free-jet experiments of Doherty et al. (2013a; 2015) evaluated the M12REST engine
performance through a self-contained, airframe-integrated model. This 32% scale model evaluated
the drag encountered over both the model internal, and external surfaces, measuring the force at
fuel-off and -on conditions. While the engine did not achieve net thrust, the nozzle installed was a
simple conical nozzle, and when combined with the low 55% combustion efficiency obtained, it was
suggested that improvements to either of these areas would substantially increase performance. Addi-
tional data obtained from these experiments and the corresponding simulations performed determined
that approximately 14% of the mass flow was spilled from the engine. A key result from Doherty et
al. (2013a; 2015), however, was that the engine was relatively insensitive to differences in dynamic
pressure, as demonstrated by the absence of ρL scaling in these studies (Hornung, 1988).
Seeking to address the disparity between numerical and experimental data observed in Suraweera
et al. (2009), the on-design experimental campaign of Wise and Smart (2014) characterised the hy-
personic boundary layer, determining whether the flow could be tripped to turbulence within an ex-
perimentally examinable length. Various trips, including diamond and swept-ramp designs (shown in
Fig. 2.8), were implemented into a 1000 mm long flat plate model. In Fig. 2.8, δ refers to the laminar
boundary layer height at the trip location, and dictates both the trip width, and the separation between
each discrete trip module. k refers to the trip height.
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Figure 2.8: Boundary layer trip geometries. Reproduced from Wise and Smart (2014)
Heat transfer measurements indicated that diamond shaped trips displayed the most robust per-
formance in inducing transition, with larger 7 mm high trips (k/δ = 1.73) trips moving the transition
point significantly forward over smaller 5 mm (k/δ = 1.23) trips. However, during flight, the heat
loads induced by the stagnated flow at the diamond leading edge may induce catastrophic failure,
limiting its use as an effective trip. Hence, Wise (2015) chose to utilise the 5 mm (k/δ = 1.23) swept-
ramp trip configuration for subsequent M12REST on-design testing. While less rapid transition was
observed (when compared to comparatively sized diamond trips), this configuration is similar to those
utilised in the X-43A flight tests (Berry et al., 2001). The effectiveness of this trip may be seen in
Fig. 2.9, with heat transfer data presented using the modified Stanton number (Tirtey, 2008) to account
for shot-to-shot variance.
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Figure 2.9: Stanton number across flat plate at Mach 12, semifree-jet conditions - Diamond & swept-
ramp trips. Reproduced from Wise (2015)
With successfully tripped flow, an on-design experimental campaign for the M12REST engine was
performed by Wise (2015). These studies utilised a half-scale M12REST model, contrasting the full-
scale model utilised by Suraweera et al. (2009). This limitation was imposed as T4 could not provide a
test time of sufficient duration to establish steady test flow through the full-scale model (Wise, 2015).
Initial testing indicated effectively tripped, turbulent flow entered the inlet when utilising swept-ramp
trips, with the inlet integrated to a 500 mm forebody. Laminar flow was encountered where trips were
not utilised.
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Fuel injection stations were designed akin to those in Suraweera et al. (2009). Inlet-based injec-
tion utilised 3 flush-wall portholes, 2 mm in diameter and aligned 45° to the local wall-tangent vec-
tor. Combustor-based injection was achieved via a circumferential ring of 36×0.9 mm streamwise-
aligned portholes, arranged symmetrically upon the rear-facing surface of the 1.25 mm step at the
combustor entrance. Inlet-only fuelled shots remained started for equivalence ratios to φ inlet = 0.6,
and unstarted at φ inlet = 0.76, while substantial pressure rises were encountered for 0.3> φ inlet > 0.6.
Combustor-only injection failed to produce stable supersonic combustion, with it suggested that
the boundary layer-injected fuel failed to mix appreciably with captured air. Combined inlet- and
combustor-based injection was also examined, with fuel splits of 50:50 and 31:69 (inlet:combustor)
investigated. The 31:69 split displayed improved performance over the 50:50 split cases. With robust
combustion attained at Mach 12 flight conditions when using combined fuelling, it was suggested that
radicals produced via inlet-injected fuel were essential in piloting ignition of combustor-injected fuel.
While remaining started, little measurable benefit was obtained in increasing the total equivalence ra-
tio to φT = 1.31, suggesting combustion became mixing limited. Figure 2.10 compares experimental
pressure distributions at 31:69 fuel splits at varying equivalence ratios and displays negligible im-
provements for equivalence ratios exceeding φ ≈ 1. However, equivalence ratios increased beyond
stoichiometric levels offer additional improvements for high Mach number scramjet operation:
At high hypersonic Mach numbers, the engine should be operated at a fuel-rich equiva-
lence ratio that is larger than that required to provide adequate cooling. Typical values
are φ = 1.3 at M = 12, φ = 4 at M = 20, and φ = 6 at M = 25. High φ limits the maxi-
mum temperature in the combustion zone and thereby reduces the fraction of dissociated
species in the nozzle expansion, a large-loss mechanism.
— Frederick S. Billig (1993)
Nonetheless, while fuelling beyond stoichiometric levels may be necessary, the appearance of
mixing limited combustion indicated that the fuel injection techniques may be failing to access all of
the captured oxygen. Thus, an in depth examination of the flow field is required to ascertain where
potential improvements could be achieved. To do so, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) may be
utilised.
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2.2.3 Computational Investigations
Recent computational investigations of the M12REST flow path have been completed by Barth (2014),
who examined the half-scale engine of Wise (2015). When validated against experimental data, these
computational investigations provide greater insight into the internal engine flow physics, indicating
the extent of combustion, and where oxygen and fuel remain unmixed. Simulations were performed
initially examining the unfuelled M12REST flow path, and contours of Mach number and density are
given in Fig. 2.11.
(a) Mach number
(b) Density
Figure 2.11: Cross-planes of the unfuelled M12REST inlet flow field. Reproduced from Barth (2014)
One of the more prominent flow structures observed is the thick, rounded boundary layer present
on the bodyside surface. This boundary layer develops as the captured air flows along the forebody,
before being compressed and drawn inwards by additional shocks which propagate laterally from
the inlet sidewalls. These shocks distort the flow into a non-uniform cross-section, replicating the
observations of Ferlemann and Gollan (2009) who described the development of the boundary layer
into low-speed ‘bubble’ shaped modules at the isolator exit within REST-class hypersonic inlets. This
is seen in Fig. 2.12, reproduced from Ferlemann and Gollan (2009). Mach number contours are given
on the left hand side, while the boundary layer shape has been outlined on the right by the authors.
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Figure 2.12: Mach number contours (left) and boundary layer shape (right). Reproduced from Ferle-
mann and Gollan (2009)
The thickest portion of the low density, boundary layer flow is present along the bodyside surface,
with its development reducing mass capture (and hence available oxygen), thereby hindering engine
performance (Henry and Anderson, 1973). The cowlside boundary layer also undergoes distortion,
morphing to an almost mushroom shaped protrusion. This is due to the lateral propagation of the
sidewall shocks inducing a swept separation, and was previously observed in the Mach 8 REST inlet
of Turner (2010), and is again observed by Barth (2014). Careful tailoring of fuel injection to make
use of these structures, rather than being inhibited by them, may improve air-fuel mixing and is
examined later in this review. For now however, it is prudent to examine how the shock structures
present in the flow path affect the ignition and combustion characteristics. Fuel injection is achieved
by inlet-based injectors, as in the configuration of Wise (2015).
Ignition of hydrogen is signified by the production of OH radicals3. As shown in Fig. 2.13a, these
radicals begin appearing near the inlet throat, corresponding to the impingement of the cowl-closure
shock with the bodyside boundary layer. This impingement is known as a shock-boundary-layer-
interaction, and it dramatically increases the gas temperature (Burtschell and Zeitoun, 2004). By this
stage, the injected fuel is largely mixed and the resultant increase in temperature ignites the fuel, pro-
ducing a stream of combustion radicals to pilot ignition of fuel injected within the combustor (Barth
et al., 2015a). Despite ignition occurring on the inlet compression surface, the benefits of inlet fu-
elling outweigh the increased drag of less than 5% as combustion-induced pressure rises do not occur
until further downstream (Landsberg et al., 2014). Figure 2.13b visualises the inlet shock structures,
given by plotting the positive values of the dot product of the local density gradient and local velocity
unit vector (∂1ρ , described by Ma et al. (1996))4. It is also noted that the shock generated by the inlet
fuel injectors is captured by the engine. Hence, there is no additional engine mass spillage due to the
inlet-injected fuel.
3Further details of this process are provided in Section 2.4.1 of this review
4Expansion waves would be shown by plotting the negative values
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(a) Distribution of OH combustion radicals
(b) Shock structures in the fuelled inlet
Figure 2.13: M12REST inlet flow structures with inlet fuel injection. Reproduced from Barth (2014)
With the inlet characterised, Barth (2014) simulated the full engine flow path, incorporating the
36 porthole injectors intended to induce boundary layer combustion and hence reduce the drag expe-
rienced. Details of this simulation may be found in Barth (2014), however, the most important results
are repeated here. Rather than coalescing to a film, the fuel jets remained as coherent, isolated struc-
tures, before being quickly swept up the sidewalls due to streamwise vortices persisting through the
engine. The centre-to-centre spacing of 2.5 jet diameters between each porthole was shown to be too
large to generate the uniform film of hydrogen necessary to induce boundary layer combustion (Barth
et al., 2012). Hence, while an overall combustion efficiency of 82.9% was achieved, the injectors
failed to reduce the viscous drag sustained by the combustor.
To improve engine performance, Barth (2014) tailored combustor-based fuel injection to exploit
the native flow structures. The film injectors were replaced by a series of 5 portholes, 0.8 mm in
diameter and placed 515.5 mm downstream of the inlet leading edge. They are arranged as shown in
Fig. 2.14 and details of this simulation may be found in Barth (2014). While offering an improved
combustion efficiency of 84.9%, the injected fuel failed to penetrate far into the high momentum cross
flow. Hence, a core-flow of oxygen passed unreacted through the engine, as visible in the oxygen mass
fraction cross-planes of Fig. 2.14. As this contributes to both viscous and pressure drag, it is desirable
to utilise all captured oxygen to improve engine performance. However, the injector configuration in
this simulation was subject to limitations imposed by the experimental model of Wise (2015). Thus,
only minor changes to the fuel plenum block of this model were permissible. If more major changes
could be made to injector configuration, it may be possible to achieve a higher combustion efficiency.
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Bodyside
Cowlside
Figure 2.14: Cross-planes of O2 mass fraction within the M12REST engine with 3c2s combustor-
based injection schematic shown. Adapted from (Landsberg et al., 2014)
Combustion and mixing efficiency examined in the streamwise direction provide more quantita-
tive metrics of engine reaction processes. It may be seen in Fig. 2.15 that from 1200 mm to 1300
mm downstream of the forebody leading edge, there are only minor increases in both mixing and
combustion efficiencies. This suggests that, if fuel could be injected further upstream, a reduction in
combustor length may only sacrifice marginal combustion performance, while dramatically reducing
viscous drag. The net result may improve overall engine performance and remains unexplored for
this engine.
Figure 2.15: M12REST mixing and combustion efficiencies for the 3c2s fuelling configuration. Re-
produced from Barth (2014) 23
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2.3 Scramjet Design Challenges
When evaluating the current M12REST engine capability, it is important to identify areas where
performance improvements are both necessary, and achievable. The design challenges listed here
apply across all scramjet engines, however as the M12REST engine operates near the theoretical
speed limits of scramjet flight (Waltrup, 2001), they are of particular significance.
2.3.1 Heat Management
While improving combustion performance of the M12REST engine is pivotal to developing a flight-
ready system, the extreme operational environment that components must withstand requires targeted
management of heating loads. In particular, hypersonic leading edges must be left as sharp as pos-
sible to improve vehicle aerodynamics, however the heating loads are inversely proportional to the
square-root of the edge radii (Anderson, 2006). With leading edge radii limited to less than 1 mm
to ensure acceptable inlet performance (Drayna et al., 2006), the stagnation point heat loads quickly
exceed most material’s thermal limits. Additionally, by necessity, scramjets must operate in the rel-
atively dense atmosphere to ensure sufficient mass capture (Smart, 2007), however the interaction
of the hypersonic freestream with the structure imparts both significant heat loads and viscous drag
(Kutschenreuter, 2000). These aerothermodynamic heating loads are likely too immense for passive
heat reduction measures, with contemporary materials incapable of withstanding them. Hence, in lieu
of exotic materials not yet developed, active cooling techniques are likely required to maintain the
sharp leading edges necessary for efficient flight. These may include regenerative cooling using liq-
uid fuel as the coolant (Mutzman and Murphy, 2011), or electron transpiration cooling using emitted
electrons to draw energy from the leading edge and deposit it further downstream (Uribarri and Allen,
2015).
While critical to system performance, aerothermodynamic heating effects are only part of the
total heating loads experienced. Within the combustor in particular, static temperatures exceeding
2000 K combine with static pressures of approximately 0.5 atm and magnified localised heating at
shock impingement locations to foster an extremely hostile working environment (Barth, 2014). This
heat must be transported away from the combustor walls, with even high temperature ceramic matrix
composites such as carbon fibre reinforced silicon carbide (C/C-SiC) only remaining operable to
approximately 1800 K (Beyer et al., 2012). This management, however, is more routine than for
leading edges. Cooling channels may be designed to encircle the internal flow path, utilising the fuel
as a coolant to draw heat away from this surface. The preheated fuel may then be injected, ensuring
minimal system energy loss. This regenerative cooling technique is in a mature state within rocket
nozzles, serving to cool the nozzle throats within many access-to-space applications, including the
Space Shuttle Main Engines (Cook et al., 1983).
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2.3.2 Skin Friction Drag
While drag is composed of both inviscid and viscous forces, hypersonic vehicles tend to be designed
long and slender such that inviscid effects are minimised. This comes with the caveat that hypersonic
boundary layers develop and transition to turbulence over much of the vehicle length. This effect
remains throughout the flight envelope, in fact increasing with flight speed such that up to 50% of
the system drag can be caused by skin friction (Anderson, 2006). While action is taken to improve
combustion performance, similar net benefits are achievable by reducing the total skin friction drag
sustained by the flow path (Czysz and Bruno, 2009). The correlation between performance and skin
friction losses may be assessed by comparing skin friction specific impulse losses to the maximum
achievable specific impulse (based on fuel choice) as flight speed increases. This is shown graphically
in Fig. 2.16.
Figure 2.16: Specific impulse losses due to skin friction. Reproduced from Swithenbank et al. (1991)
Tanimizu et al. (2009) experimentally investigated the component-specific drag encountered by
two quasi-axisymmetric, unfuelled scramjet models, using the T4 Stalker Tube at UQ. These mod-
els differed in nozzle expansion ratio, with Model 0 and 1 designed with area ratios of 5.8 and 8.65
respectively. This study determined that the high density, supersonic flow passing through the com-
bustor and nozzle induced up to 60% of the total skin friction drag sustained by the models. This
breakdown of drag components (shown as drag coefficient, CD) is reproduced in Fig. 2.17.
While the heat loads sustained by combustors may be manageable through active cooling mea-
sures, combustor length must be designed such that any increased combustion performance achieved
through a greater length is not overwhelmed by increases in skin friction drag. To help circumvent
these contradicting factors, a number of active approaches have been developed to reduce skin fric-
tion drag. One such mechanism involves fuel injection through the wall surface via a porous medium,
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Figure 2.17: Break down of CD for two scramjet models. Reproduced from Tanimizu et al. (2009)
serving to increase boundary layer thickness (Suraweera, 2006). While less distributed, tangential
fuel injection through slots or via a circumferential array of injectors achieves much the same effect,
serving to envelop the combustion chamber walls with a low density, combusting film of fuel (Rowan,
2003). However, poor response to tangential fuel injection in the M12REST engine (Barth, 2014) has
necessitated new approaches. Laminar flow control measures seek to sustain laminar boundary layers
through the flow path, incurring reduced skin friction effects (Suraweera, 2006). However, as REST
engines depend on turbulent boundary layer flow to remain started, this mechanism is not suitable
for the current application. Hence, REST engine combustion chambers must be designed with mini-
mal length, curtailing requirements for active cooling and drag reducing mechanisms. As such, rapid
mixing of air and fuel is necessary, and methods to accomplish this are presented in the next section.
2.3.3 Fuel-Air Mixing
As fuel jet penetration tends to be low compared to combustor height, high Mach number scramjets
tend to rely on turbulent mixing through comparatively long combustors, whether in axisymmetric
(Peterson et al., 2013), planar (Gehre et al., 2015) or three-dimensional systems (Barth et al., 2015b).
As indicated previously however, increased combustor length induces greater skin friction drag and
heat loads. This remains a key pitfall for scramjet engines, with detonation wave systems such as the
‘shcramjet’ engine not suffering from this combustor length dependency (Chan et al., 2010). With
combustion typically mixing limited in the M12REST engine, methods devised to amplify mixing
rates, or reduce mixing lengths are hence presented.
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Inlet Fuel Injection
Inlet fuel injection was devised in an effort to reduce the necessary combustor length. In this method,
a portion of the total injected fuel is injected upstream of the combustor. This action serves to increase
fuel-air mixing length, permitting a reduction in combustor length while still maintaining sufficient
combustion performance (Guoskov et al., 2001). This process is also known as fuel pre-injection
in the literature (Vinogradov et al., 2007), with Gardner et al. (2002) among the first to implement
it experimentally. From analysis of a 2D single-compression-ramp scramjet at Mach 6.5 enthalpy, it
was concluded that fuel injected on the inlet did not ignite prior to the combustor entrance. Additional
testing with elevated wall temperatures to 700 K to model steady flight also indicated little production
of OH on the inlet. This technique was successfully implemented in both the Mach 8 REST engine
studies of Turner et al. (2010; 2010), as well as the prior studies of the M12REST engine, with the
inlet-based injection delivering a stream of combustion radicals to the combustor, piloting ignition
of the combustor-injected fuel (Barth et al., 2015a). As little steady combustion was observed with
combustor-only fuelling (Wise, 2015), the piloting benefits provided outweigh the 5% drag increase
encountered due to inlet-fuelling (Landsberg et al., 2014). However, the thick bodyside boundary-
layer inherent to the M12REST engine and characteristic of all airframe-integrated engines limits the
degree of inlet-fuelling. While the engine remains started to inlet-injection-based equivalence ratios
of φ inlet < 0.76 (Wise, 2015), elevated flow rates beyond φ inlet = 0.3 offered meagre performance
improvements, with the fuel remaining trapped in the bodyside boundary layer (Barth et al., 2015a).
Tailored Fuel Injection
The highly three-dimensional flow field of the M12REST scramjet (or indeed, any shape-transitioning
engine) ensures that optimising fuel injection is no trivial matter. However, with the flow field char-
acterised numerically by Barth (2014), the opportunity presents to tailor fuel injection methods to
exploit these flow features. This method was explored by Barth (2014), however, these studies were
constrained by the experimental model and were restricted to the region immediately upstream of the
combustor entrance. Hence, this section explores native flow structures throughout the entire flow
path, identifying how they may influence the mixing and ignition of fuel, while Section 2.4 of this
review details fuel choice and injection methods isolated from these flow features.
Tailoring of fuel injection may refer to both inlet- and combustor-based locations. As previously
indicated, inlet-injected fuel in the M12REST engine remains trapped in the bodyside boundary layer.
Hence, further fuel injection here offers little benefit with much of the captured oxygen in this re-
gion already consumed prior to the combustor entrance (Barth et al., 2015a). This was emphasised
when Barth (2014) analysed the M12REST fuel distribution when employing the circumferential ring
of porthole injectors studied by Wise (2015). Extremely fuel-rich bodyside flow was encountered
through the combustor, reducing engine net specific impulse. Due to this, combustor-based injection
of fuel must, by necessity, focus on cowlside fuel injection.
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Streamwise vortices persist through the M12REST flow path. These vortices include corner vor-
tices originating from where the bodyside wall meets the sidewalls, together with the swept separation
vortex induced by the sidewall shocks propagating laterally across the engine cowl. The swept separa-
tion vortex persists through the combustor, quickly entraining sidewall-injected fuel as in the tailored
injection scheme (3c2s) of Barth et al. (2015b). As the entrained fuel was drawn to the fuel-rich,
bodyside boundary layer flow, it was recommended to reduce the flow rate of fuel from these sidewall
injectors. These vortices also acted to sweep fuel off the combustor cowlside surface when injected
using the circumferential ring of injectors, limiting any film-cooling or boundary layer combustion ef-
fects (Barth, 2014). With such a dominant flow structure native to this engine, the opportunity presents
to inject fuel further upstream in an effort to utilise this natural vortex entrainment to improve mixing.
Shock waves are inherent to any scramjet engine, with shape-transitioning flow paths inducing
shocks in three-dimensions. Fuel injection can be aided by these effects however, with previous
studies indicating improved mixing following shock impingement of flames, reducing flame lengths
by 20% (Huh and Driscoll, 1996). This study noted the improved mixing resulted from induced radial
inflows of air to the jet when the shock turned the flow. Flame stability was also improved, with the
adverse pressure gradient induced by the shock elongating the recirculation zone. Similar effects
are observed following direct shock impingement at fuel injection ports. While Schetz et al. (2010)
observed reduced jet penetration with oblique shock impingement, significant mixing improvements
were obtained. A schematic of this experimental set-up is reproduced in Fig. 2.18.
Figure 2.18: Shock/flush wall fuel jet interaction. Reproduced from Schetz et al. (2010)
While reductions in penetration are not ideal, the improved mixing in conjunction with greatly
increased temperatures and pressures inherent to fuel jet shock impingement may promote ignition.
Shock-boundary-layer-interactions also assist in ignition. Impingement upon fuel-rich boundary lay-
ers has displayed robust ignition of fuel within the shock reflection point (Burtschell and Zeitoun,
2004). This process was further observed by Barth et al. (2015a) in the M12REST engine, where the
cowl closure notch impinged the fuel-rich bodyside boundary layer (see Fig. 2.13).
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2.4 Fuelling Methods
With a detailed understanding of the current state of the M12REST engine and where improvements
are necessary, it is now prudent to examine fuel combustion processes and injection methods.
2.4.1 Fuel Choice
With hydrogen’s simple chemical kinetics, rapid ignition time and high energy density, it has been
described as being the only fuel with potential to reach near orbital velocities within a scramjet system
(Waltrup, 2001). Hence, it presents an ideal fuel candidate for the M12REST engine, where airflow
residence time approaches the air-fuel mixing and reaction timescales (Petty et al., 2012). However,
hydrogen’s low storage density necessitates the use of high pressure vessels, dramatically increasing
vehicle mass and aerodynamic profile. As these drastically affect system performance, some research
has investigated lower order hydrocarbon fuels (primarily ethylene and kerosene) to take advantage of
their improved storage density. Due to the orders of magnitude differences between ignition delays of
hydrogen and even simple hydrocarbon fuels (Colket and Spadaccini, 2001), flame holding cavities
have been required to improve the residence time within a typical scramjet combustor (Ben-Yakar
and Hanson, 2001; Jackson et al., 2014). Within hypervelocity scramjets purposed for access-to-
space, the combustion benefits associated with such systems do not outweigh the pressure losses
induced nor the heating loads imposed. It has been further remarked by Billig (1993) that ‘Hydrogen,
perhaps augmented by stored oxygen, is the only fuel that can provide the required cooling’ for
a transatmospheric, accelerating scramjet. For these reasons, hydrogen remains the fuel of choice
for high speed, access-to-space scramjet systems, with hydrocarbon use tending towards compact,
cruising systems for military purposes (Curran, 2001).
Hydrogen-Air Combustion Chemistry
Within scramjets, combustion processes do not typically reach completion before being exhausted
from the engine. Hence, these systems do not ordinarily achieve 100% combustion efficiency, even
during flight (Smart and Ruf, 2006). As such, an understanding of hydrogen-air combustion-kinetics
is necessary. When given sufficient time and energy release, hydrogen-air combustion chemistry may
be summarised through the global reaction:
2H2+O2+3.76N2 −−→ 2H2O+3.76N2
In reality, the pathways taken by individual species are not so simple. As such, the combustion
process will be in a state of non-equilibrium and analysis of intermediate reactions is necessary.
These comprise of initiation, propagation and termination reactions (Turns, 2000). A preliminary
note is that much of the following relies heavily on Turns (2000), who themselves leant heavily on
Glassman (1987).
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Initiation reactions involve the decomposition of base-reactants into free radicals. For pure H2−
O2 combustion, radicals include H, O and OH, and are often called ‘chain-carriers’, with the highly
reactive intermediate species necessary for propagating chain-reactions to occur. Not all intermediate
species, however, are classified as radicals, with the metastable species HO2 remaining relatively inert
during the combustion process. For this system, example initiation reactions are given below:
H2+M−−→ H+H+M Very high temperatures
H2+O2 −−→ HO2+H Other temperatures
With M referring to a third-body which doesn’t itself react, but is necessary for the reaction to proceed.
These reactions govern the initial reaction rate, bringing the mixture to an explosive state. With
radicals present, propagation reactions may proceed. These chain-branching, or chain-reactions often
generate a net increase in system radical-density, with examples of such given below:
H+O2 −−→ O+OH
O+H2 −−→ H+OH
The appearance of the OH radical typically signifies robust ignition as was alluded to in Section 2.2.3.
Further chain-reactions which do not increase the number of radicals, but instead the type of radical,
also occur, but are omitted here for brevity. There also exists chain propagation reactions which
produce the final, global product H2O:
H2+OH−−→ H2O+H
Chain breaking or terminating reactions are net consumers of radicals, and can form H2O, or simply
be the backwards reactions of the initiation reactions described previously.
H+OH+M−−→ H2O+M
H+H+M−−→ H2+M
O+O+M−−→ O2+M
These terminating reactions typically form a balance with the propagating or chain-reactions. Under
certain conditions, the rate of radical production exceeds the rate of radical destruction, leading to
an explosive system state with extremely short ignition and reaction delays. The propensity for the
system to undergo an explosive reaction is governed by the branching factor ϕ (Turner, 2010):
ϕ = rate o f branching reactions− rate o f terminating reactions (2.1)
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Systems with ϕ > 0 undergo this explosive response, while cases where ϕ < 0 undergo stable
combustion. In stationary gas mixtures, no reactions occur for temperatures below ≈ 672 K (399◦C),
whereas systems exceeding ≈ 853 K (580◦C) undergo explosive combustion for all pressures. In
between these temperatures, there are three explosive limits. These are displayed in Fig. 2.19.
Figure 2.19: Hydrogen explosive limits. Reproduced from Lewis and Von Elbe (1951)
The explosive limit is not a flammability limit however, and mixtures may support a flame initially,
before the bulk mixture is brought to an explosive temperature (Glassman, 1987). With flammability
concentration limits of hydrogen-air mixtures ranging between 4− 75%, hydrogen presents as an
ideal fuel for hypervelocity, access-to-space scramjets.
One final note on the H2−O2 combustion process is that depending on temperature, pressure
and the extent of reaction, all reactions described here (and many omitted ones) may proceed in
reverse. Hence in reality, there exists numerous intermediate reactions, too many to list here. For
relatively simple H2−O2 combustion, this may be on the order of 40 reactions when accounting
for eight species: H2, O2, H2O, OH, O, H, HO2, H2O2. Hence the author is invited to peruse the
work of Turns (2000) and Glassman (1987) for further details. The key descriptions outline here are
simply provided to give the reader a scope of the complexity of the seemingly simple hydrogen-air
combustion chemistry.
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It is emphasised that the reactions described above are for pure H2−O2 combustion, and do not
include species containing N2, Ar, CO2 or other contaminants present in atmospheric air. In partic-
ular, N2 which comprises approximately 78% of the atmosphere, does participate in some reactions
during hydrogen-air combustion. This process often absorbs energy from the exothermic H2−O2
combustion reactions, reducing the system efficiency, and exhausting pollutants such as toxic oxides
of nitrogen (NOx) to the atmosphere. Within any scramjet application, the modelling of these reaction
pathways are essential in characterising the engine combustion performance. For this reason, the re-
action scheme of Jachimowski (1992) is typically utilised for combusting scramjet simulations, rather
than the pure H2−O2 reaction scheme of Pergament (1963).
Ignition Delay
While necessary to model nitrogen’s participation in the combustion kinetics, ignition delay correla-
tions in the literature typically only consider reactant concentration. The correlations developed by
Colket and Spadaccini (2001) collated data from numerous experimental studies, with ignition gov-
erned by the period taken for a rapid rise of OH concentration to occur. The experimental studies
examined were typically shock tube experiments, where efforts are made to ensure the gas remains
stationary and to reduce the effects of boundary layers on the autoignition processes. While these
process typically aid combustion in operable scramjets, together with shock induced heating and tur-
bulent mixing, the correlations developed still provide useful metrics to examine fuel characteristics.
The hydrogen-specific correlation of Colket and Spadaccini (2001) is reproduced below:
τ ig = 1.6×10−14e19700/RT [O2]−1 (2.2)
In this equation, R is the universal gas constant (cal.K-1mol-1), T is temperature (K), and concen-
tration of O2 is in mol/cm
3. Interestingly, the ignition delay of H2 is independent of the hydrogen
concentration, and only dependent on oxygen concentration. Similar ignition delay correlations were
developed by Colket and Spadaccini (2001) for other prospective fuels, and ignition delays at scramjet
combustor conditions for a number of simple fuels are given in Table 2.1, at approximately 0.5 atm
pressure. At all temperatures examined, hydrogen provides far more rapid ignition delay, often orders
of magnitude shorter than even simple hydrocarbons. For this reason (and the others presented in this
section), only hydrogen fuel will be considered in this thesis.
Table 2.1: Ignition delays of various fuels at nominal scramjet combustor conditions
Ignition delay (s) at given temperatures
Fuel 1000 K 1250 K 1500 K
Hydrogen 382×10−6 6.6×10−5 21×10−6
Ethylene 17.4×10−3 66.9×10−5 79.5×10−6
Methane 1.39 1758×10−5 977×10−6
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2.4.2 Fuel Delivery Systems
Fuel injection devices typically present in two main types: wall-based injection schemes, and intrusive
strut-based types. These are shown in Fig. 2.20.
Figure 2.20: Typical scramjet fuel injection schemes. Reproduced from Turner (2010)
Strut injectors place a device into the flow path, resulting in vastly improved penetration and mix-
ing (McClinton et al., 1975). However, this induces substantial momentum losses and drag increases,
each of which are significant when compared to representative engine thrusts (Bogdanoff, 1994). At
hypersonic speeds, the kinetic energy of the captured air is typically of the same order as the resultant
combustion heat release and hence, losses must be minimised (Terrapon et al., 2010). Further, the
heating loads expected on the stagnated region of the windward strut-surface within the engine core
flow will likely be too large for even active cooling with liquid hydrogen to maintain (Billig, 1993).
Due to this, only less intrusive fuel injection methods are considered in this work.
Examining the schemes in Fig. 2.20 further, cavity- and ramp-based schemes utilise wall geometry
to improve mixing and promote flame holding. Cavities in particular have been utilised to improve
the residence time of hydrocarbon fuelled scramjets (Jackson et al., 2014). However, to improve the
mixing, ramps and cavities introduce vorticity to the flow, inducing further pressure losses. For this
reason, cavities and ramps are not examined further in this study.
Step injection has been utilised in the M12REST configuration of Wise (2015). Due to the in-
jection direction being aligned with the bulk airflow, little to no penetration or mixing occurs, aside
from that which is swept up via streamwise vortices, or by mixing across the streamwise shear layer.
This may contribute to the absence of robust and stable combustion achieved in the combustor-only
fuelling experiments of Wise (2015). As a method to reduce skin friction drag, the tested geometry
failed to achieve this aim. However, slot injectors on rearward facing steps have shown significant
reductions in skin friction drag. By maintaining a constant film via a slot, as opposed to discrete
portholes, it has been shown to reduce drag in REST-class engines (Chan, 2012) and also in simple
geometries in the more fundamental studies of Goyne et al. (2000). However, as a method to fuel the
scramjet, slots suffer the same caveat as all step injectors and fail to mix sufficiently with the captured
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airflow and thus will not be pursued further here.
Transverse porthole injectors have provided the primary fuelling techniques across a number
of REST configurations. They have been utilised in series of 3 portholes at the inlet of both the
M12REST engine Wise (2015) and the Mach 8 REST engine variant (Turner, 2010). Combined in-
jection schemes with inlet fuelling have shown significant performance in piloting ignition of fuel
injected at the combustor entrance, with only marginal increases in drag (Barth et al., 2015a; Lands-
berg et al., 2014). Hence, for this reason, combined injection schemes utilising porthole injectors will
be the primary configuration examined within this investigation. As such, it is prudent to examine
the flow structures such injectors develop, as well as the way in which injection geometry affects the
penetration and mixing capabilities.
2.4.3 Porthole Injectors
When injecting fuel into a supersonic crossflow, the momentum of the injectant acts as a solid obstruc-
tion to the flow. Hence, as with any flow blockage, a bow shock wraps around fuel, before gradually
mixing via a series of complex flow structures. This process may be seen in Fig. 2.21, adapted from
Ben-Yakar et al. (2006).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.21: Flow structures surrounding transverse sonic fuel injection into a supersonic crossflow.
Adapted from Ben-Yakar et al. (2006)
The bow shock separates the incoming boundary layer, resulting in both a recirculation region
and a λ -shock pattern immediately upstream of the jet (Ge´nin and Menon, 2010). These recirculation
regions trap injected fuel, and the locally high temperatures trigger radical production, anchoring the
flames. Looking towards the injectant, with a substantial pressure difference between the fuel plenum
and crossflow, the fuel chokes, exiting sonically before rapidly expanding. This expansion leads to
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extremely high Mach numbers, typically in excess of the crossflow freestream, before terminating in
a Mach disk. This Mach disk acts to equalise the pressure of the injectant to that experienced down-
stream of the crossflow bow shock and generates a stream of subsonic flow that forms a slip surface
with the supersonic fluid flowing around and past the barrel shock (Viti et al., 2009). Along this shear
layer, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities form, before evolving to large scale vortices that propagate along
the jet boundaries, contributing to the mixing process (Ge´nin and Menon, 2010). These may be seen
in the time-accurate temperature gradients and Mach number contours in Fig. 2.22, reproduced from
Ge´nin and Menon (2010). Also shown is the time-averaged Mach number field, which displays the
dominant flow features of an under-expanded jet.
Figure 2.22: Centreplane instantaneous contours of temperature gradient (a-c), Mach number (d-f)
and the time-averaged Mach number field (g). Reproduced from Ge´nin and Menon (2010)
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These are not the only vortical structures induced by porthole injectors. Fric and Roshko (1994)
provide a detailed review of the dominant vortices present, and illustrated these structures as repro-
duced in Fig. 2.23.
Figure 2.23: Four types of vortical structures induced by transverse injection. Reproduced from Fric
and Roshko (1994)
The jet-shear layer vortices are the Kelvin-Helmholz instabilities, as mentioned previously. The
horseshoe vortices are induced when the boundary separates as it approaches the λ -shock, before
wrapping the base of the jet (Fric and Roshko, 1994). The counter-rotating vortex pairs tend to
dominate the downstream flow, increasing penetration and mixing of the jet by entraining air and
fuel, sustaining this process in the injector far-field. They are induced by the crossflow wrapping the
jet, and being sucked into the low pressure, recirculation region aft of the jet. Further, less dominant
structures called the ‘wake vortices’ are also present. Full details of all of these vortical structures are
presented in the work of Fric and Roshko (1994).
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2.4.4 Influence of Jet Geometry
Pitch & Yaw
While near-field penetration is much larger for normal (90°) pitch angles, far-field penetration has
been shown to increase with reduced injection angles. McClinton (1972) determined that for circular
injectors, pitch angles of θ = 30° to the local wall-tangent vector displayed the greatest penetration.
Reiterated by Mays and Thomas (1989), they determined increasing penetration with decreasing pitch
angle, before further decreases below θ = 30° to θ = 15° resulted in less penetration. This has been
explained by introducing an ‘effective back pressure’ term, where the lower injection angle induces a
weaker bow shock and subsequently a lower static pressure behind this shock. The terminating Mach
disk equalises the pressure between the injectant and the freestream, and a lower pressure in this
region will require a weaker Mach disk, inducing smaller losses to the injectant momentum. As the
angled injection has both wall-normal and streamwise momentum components, a weaker Mach disk
will conserve a greater degree of the wall-normal momentum, subsequently increasing penetration in
the far-field. With this greater penetration, Fuller et al. (1992) indicated that greater mixing is also
induced, due to the increased disturbance to the flow. However, it was noted that in the far-field, the
mixing become approximately equal, regardless of the injection pitch angle.
Further benefits to injecting at inclined pitch angles, as opposed to 90° to the wall, is the con-
tribution to streamwise thrust via the injectant. With its low molecular weight, hydrogen acts as an
effective cold-gas thruster, with the thrust generated being significant to that experienced at scramjet
speeds exceeding Mach 10 (Drummond et al., 2002). While pitch influences the penetration, yaw
angles have been shown to affect the lateral spreading of the jet. Thomas et al. (1991) determined
that increases in spreading of 10-30% were achievable with yaw angles between 15° and 28°. How-
ever, this came at the cost of reducing both penetration and mixing rates. Hence, yaw angles are not
pursued further in this work.
Shape
Porthole injectors can come in many shapes, including circular and elliptical, wedge/triangular, square,
rectangular and diamond shapes, as well as high aspect ratio slots or stinger shapes. Elliptical injec-
tors were examined by Gruber et al. (2000) and Wang et al. (2013), with each reporting increased
lateral spread to 25%; however, each study reported reductions in penetration to 20%. It has been
noted by Barber et al. (1997) that rounded-edge injectors effectively introduce an obstruction into
the flow, leading to an upstream separation zone. To remove this, a sharper angled, wedge-shaped
injector was tested with its apex turned to the windward side and a rounded leeward edge (Barber
et al., 1997). Little upstream boundary layer separation was observed, with some increases in pene-
tration achieved. However, it was noted that the blunt trailing edge induced a separation in its wake.
Thus, Tomioka et al. (2003) added a wedge shape to the trailing edge, creating a diamond injector
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which was compared with circular injectors. It was observed that the Mach disk height (and hence
near-field penetration) was lower for the diamond injector. However, rapid lateral expansion occurred
at high injection pressures, and the large obstruction induced significant boundary layer separation.
While further studies examined high aspect ratio rectangular (Wheatley and Jacobs, 2010; Foster and
Engblom, 2004) and stinger shaped (Kouchi et al., 2013) injectors with good performance in penetra-
tion and increased vortex generation for mixing, the practical aspects of such large slots may not be
permissible within a scramjet.
Injection Arrays
Arrays of multiple injectors have also been examined. Lee (2006a; 2006b) aligned two equally sized
injectors in the streamwise direction at different spacings between each. Performances were com-
pared to that of a single injector, keeping the total cross-sectional area constant to conserve injectant
mass flow. This arrangement shields the downstream injector from the high momentum crossflow,
improving penetration, especially in the injector near-field. This is shown in Fig. 2.24.
Figure 2.24: Mean flow field of dual transverse injection. Reproduced from Lee (2006a)
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While displaying improved penetration relative to the jet size, Lee (2006a; 2006b) only performed
these simulations for injectors of the same size. As the initial Mach disk height is typically dependent
on the jet diameter, if two injectors of differing sizes were utilised and the smaller injector was placed
upstream, the larger downstream injector may retain the same shielding benefit, but with improved
performance in absolute penetration due to its larger diameter. This configuration was studied in the
current work, and the article as published is reproduced in its entirety in Chapter 4. Further arrays
studied have utilised an ‘aeroramp concept whereby a physical ramp is modelled using arrays of
injectors, increasing in size and arranged in a near-triangular shape as seen in Fig. 2.25.
Figure 2.25: Aeroramp fuel injector model. Reproduced from Fuller et al. (1998)
This model was designed to mimic the performance of a physical ramp and displayed lower overall
pressure losses compared to the physical ramp. However, in the far-field, the aeroramp displayed
reduced mixing and penetration (by almost 50%). Thus, no substantial benefits were obtained using
this injection scheme.
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Practical Fuel Injection
Within a practical scramjet, circular injectors inclined to the flow direction offer good performance
with minimal design limitations. Circular injectors have also been widely studied within the literature,
with correlations to analytically determine penetration developed. The most critical parameter influ-
encing the jet penetration (regardless of injector geometry) has been shown to be the ‘jet-to-freestream
momentum ratio (Billig and Schetz, 1966), given in Eq. (2.3).
J =
q jet
q∞
=
(ρU2) jet
(ρU2)∞
=
(γ pM2) jet
(γ pM2)∞
, (2.3)
This relationship is typically a direct correlation, with increases in J causing increases in jet pen-
etration. However, Gruber et al. (1995) indicated that ratios of 1≤ J ≤ 3 are the maximum bounds to
avoid large expansions which cause obstructions and hence flow separation. Higher injection ratios
also require longer lengths to ensure adequate mixing occurs due to the difference in momentum be-
tween the jet and freestream (Rogers, 1971). Lastly, increasing J depends on increasing the injection
pressure; thus, it cannot be increased indefinitely as the injection pressure also governs the mass flow
rate from the jet, which will be fixed in a practical scramjet.
For injection at inclined pitch angles, McClinton (1972) introduced an ‘effective-dynamic-pressure’
ratio (
qjet
q∞
)
eff
=
qjet sinθ
q∞−qjet cosθ =
qjet/q∞ sinθ
1− qjet/q∞ cosθ
, (2.4)
which was subsequently incorporated into an empirical relationship for jet penetration
P
D
= 3.385
(
qjet
q∞
)0.09
eff
( x
D
)0.18
, (2.5)
Equation (2.5) may thus be utilised to determine a first order estimate for sonic jet penetration of an
inclined jet. This penetration (P) is in terms of the total number of injector diameters (D) penetrated
upwards, while progressing in a downstream direction x (also normalised by injector diameter).
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2.5 Summary
This chapter provided a broadly reaching review of the available scramjet literature. It is clear that
experimental and numerical evaluation of the M12REST flow path has indicated significant potential
leading towards access-to-space launch vehicles. However, fuel-air mixing limitations have failed to
provide flight-ready capability. Areas in which performance improvements are both necessary and
achievable were discussed. Fuel choice and injection methods were critically examined, with various
techniques to improve engine performance identified.
As the later chapters of this thesis are provided as reproductions of published journal articles, or
those under review, this chapter intended to provide a broad analysis of the available literature. Each
of these subsequent chapters are headed by an introduction, presenting a more targeted analysis of
literature pertinent to the scope of each respective chapter. However, the methodology by which these
investigations were carried out is the subject of the next chapter.
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METHODOLOGY
This project took both numerical and experimental approaches. The present chapter contains informa-
tion regarding the numerical work undertaken, detailing the computational grid, solver and turbulence
models. Details of the experimental facility, test model, flow conditions, and data reduction processes
are also provided. Firstly however, the flow path examined for both approaches is detailed with par-
ticular regard towards the baseline, non-modified geometry.
3.1 The M12REST Flow Path
3.1.1 Baseline Geometry
As multiple iterations of the M12REST geometry were examined, the baseline flow path is first pre-
sented. Identical to that examined numerically by Barth (2014) and experimentally by Wise (2015)
(barring combustor-based fuel injection geometry), the flow path schematic in Fig. 3.1 is reproduced
from Landsberg et al. (2018a), with much of the following text adapted from this published article.
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Figure 3.1: Inlet-fuelled baseline M12REST flow path geometry: Front (left) and side (main) views
[dimensions in mm]. Reproduced from Landsberg et al. (2018a)
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This flow path is a geometric half scale model and is designed for Mach 12 flight at 50 kPa
dynamic pressure. The engine is designed with the assumption that it would be mounted beneath a
flight vehicle with a planar underside, angled 6° to the incoming air flow. The stream-traced inlet
design methodology of Smart (1999) was tailored to the Mach 12 engine, with this variant’s design
documented by Suraweera and Smart (2009). The flow path scale was limited to that which would
achieve fully established flow within UQ’s T4 facility (Wise, 2015).
The baseline model has a total length of approximately 1439 mm long when including the 500 mm
forebody length (not pictured in Fig. 3.1) and is composed of four primary segments: the forebody,
inlet, combustor, and nozzle. The planar forebody is 500 mm in length, and wide enough to prevent
edge-effects during experimental testing. The forebody length was designed by Wise (2015) to ensure
the boundary layer transitioned to turbulence by the inlet leading edge (when tripped 235 mm from
the forebody leading edge).
The inlet is 476.2 mm in length when measured from the leading edge of the compression surface
to the location of the throat (the location of smallest cross-sectional area). The rectangular-to-elliptical
shape transitioning process is not complete here, however, with the final elliptical profile achieved
at 505.8 mm. This ellipse has an aspect ratio of 1.76. The inlet rectangular capture profile has a
sidewall-to-sidewall width of 75 mm, and bodyside to cowlside height of 50 mm. The cowlside
initially remains open, with closure commencing 129.3 mm from the inlet leading edge and full
closure achieved at 339 mm. With an isolator cross-sectional area of 430 mm2, the inlet achieves a
total geometric contraction ratio of 6.61 and an internal compression ratio of 2.25.
The termination of the isolator at 530.87 mm signifies the beginning of the combustor. The base-
line combustor is joined to the isolator via a 1.25 mm circumferential backward-facing step, originally
included to facilitate a ring of porthole injectors (Wise, 2015). The baseline combustor is 282 mm
in length and its centreline axis is inclined 6° to the inlet’s. This serves to realign the flow (and
hence thrust vector) with the nominal flight direction. The baseline combustor begins with a 161 mm
constant area section, before diverging at a constant 1.6° degree angle for 121 mm, achieving a 2:1
expansion ratio relative to the engine throat. The flow path is terminated by a simple conical nozzle,
expanding the flow uniformly over 125 mm and achieving an expansion ratio of 10:1 relative to the
throat.
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3.1.2 Fuel Injection
Fuel injection in the M12REST flow path is achieved in two locations: inlet-, and combustor-based.
Because a number of combustor-based fuel injection approaches were examined in the later chapters
of this thesis, only inlet-fuelling (consistent in all studies) is discussed here. As indicated in Fig. 3.1,
inlet-based injectors were located 255 mm from the inlet leading edge. Three flush-wall porthole
injectors were utilised, sized 2 mm in diameter and located symmetrically about the engine centre-
plane with 12.5 mm centre-to-centre spacing. These injectors are inclined 45° to the local wall-tangent
vector, 51° to the global streamwise direction (x-axis). This geometry was successfully utilised by
Wise (2015), and is shown in Fig. 3.2.
12.5 mm
3x⌀2mm
Figure 3.2: Inlet-based fuelling schematic. Reproduced from Landsberg et al. (2017b)
3.1.3 Modifications to Baseline Geometry
The baseline geometry presented thus far only details that which has already been examined in
the prior work of Barth (2014) and Wise (2015). As this thesis is composed of a number of pub-
lished works, and those under review, these details are provided to inform the reader of the reference
M12REST geometry. For brevity and clarity, explicit details of modifications performed are given in
the relevant chapters:
1. Fuel injection modifications
• Cascaded Fuel Injectors: Chapter 4
• Flow Field Manipulation: Chapter 5
2. Combustor modifications
• Experimental Combustor Length Study: Chapter 6
3. Amalgamation of modifications
• Improved Design and Flight Condition Performance: Chapter 7
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3.2 Numerical Work
Improving the performance of the M12REST engine requires high-fidelity, three-dimensional simu-
lations to accurately characterise the engine flow path. Hence, numerical simulation data is utilised
throughout this thesis, and presented in Ch. 4 through 7. Much work has already been completed by
Barth (2014) in generating a computational grid for the M12REST flow path, and modifications to
this existing numerically and experimentally validated grid were performed. For these simulations, a
robust hypersonic flow solver capable of finite-rate chemistry is required. The Unstructured-Three-
Dimensional code ‘US3D’, developed at The University of Minnesota (Nompelis et al., 2004), was
employed in this project.
3.2.1 Flow Path Model
Computational Mesh
As a number of modifications were made to the M12REST geometry, this section details only the
baseline model from Fig. 3.1. Modifications to this geometry are described in their respective chap-
ters. The baseline mesh was adapted from the model created in Barth et al. (2015a) and the reader
is invited to peruse this publication for full details of its creation. As such, only top-level details are
provided here.
Fully structured mesh topology of the flow path was generated using the commercial grid gen-
eration software, GridPro v6.5 (PDC, 2015a), taking advantage of the M12REST flow path’s lone
symmetry-plane to reduce computational cost. GridPro permits mesh generation with smooth cell
blending from coarser discretised regions in the freestream, to more refined, complex features like the
leading edges and fuel injectors. To simplify the mesh generation process, small filleting rounds were
applied to both the inlet and external surface leading edges at 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm respectively. Radii
of this diameter were expected to have negligible influence on the inlet mass capture and efficiency
(Drayna et al., 2006). Cells were kept fine at approximately < 0.1 mm in length for 30 jet diameters
(D) downstream of fuel injection, capturing jet structures which typically decay within 10D (Gruber
et al., 1997). After generating the inviscid mesh in GridPro, viscous clustering was used to achieve a
wall adjacent height of 0.9 µm in the inlet. This spacing was maintained until the combustor entrance,
before blending smoothly to 0.7 µm by mid-way through the combustor, and persisting through to the
nozzle exit1. These values achieved a non-dimensionalised wall-adjacent height of y+ ≤ 1 throughout
the flow path, save for areas of shock impingement within the inlet. As y+ in these areas were typi-
cally≤ 2.5 and affected only < 0.008% of the inlet area, it was assumed to have negligible impact on
the flow physics (Barth et al., 2015a).
1Clustering levels were modified from this baseline standard in some sections of this thesis, and these alterations are
detailed where necessary
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The full flow path, baseline mesh contained approximately 45 million cells. The inlet geometry
and mesh were kept identical to that studied in Barth et al. (2015a; 2014), and hence the grid con-
vergences studies performed in those works are assumed to remain valid for the present work. These
studies utilised an inlet mesh of 5 million, 12 million and 20.6 million cells, with the finest grid em-
ployed in Barth (2014) and also in the present work. All three meshes were iteratively converged
with the same fuelling and inflow conditions, using the same chemical reaction mechanism. The grid
convergence of three key parameters was investigated: jet penetration 10 diameters downstream of
the inlet-based fuel injectors (yp), combustion efficiency at the inlet throat (ηc), and cumulative vis-
cous drag (Fdrag,viscous). These parameters are sensitive to the convergence of inviscid, chemical and
viscous processes. Employing the method of Stern et al. (2001), the Grid Convergence Indices sug-
gested that the values of yp, ηc and Fdrag,viscous obtained using the fine grid were within 2.2%, 0.02%
and 0.49%, respectively, of their Richardson extrapolated values on an infinitely fine grid. When
combined with model validation against experimental data performed in Barth et al. (2014; 2015a),
it is assumed that this mesh remains adequate for the present work. Modifications to combustor and
injector geometry, and their impact on grid-independence, are detailed in later chapters of this thesis
where necessary. The coarsened baseline mesh is shown in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4.
(a) Forebody/Inlet
(b) Isolator/Combustor/Nozzle
Figure 3.3: 4x Coarsened baseline mesh - Symmetry-plane
Boundary Conditions
It is noted that in these example meshes, the combustor-nozzle segment is decoupled from the inlet
mesh. These separate meshes are constructed by removing superfluous topology from the full flow
path mesh. The prior simulations performed required that the full flow path be simulated, even when
only minor modifications to downstream geometry were made. The computational requirements of
these simulations restricted the number of design iterations possible. However, the present work
utilises an in-house boundary condition, developed at UQ. Described in Landsberg et al. (2018a),
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(a) Inlet (Forebody excluded for clarity)
(b) Isolator/Combustor/Nozzle
Figure 3.4: 4x Coarsened baseline mesh - Cross-planes
the boundary condition determines the intersection of two computational grids/solutions, before map-
ping the outflow of the upstream steady-state solution (in this case, the inlet), to the inflow of the
downstream grid (combustor-nozzle). This method enforces simple conservation rules, ensuring the
flux of conserved quantities is actually conserved through the boundary. Full details of this boundary
condition are available in Landsberg et al. (2018a), and are reproduced in Appendix E.
Boundary conditions for the rest of the model were set using the same principles as in Barth
(2014). With the 500 mm forebody integrated to this mesh, a uniform supersonic inflow condition
was set. Inflow conditions were typically experiment-specific in velocity, temperature, density and
chemical composition, and the method by which they were calculated is discussed in Section 3.3.4.
Turbulent production terms were activated from the forebody leading edge. To compare to shock tun-
nel experiments where millisecond-duration test times result in negligible wall-temperature increases,
wall conditions were set to be non-slip, isothermal at 300 K. This practice was altered in Ch. 7, how-
ever, where steady-state flight performance was investigated. Supersonic outflow boundaries were
utilised at both the nozzle outflow, as well as on external mesh surfaces as only the internal flow path
was investigated. A symmetry boundary was utilised along the lone symmetry-plane of the M12REST
flow path. Fuel injectors utilised supersonic inflow boundaries, injecting hydrogen at sonic, choked
conditions, isentropically expanded from 300 K stagnated conditions, with density altered to achieve
the desired mass injection rate. Fuelling rates and freestream inflow conditions were set to match
those experienced during individual experiments and are given in detail where required.
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3.2.2 US3D Solver
As introduced by Johnson et al. (2014) within the US3D manual, ‘US3D is a highly scalable par-
allel implicit unstructured CFD solver developed at The University of Minnesota for the simulation
of hypersonic and re-entry flows’. The solver is capable of analysing structured, unstructured and
hybrid meshes; however this investigation entirely utilised structured meshes due to their increased
performance in reducing computational overhead (Mathis and Kerbyson, 2005). This practice and
solver have previously shown good agreement with experimental data in the M12REST engine (Barth,
2014). As a preliminary note, much of the following is adapted or reproduced from Nompelis et al.
(2004), Barth (2014) and Landsberg et al. (2018a), and the reader is invited to review these papers for
complementary details. US3D employs a cell-centred, finite volume scheme to solve the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations, presented in divergence form as
∂U
∂ t
+∇ ·
(
~Fc−~Fv
)
=W, (3.1)
Where U = (ρ1, ...,ρns,ρu,ρv,ρw,E)> is the vector of conserved variables, ~Fc,~Fv are the convective
and viscous fluxes and W the source term. The ‘ns’ subscript refers to the total number of species
present in the gas mixture, ρ is the gas mixture density, while E refers to the total energy. This
equation has been expanded by Barth (2014), and the species-specific mass conservation equation is
given as:
∂ρs
∂ t
+∇ · (ρs~u) =−∇ · (ρs~vs)+W s, (3.2)
Here ~u, ~vs and W s are the velocity vector, diffusion velocity and source term of species s, respec-
tively. As per mass conservation laws, the species-specific densities sum to the mixture density, while
the summation of species production/destruction source terms add to zero. The linear momentum
equation may be deduced:
∂ (ρ~u)
∂ t
+∇ · (ρ~u⊗~u+ pI) = ∇ ·τ, (3.3)
Here, pI is the thermodynamic pressure multiplied by an identity matrix as it acts in all spatial di-
mensions. The viscous stress tensor is given by τ. The diffusion velocities sum to zero, and US3D
assumes no external body forces act on the fluid. Finally, the energy equation can be written as
∂E
∂ t
+∇ · ((E +P)~u) = ∇ · (τ~u)−∇ · (~qt+~qr+~qv)−∇ ·
ns
∑
s=1
(ρshs~vs) , (3.4)
hs represents the species-specific total unit enthalpy and qt, qr and qv are the translational, rotational
and vibrational heat flux vectors respectively. Vibrational thermal equilibrium was assumed, with the
vibration-electronic energy obtained through NASA Lewis CEA data (Gordon and McBride, 1994).
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While US3D is capable of solving both Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), and Large-
Eddy Simulation (LES) equations, LES is too computationally expensive to simulate the reacting
flow within the complex M12REST geometry. In addition, LES simulations require the full domain
to be simulated, as unsteady effects in combusting flows are not properly simulated when a symmet-
rical boundary condition is imposed (Fureby, 2010). With significantly more cells required to resolve
the flow features within LES solutions, the computational expense of data storage and analysis fur-
ther ensure such techniques were not viable for the present work. In time, improved computational
resources may permit LES tools to be utilised for complex 3D scramjet flows, revealing numerous
flow peculiarities not resolved through RANS. For now however, US3D was run in RANS mode,
with the governing equations deduced by averaging the Navier-Stokes equations over time:
ψ = ψ¯+ψ ′, where ψ¯ =
1
τ
t+τ∫
t
ψ dt and ψ¯ ′ = 0, (3.5)
where ψ is an arbitrary variable, consisting of a time- or Reynolds-averaged term (ψ¯), and a fluctu-
ating term (ψ ′). Due to compressibility effects in hypersonic flows however, a density-weighted or
‘Favre-average’, is necessary.
ψ = ψ˜+ψ ′′, where ψ˜ =
1
ρ¯τ
t+τ∫
t
ρψ dt =
ρψ
ρ¯
and ρψ ′′ = 0, (3.6)
As in the Reynolds-averaged case, ψ˜ is the Favre-average of an arbitrary variable and ψ ′′ is the Favre
fluctuating term (different from the Reynolds-averaged fluctuation term). When substituted into the
full Navier-Stokes equations, the Reynolds- and Favre-averaged equations produce additional terms
within the governing laminar transport equations (Wilcox, 2006). The dominant terms of which are
the turbulent mass diffusion term
(
~vsRANS = ρs′′~u′′
)
, the turbulent heat flux term
(
~˙qRANS = ρ~u′′h′′
)
and the turbulent viscous stress term
(
τRANS =−ρ~u′′⊗~u′′). These terms cannot be solved analyti-
cally and must be modelled, with the approximation of these terms reproduced from Gehre (2014):
~vRANSs =−
µ t
ρSct
∇ρ˜s, (3.7)
~˙qRANS =−µ tcp
Prt
∇T˜ , (3.8)
τRANS = µ t
[(
∇~˜u+
(
∇~˜u
)>− 2
3
(
∇ ·~˜u)δ)] , (3.9)
where δ is the Dirac delta function (δi j = 0 for i 6= j and δi j = 1 for i = j), and cp is the specific heat
capacity at constant pressure. Turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl numbers were set to Sct = 0.7 and Prt
= 0.9 respectively, as previous simulations of the M12REST flow path using these parameters have
shown good agreement to experimental data (Barth et al., 2015a). However, RANS computations
are typically governed by these parameters, and if improperly calibrated, heat transfer, mixing and
combustion rates will be significantly affected.
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To close the RANS equations and model the fluctuating, ‘turbulence’ quantities, a turbulence
model is required. US3D permits both the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) (Spalart and Allmaras, 1994) and
the Menter Shear-Stress-Transport with Vorticity Source Term (SST-V) (Menter, 1994) turbulence
models to be utilised, each of which use differing approaches to solve for the eddy-viscosity term, µ t.
The SA turbulence model is a simple one equation turbulence model, utilising empiricism and dimen-
sional arguments. US3D uses an updated model containing the Catris-Aupioux (2000) correction,
with the primary governing equation given in Eq. (3.10):
Dρµ t
Dt
=Cb1Sρµ t+∇ ·
[
1
σ
(µ+ρµ t)∇µ t
]
+
Cb2
σ
ρ∇µ t ·∇µ t−Cw1 f wρ
µ t2
d2
, (3.10)
where S is a magnitude of vorticity, d the distance to the nearest wall and f w a non-dimensional
function, given by:
f w = g
(
1+C6w3
g6+C6w3
)1/6
, g = r+Cw2
(
r6− r
)
,
r =
µ t
Sκ2d2
,
In the log-layer of a zero pressure gradient boundary layer, the approximation of f w ≈ 1 holds. Em-
pirical constants of the model are given as:
Cb1 = 0.1355, Cb2 = 0.622,
Cw1 =
Cb1
κ2
+
1+Cb2
σ
,
σ =
2
3
, κ = 0.41, Cw2 = 0.3, Cw3 = 2.0
The Catris-Aupioux (2000) correction modifies the standard SA turbulence model to retrieve the
logarithmic law near the wall, and improve the prediction of high Mach number boundary layers.
Through this correction, the transported quantity remains µ t, and the diffused quantity is
√ρµ t, with
Eq. (3.10) rewritten in Eq. (3.11):
Dρµ t
Dt
=Cb1Sρµ t+∇ ·
(
1
σ
µ∇µ t
)
+ ∇ ·
(
1
σ
√
ρµ t∇
√
ρµ t
)
+
Cb2
σ
∇
√
ρµ t ·∇√ρµ t−Cw1 f wρ
µ t2
d2
,
(3.11)
Hence, the turbulent diffusion term and the cross term become independent of the log-layer density
gradient (Catris and Aupoix, 2000). When run in fully turbulent mode, assumed initial freestream
turbulence was set using US3D’s default value of 3% of the laminar dynamic viscosity. Laminar
solutions were initialised assuming a value of 0.01%.
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The two equation SST-V turbulence model, presented in Menter (1994), utilises turbulent kinetic
energy (k), and dissipation rate (ω) terms to solve for µ t. Menter (1994) developed the model to deal
with the sensitivity to initial freestream conditions of Wilcox’s k-ω model (Wilcox, 2006) and also to
better deal with predictions of adverse pressure gradients. It utilises the k-ω model within the inner
parts of the boundary layer, while switching to k-ε behaviour in the freestream (Launder and Sharma,
1974), avoiding the freestream sensitivities of the k-ω model. The two equations are presented here
in conservation form as in Rumsey (2015):
∂ (ρk)
∂ t
+
∂ (ρu jk)
∂x j
= P−β ∗ρωk+ ∂
∂x j
[
(µ+σkµ t)
∂k
∂x j
]
, (3.12)
∂ (ρω)
∂ t
+
∂ (ρu jω)
∂x j
=
γ
ν t
P−βρω2+ ∂
∂x j
[
(µ+σωµ t)
∂ω
∂x j
]
+2(1−F1) ρσω2ω
∂k
∂x j
∂ω
∂x j
, (3.13)
Here
P = µ tΩ2− 23ρkδi j
∂ui
∂x j
, (3.14)
with the production limiter term, P, being the primary difference from the standard SST model. This
model uses sets of inner (1) and outer (2) empirical constants (Φ), varying with the distance from the
wall surface (y), as per Eq. (3.15):
Φ= F1Φ1+(1−F1)Φ2, (3.15)
With constants given for Set 1 (Φ1) and Set 2 (Φ2):
σk1 = 0.85, σω1 = 0.5, β1 = 0.075,γ1 = β1/β
∗−σω1κ2/
√
β ∗
σk2 = 1.0, σω2 = 0.856, β2 = 0.0828,γ2 = β2/β
∗−σω2κ2/
√
β ∗
β ∗ = 0.09, κ = 0.41, a = 0.31
Further functions required to close the model are given as:
F1 = tanh
(
arg41
)
, (3.16)
arg1 = min
[
max
( √
k
β ∗ωy
;
500ν
y2ω
)
;
4ρσω2k
CDkωy2
]
, (3.17)
CDkω = max
(
2ρσω2
1
ω
∂k
∂x j
∂ω
∂x j
;10-20
)
, (3.18)
F2 = tanh
(
arg22
)
, (3.19)
arg2 = max
(
2
√
k
0.09ωy
;
500ν
y2ω
)
, (3.20)
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The eddy-viscosity term may hence be calculated, where Ω is the vorticity magnitude:
µ t =
ρak
max(aω,ΩF2)
(3.21)
Within US3D, inputs are given for the initial freestream conditions of both turbulent kinetic energy,
k, and specific rate of dissipation, ω . This thesis made use of the default values specified within
US3D, with inflow conditions assigned a specific dissipation of ω = 5U∞ and turbulent kinetic energy
of k = 10−6U2∞. However, as previously indicated, turbulence variables rapidly decay from initial
values within most aerodynamic applications and the flow remains largely insensitive to given inputs
(Menter, 1994).
US3D’s discretisation scheme is now presented. The fluid is divided into small volumes (cells)
and the values are stored at cell centres. Equation (3.1) may be integrated by discretising the transient
term and finding the rate of change of U in each cell via the divergence theorem:
∂U¯
∂ t
=− 1
V ∑faces
[(
~Fc−~Fv
)
· nˆS
]
+W¯ , (3.22)
where U¯ and W¯ are cell average properties and source terms respectively. Cell volume is given by
V , cell face area by S and nˆ is the unit outward-pointing normal. The sum is then taken over the
faces of the polyhedral finite cell. A second-order, hybrid routine performs inviscid flux calculations.
The highly dissipative Steger-Warming scheme (MacCormack and Candler, 1989) is utilised within
regions of strong gradients and shocks. In areas of weaker gradients however, the scheme is modified
to reduce numerical dissipation, with the Jacobian of the flux computed at each face using average
quantities of adjacent cells, rather than using pressure-weighted average quantities. US3D ensures
smooth transition between each scheme. Species-specific viscosity (µs) is determined using Blottner
curve fits (Blottner et al., 1971), as per Eq. (3.23):
µs = 0.1 · e[As ln(T )+Bs] ln(T )+Cs, (3.23)
with species-specific constants (As, Bs, Cs) combining with Wilke (1950)’s semi-empirical mixing rule
to model viscosity’s variance with temperature. Viscous fluxes are computed exactly using the central
difference MUSCL2 scheme on conserved variables, as well as turbulent viscosity and vibrational
temperatures where appropriate. Solutions are generated using the implicit time-marching Full Matrix
Point Relaxation method (Nompelis et al., 2004; Gehre et al., 2013).
2Monotonic Upwind Scheme for Conservation Laws, van Leer (1979)
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The solver was run using an implicit method of solution, whereby the right hand side of the
discretised equations is evaluated at the current time n, and the solution integrated to solve for the
future time (n+ 1) in each cell, independently. The size of the time steps taken was governed by
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number:
∆t =CFL× ∆x
U +a
, (3.24)
This number, first detailed in Courant et al. (1928) is a necessary stability condition when solving
partial differential equations. For explicit solvers, the condition of CFL < 1 is typically necessary.
However, when implicit solving schemes are used, the CFL number may be increased beyond unity
to allow for rapid convergence to steady-state. Hence, while the CFL number was kept small during
simulation start up (CFL ≤ 10−5), it was increased as the stability of the solution allowed, typically
as strong gradients from the initialised state had dissipated. Chemically reacting, thermally perfect
gas behaviour was set with temperature variant specific heats taken from the NASA Lewis CEA
thermochemical database (Gordon and McBride, 1994). Hydrogen-air finite-rate chemical reactions
were modelled using the 13 species, 33 reaction combustion mechanism of Jachimowski (1992). This
combustion mechanism is well established in capturing the combustion physics within hypersonic
scramjet applications, with both prior and updated versions of the model displaying good agreement
to experimental data (Barth et al., 2015a; Barth et al., 2015b; Fureby et al., 2011; Chapuis et al.,
2013). The mechanism equations take the form of the expanded Arrhenius relationship:
k = AT BeE/(RT ) (3.25)
Where A is a coefficient, T the mixture temperature, B a temperature exponent, E the activation en-
ergy and R the universal gas constant. Forward reaction rates are specified within Jachimowski (1992)
and backward rates are determined by US3D while the solver is being run. The equilibrium rates are
determined using the NASA Lewis CEA thermochemical database (Gordon and McBride, 1994). At
the time of these simulations being run, there was no turbulence-chemistry interaction model imple-
mented within US3D. Hence, all reactions proceed assuming the gases are perfectly mixed within
each cell. The effect of this assumption will over-predict the reported rate of mixing and combustion
when compared to both higher fidelity classes of numerical solution (e.g. LES techniques), and also
to true-life, experimentally measurable values.
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3.3 Experimental Work
Experimental validation under flight representative flow conditions was performed in UQ’s, free-
piston T4 Stalker Tube facility (T4), with data presented in Ch. 6. This facility and the experimental
model examined are detailed in the following sections.
3.3.1 T4 Reflected Shock Tunnel
T4 is composed of four primary sections: the reservoir, compression tube, shock tube and test sec-
tion/dump tank. The reservoir and compression tube are separated via the 90.4 kg piston, while the
compression tube and shock tube are separated by an unscored, bright form steel plate (diaphragm),
which was 6 mm thick for the experiments performed. The shock tube is separated from the divergent
nozzle segment (which is inserted into the test section) via a 0.1 mm Mylar diaphragm. Immediately
prior to a T4 experiment (shot), the test section is evacuated to below 0.5 torr (approx. 65 Pa). The
10 m long, 76 mm internal diameter shock tube is first evacuated and then filled with test gas (either
Air or N2), and the 26 m long, 230 mm internal diameter compression tube is filled with driver gas,
typically a mixture of Ar and He. (Stalker and Morgan, 1988). A schematic of the facility is shown
in Fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.5: T4 reflected shock tunnel schematic. Reproduced from Doherty (2013a)
To fire the facility, the reservoir is filled with high pressure air, which accelerates the piston down
the compression tube. The driver gas in front of the piston rapidly compresses, achieving high pres-
sure and temperature before primary diaphragm rupture. The rapid burst of the diaphragm produces
a discontinuity separating the driver, and the shock tube driven gas. Coalescing into a shock front, it
propagates down the shock tube, increasing the gas temperature and pressure and inducing velocity
to the flow before reflecting at the Mylar diaphragm and stagnating the driven gas. The secondary di-
aphragm immediately ruptures, and the stagnated nozzle supply flow expands through the contoured
nozzle, before delivering the test flow over the model. This process is detailed within the x−t diagram
in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: x− t diagram of T4. Reproduced from Doherty (2013a)
The present work utilised the T4 Mach 10 axisymmetric contoured nozzle. This converging/diverging
de Laval nozzle has a throat diameter of 9.52 mm and an exit diameter of 378.6 mm, giving a total
geometric area ratio of 1582. This 1640 mm long nozzle is defined via Bezier control points found in
Doherty (2013b). The high enthalpy condition examined in the present work experiences extremely
high thermal loads within the stagnated nozzle supply region, with temperatures and pressures ex-
ceeding 5000 K and 85 MPa respectively. To limit thermal erosion of the nozzle throat, the throat
is manufactured using Titanium-Zirconium-Molybdeumm, or TZM (rather than the standard copper
alloy). Previous work of Suraweera and Smart (2008) and Williams (2010) indicated that both the
sub- and supersonic components of the de Laval nozzle should be manufactured using TZM to limit
thermally induced stress concentrations caused by differences in thermal expansion rates between dif-
fering materials. This was confirmed in the work of Doherty (2013a), who successfully utilised TZM
throats with good performance achieved over 60 successive shots. Nozzle supply conditions were
generated with the shock tube filled nominally to 168 kPa of Air/N2 (altered periodically to adjust
flow enthalpy and tailoring). The compression tube was filled to 156 kPa, split 35:65 Ar:He. The free
piston was driven by 12 MPa of compressed air within the reservoir.
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3.3.2 Experimental Model
Experimental Model
The experimental campaign adapted the model developed by Wise (2015) and Barth (2014). The
engine was designed to be moduler, with the discrete forebody, inlet, combustor and nozzle segments
permitting component-specific modifications to be made without requiring complete model redesign.
Both inlet- and combustor-based fuel injection blocks also permitted such modifications. As such,
this work utilised the model in its entirety, modifying the combustor alone to examine how combustor
geometry affects reaction rates.
The model was originally manufactured according to the dimensions in Fig. 3.1. The forebody
consisted of a 1000 mm long, 300 mm wide steel plate, adapted from the forced hypersonic boundary
layer transition experiments of Wise and Smart (2014). The leading edge was left sharp, and angled
20° to the plate surface. Two trip-insert-slots were machined 235 mm and 500 mm from the lead-
ing edge. This study solely utilised the 235 mm location, replicating the experimental work of Wise
(2015). Smooth- finished inserts, flush-mounted to the plate surface ensured the 500 mm slot negli-
gibly influenced the flow. Wise and Smart (2014) determined the flow could be successfully tripped
to turbulence via numerous trip geometries. Two of these geometries are shown in Fig. 3.7, with this
study primarily utilising swept ramps, 5 mm in height (k in Fig. 3.7b). However, a 7 mm diamond
trip was also examined during the campaign.
δ
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(a) Diamond trips
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(b) Swept-ramp trips
Figure 3.7: Trip geometries. Reproduced from Wise and Smart (2014)
The inlet was manufactured from 6061-T6 aluminium, machined in two halves via a 3D CNC
machine. These halves were held together via dowel pins and bolts, ensuring the joining seam had a
smooth, air-tight finish. This inlet was mounted to the plate via a centrally located slot which ensured
the inlet was flush-mounted, with its leading compression surface located 500 mm from the forebody
leading edge. The combustor and nozzle sections were manufactured from the same standard of alu-
minium, with the flow path internal surfaces manufactured via a 3D CNC wire cutter. The forebody,
inlet, and nozzle were left unchanged from the studies of Wise (2015) and the reader is invited to
peruse the explicit manufacturing details and technical drawings available therein. Figure 3.8 shows
the model mounted within the T4 test section.
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(a) Front view (b) Inlet
Figure 3.8: M12REST engine mounted in T4 test section
The present work analysed the M12REST performance with modified combustor geometry. The
combustor geometry outlined in Section 3.1.1 served as the baseline, however its length was orig-
inally designed conservatively, relying on turbulent mixing to promote sufficient combustion. This
approach suffers from increased heating and viscous drag loads on the internal surface, and the work
of Wise (2015) examined drag-reducing film-injectors to improve system performance. To facilitate
these injectors, the combustor was designed with a 1.25 mm circumferential rear-facing step at the
combustor entrance. However, the simulations of Barth (2014) indicated that the fuel failed to co-
alesce to a uniform film over the combustor surface. Much of the fuel was swept away from the
wall due to the native M12REST vortical flow features, providing little drag-reduction performance.
However, later experimental analysis was restricted to altering the combustor-based fuel injection
geometry, maintaining the legacy backward-facing step at the combustor entrance.
Building on the flow path performance with upstream fuel injection as detailed in Landsberg et
al. (2018a), it was hypothesised that improved air-fuel mixing and reaction rates may be obtained
when the flow is not expanded immediately following fuel injection. As such, this experimental
campaign focussed on the performance of a combustor which smoothly transitioned from the isolator,
maintaining this profile through a combustor of constant area. The combustor was sized at 120 mm in
total length. To minimise the length of the divergent portion of the combustor, the divergence angle
was changed from the previous 1.6° angle, to approximately 9.2° (the same divergence angle of the
nozzle). This gave the constant area segement of the combustor a length of 91.3 mm, with the 28.7
mm divergent portion effectively extending the length of the nozzle. Full details of the combustor
design process, with supporting simulation data is available in Ch. 6, with the technical drawings
available in Appendix. F. A brief schematic of the M12REST model, as examined in the present work
is given in Fig. 3.9 while a direct comparison of the newly configured combustor is given in Fig. 3.10
displays the combustor as manufactured. It is noted that the combined length of the new combustor
and nozzle is shorter in length than the original combustor, even without the nozzle attached.
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Forebody Inlet
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Isolator Combustor Nozzle
Figure 3.9: M12REST with new combustor schematic
(a) Reconfigured M12REST combustor
Old combustor
New 
combustor Nozzle
(b) Length compared to previous combustor
Figure 3.10: Newly configured M12REST combustor
Fuelling Geometries & Delivery System
While the numerical work in this thesis examined an array of combustor-based fuel injector geome-
tries, financial and time constraints limited the experimental approach to a single inlet- and combustor-
based scheme. The inlet fuel injectors were as described in Section 3.1.2. Combustor-based injection
employed the tailored injection scheme of Barth (2014), which was designed to leverage favourable
interactions with the native flow field. This injection block is located 515.5 mm from the inlet leading
edge, and comprises of 5×0.8 mm flush-wall porthole injectors. Each injector-block’s geometry, as
well as their location within the M12REST flow path are shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Detail A
Inlet fuel injectors
3x2mm Ø Detail B
Combust
Detail B
Combustor fuel injectors
5x0.8mm Ø
Semi-major Axis
6.75mm
12.5 mm
3x⌀2mm
Figure 3.11: Fuel injection geometry
As the model required the capability to inject fuel at two separate streamwise locations, and at
differing supply pressures, two separate fuel plena are utilised, as incorporated in the original design
of Wise (2015). The first plenum lay atop of the inlet, feeding the inlet fuel injectors. The combustor-
based fuel injectors were supplied by an annular plenum which circumscribed the engine isolator. The
pressure in each plenum was measured by Kulite® XTEL-190 (M) piezoelectric pressure sensors, with
a 100 psi range sensor in the inlet-plenum, and a 500 psi range in the combustor-plenum (full sensor
details are given in Appendix A). The standard fuel delivery system utilised in T4 experiments is
shown in Fig. 3.12.
Gas bottle
Ludwieg tube
fill valve
Ludwieg tube
S
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To fuel plenum
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Laboratory
Test Section
Figure 3.12: Standard fuel delivery system for T4 experiments. Reproduced from Denman (2017)
Conventionally, fuel plena are fed via a Ludwieg tube (LT) system. Immediately prior to a shot,
the LT is filled with fuel (hydrogen in the present work) by way of a high pressure gas supply bottle
and fill valve. The LT is isolated from the model’s fuel plenum by a ASCOTM SCB223A010 stain-
less steel solenoid valve, which controls the release of hydrogen during a shot. When the valve is
opened, fuel expands into the evacuated plenum before choking, permitting a steady release of fuel.
Simultaneously, an expansion wave propagates backwards through the LT, before reflecting at the
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LT fill valve (closed during the shot). The arrival of this reflected expansion wave at the model fuel
plenum signifies the end of the steady flow of fuel; however, the timescale of this process is orders of
magnitude longer than the test flow provided by T4. To feed two independent plena, the conventional
approach is to split the fuel flow to two streams downstream of the solenoid, throttling the flow to each
plenum via needle valves. This approach was undertaken by Wise (2015) and Barth (2014), however
significant difficulties were encountered in achieving desired fuelling pressures, both in accuracy and
in repeatability. To help alleviate this, two separate solenoids are utilised in the present work, each
fed by independent LTs. This approach was successfully implemented by Denman (2017) to reduce
the likelihood of observing ‘false-positives’ of hydrocarbon combustion during low enthalpy shots,
while also providing greater control in plenum pressures. A schematic of the system as installed for
the present work is given in Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: M12REST fuel delivery system schematic. Adapted from Wise (2015)
While the period of steady fuel flow to the model is orders of magnitude greater than the test time
provided by T4, the expansion of fuel to the plenum is not instantaneous. As such, the fuel solenoid
valve must be triggered such that this rise to the desired pressure occurs prior to test flow arrival,
without substantially pre-fuelling the model during this time. Triggering of each solenoid is achieved
based on T4 recoil, and a typical plenum pressure versus nozzle supply pressure is shown in Fig. 3.14
with the test time indicated.
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(a) Inlet-based fuel plenum (pF1)
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(b) Combustor-based fuel plenum (pF2)
Figure 3.14: Typical fuel plenum pressure versus nozzle supply pressure
3.3.3 Instrumentation
Multiple sensors are utilised during a T4 experiment. This section details each primary measurement
sensor, both for tunnel characterisation and to obtain data within the experimental model. The data
reduction process undertaken for each sensor is also briefed.
Data Acquisition System
Data was acquired via a National Instruments (NI) PXI-8196 Controller, using 16 NI PXI-6133 data
acquisition cards and mounted within an NI PXI-1045 chassis. This system recorded data at three
frequencies. Short timebase samples were obtained for all flow path sensors, recording at 1 million
samples per second (1 MHz). Short timebase samples were also taken for nozzle supply pressure
and shock-timing signals. Medium timebase samples were recorded at 200 kHz, obtaining data for
nozzle supply, tunnel recoil, fuel plena and Ludwieg tube pressures. Additional long timebase signals
recorded at 2.5 kHz were obtained for nozzle supply pressure, LT pressure, and tunnel recoil distance.
Nozzle Supply Pressure Probes
The nozzle supply (or stagnation) pressure probes obtain the first tunnel-characterisation measurement
for a T4 shot. Two PCB® 108A04 piezoelectric pressure transducers (termed spa and spb, shown in
Fig. 3.15) are located immediately upstream of the secondary diaphragm, and were calibrated prior
to the experimental campaign (sensitivities given in Table 3.1). The calibration process is detailed
in Appendix A.1.1. Due to the importance of this measurement in characterising the condition and
duration of steady test flow, the measurement from each probe is averaged (a typical response was
given in Fig. 3.14).
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Figure 3.15: PCB® nozzle supply pressure probes
Table 3.1: Stagnation probe calibrated sensitivities
Probe Serial Sensitivity
ID Number V/kPa
spa 19801 1.9855×10−5
spb 19803 2.0734×10−5
Shock-Timing Stations
The shock-timing (ST) probes are the secondary tunnel-characterisation probes. During a shot, the
rupture of the primary steel diaphragm induces a strong shockwave which propagates through the
shock tube. The velocity obtained by this shock wave is dependant on the ratio of specific heats of the
driver and driven gases, as well as the pressures of each. The velocity obtained dictates the enthalpy
of the flow, and hence the temperature and velocity at the nozzle exit plane. The passage of the shock
through the shock tube is recorded by three PCB® probes located at known streamwise distances3.
The time delay between the ST2 and ST3 triggers is measured and with the distance between them
known at 2.003 m, the shock velocity may be determined. This velocity is used to determine the
nozzle supply enthalpy4, which remains constant when expanded through the facility nozzle and over
the model. As only the response time (not the pressure measurement) is necessary, these probes are
not calibrated. A typical response of the three shock-timing probes is given in Fig. 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Typical shock-timing station traces
3Mid-way through the experimental campaign, the shock-timing probes were changed from Kistler® Type 601H probes, to
PCB® sensors. However, the difference between using Kistler® and PCB® trigger time responses is inconsequential
for this application.
4Details of this process are given in Section 3.3.4
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Pitot Pressure Sensors
PCB® series 112A22 (50 psi, 345 kPa) and 112A21 (100 psi, 690 kPa) probes were utilised to charac-
terise the Mach 10 contoured nozzle exit profile during the pitot survey 5. To account for shot-to-shot
variance, measured pitot pressure is normalised against the nozzle supply pressure. However, as data
collection is triggered upon arrival of the primary shock within the nozzle supply region, there ex-
ists a time delay between flow arrival at the nozzle, and at the model leading edge (td). The pitot
pressure measurement provides a means to quantify this delay, with the time between the stagnation
probe trigger and the pitot trigger termed td. Adding this trigger delay to the pitot trace signal permits
the pitot-to-supply ratio to be calculated while tracing the slug of test gas through the facility. This
processing method is shown in Eq. (3.26), and a typical response given in Fig. 3.17.
p
ps
(t) =
p(t+ td)
ps (t)
, (3.26)
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Figure 3.17: Typical PCB® pitot pressure traces. Note: All signals filtered by 20 µs rolling average
5See Appendix A.1.2 for sensor placement and calibration details
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M12REST Model Instrumentation
The M12REST flow path was instrumented with both pressure, and heat transfer sensors. The relative
locations of these sensors are given in Fig. 3.18. All inlet and nozzle sensors were placed along
the engine centreline. Forebody heat transfer sensors were placed along the engine centreline, while
forebody pressure sensors were offset by 25 mm laterally (port-side). All combustor sensors were
offset by 4 mm laterally6 to record heat transfer and pressure at the same streamwise location. Full
details of sensor locations and calibration methods are given in Appendix A.
Pressure
Heat Transfer
Both Pressure & Heat Transfer
Figure 3.18: M12REST pressure and heat transfer sensor locations
Static Pressure Sensors
To measure static pressure through the M12REST flow path, 43 Kulite® XTEL-190 (M) series pres-
sure transducers were utilised. Kulite® sensors use a piezoresistive silicon sensor to measure absolute
pressure, and their fast response makes them ideal for shock tunnel test conditions. These sensors are
mounted as per Fig. 3.19a, and an example sensor is given in Fig. 3.19b.
Kulite XTEL-190M
Pressure Transducer
1mm Pilot Hole
O-ring
(a) Kulite® mounting, adapted from Wise (2015) (b) Kulite® pressure sensor
Figure 3.19: Kulite® XTEL-190 (M) pressure sensors
Mean pressure measured by each sensor is represented as in Eq. (3.27):
p(t) =
p(t+ td)
ps (t)
× ps
p1
, (3.27)
6Pressure sensors: port, heat transfer sensors: starboard
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This process is nearly identical to the pitot pressure data reduction in Eq. (3.26), where td repre-
sents the time delay between the nozzle supply trigger, and each respective Kulite® sensor’s trigger.
However, each time-shifted, normalised signal is multiplied by the measured mean stagnation pres-
sure, and renormalised by the mean forebody pressure (p1). The mean of this time-shifted, forebody-
normalised pressure (p(t)) is taken during the test-time. This process accounts for shot-to-shot vari-
ance and permits direct comparisons.
Thin-Film Heat Transfer Gauges
Heat transfer to the model walls was measured by thin-film heat transfer gauges (HTG). These sensors
are manufactured in-house at UQ (see Dann (2013)), and are capable of response times on the order
of 1 µs (Hayne, 2003), ideal for impulse facilities. HTGs are constructed by sputtering7 a thin film
of nickel (typically 20 nm thick) between two hand painted gold tabs, each of which are mounted
upon an optically-smooth quartz substrate. The film is assumed to be uniform thickness, thin enough
such that the heat capacity is negligible, and with the quartz substrate thick enough to assume semi-
infinite characteristics (Miller, 1981). A film of SiO2 is sputtered over the sensor face, shielding the
sensor from ionised gases within the test flow. The sensors are mounted flush to the model wall with a
constant-current input, and voltage readings are taken via two copper leads, soldered to the gold tabs.
An example HTG sensor is given in Fig. 3.20, with typical mounting hardware also given.
Nickel Strip
Silicone Dioxide 
Coating
Quartz 
Substrate
Hand-Painted 
Gold Tabs
Soldered 
Leads
(a) HTG. Reproduced from Wise (2015)
PEEK mounting
insert
Through-hole
drilled M8 bolt
Sensor-specific
serial number
(b) HTG mounting hardware, secured to a PEEK in-
sert, and inserted via a through-hole drilled M8 bolt
Figure 3.20: Thin-film heat transfer gauges
As test-flow passes over the sensor’s face, heat transfer increases the nickel film temperature. The
change in temperature increases the film resistance (typically 20−100 Ω prior to flow arrival), which
may be recorded to provide an accurate history of heat flux to the sensor. This procedure is described
7Sputtering was performed using a BOC Edwards Auto 500 sputtering machine
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in more detail in Schultz and Jones (1973), with the key data reduction equation given by Eq. (3.28).
q˙ =
√
ρckT√
piαRV 0
j
∑
i=1
V (t0)−V (ti−1)√
t j− ti+√t j− ti−1 , (3.28)
Equation (3.28) uses the quartz-substrate properties ρckT, resistance-normalised sensitivity of
each respective sensor αR, initial voltage reading V 0, and the time-history voltage trace recorded
during the test time. Appendix A.2 provides sensor-specific details for each sensor utilised during the
campaign, as well as the calibration process undertaken during manufacture.
While heat transfer to the scramjet model walls was the key metric obtained by these sensors, they
were also crucial in determining if the boundary layer was turbulent prior to being captured by the
inlet. A differing mounting process was utilised here, with sets of 6 HTGs mounted to a Macor insert,
which was flush-mounted to the forebody. One Macor insert was placed upstream of the trip, and two
were located downstream. This configuration is shown in Fig. 3.21.
(a) HTG Macor insert (b) HTG Macor insert incorporated to forebody
Figure 3.21: Thin-film heat transfer gauges - Forebody mounting hardware
To account for shot-to-shot variation in freestream conditions, heat transfer data is presented using
the non-dimensional Stanton number (St). This parameter relates the heat transfer to the wall, to the
heat convected through the boundary layer (Tirtey, 2008). In keeping with the prior work of Wise
(2015), this thesis utilises the modified Stanton number, which is presented in Eq. (3.29):
St =
q˙
ρ∞u∞ (Hs−hw) , (3.29)
This modified Stanton number normalises the measured heat flux (q˙), against the freestream den-
sity (ρ∞) and velocity (u∞), together with the measured nozzle supply enthalpy (Hs) and hw, which
refers to the static enthalpy of air at the model wall temperature (assumed to remain constant at 300
K during the test time). These metrics are chosen as they are more freely measured or derived than
the boundary layer edge properties required by the traditional form of the Stanton number.
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3.3.4 Test Conditions & Pitot Survey
Due to the total pressure limitations of T4, experimental validation of the M12REST model with the
reduced combustor length was performed with the model in semifree-jet mode. This mode aims to
replicate the post 6° forebody shock conditions expected during flight, with the model inclined 0°
to the T4 nozzle axis. To quantify the Mach 10 nozzle exit conditions, simulations were performed
using UQ’s in-house code, NENZFr (Doherty et al., 2012b). This solver determines the nozzle supply
conditions using ESTCj (Jacobs et al., 2011), which takes in the measured supply pressure, ps, shock
speed, U shock and shock tube fill conditions, determining gas chemistry via NASA Lewis CEA curve
fits (Gordon and McBride, 1994). The flow is then expanded through the nozzle geometry via a 2D
axisymmetric, turbulent RANS simulation (performed using Eilmer3 (Gollan and Jacobs, 2013)).
Turbulent quantities are modelled using the k-ω turbulence model (Chan et al., 2011), with finite-rate
chemistry modelled through the five species (N2, O2, N, O, NO) reaction scheme of Gupta et al.
(1990). Nominal8 nozzle supply (subscript ‘s’) and exit (subscript ‘∞’) fluid properties are provided
in Table 3.2, together with nozzle exit gas composition.
Table 3.2: Nominal test flow conditions
Variable Value Uncertainty Variable Value Uncertainty
Nozzle supply
ps 85.65 MPa ±3.60% T s 4964 K ±4.88%
ρs 57.80 kg/m3 ±5.93% Hs 6.94 MJ/kg ±7.45%
Nozzle exit
p∞ 968 Pa ±5.93% T∞ 361 K ±10.4%
ρ∞ 9.26 g/m3 ±6.61% U∞ 3623 m/s ±3.43%
M∞ 9.48 ±1.79% q∞ 60.8 kPa ±3.62%
Re∞ 1.57×106 ±10.7% H∞ 6.95 MJ/kg ±7.45%
Nozzle exit gas composition
Y N2 0.729 0.04±% Y O2 0.184 ±1.15%
Y N 0.0 − Y O 0.00478 ±37.3%
Y NO 0.0826 ±0.74%
Flow conditions of this order were examined in prior studies of the M12REST engine within T4
(Wise, 2015; Barth, 2014). In this previous work, it was determined that the nozzle exit Mach number
was higher than that would be expected behind the 6° forebody shock during flight. To account for
this, the scramjet model was inclined 1.6° to T4’s nozzle axis within the test section. To determine the
corresponding flight equivalent conditions, the flow is first processed through an oblique shock with
a 1.6° turning angle, before being backwards processed through a 6° oblique shock. The determined
8Flow conditions provided were the average of all M12REST shots with ‘air’ test gas during the campaign
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pressure is matched against the 1976 Standard Atmosphere (NOAA, 1976) to obtain the freestream
altitude, temperature and density, while flight velocity is obtained by matching the flight enthalpy with
the supplied enthalpy. Full details of this process are available in Appendix C.4, with the nominal9
flight values and gas composition given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Nominal test flow flight equivalent conditions
Variable Value Variable Value
pf 315 Pa T f 249 K
ρ f 4.42 g/m3 U f 3661 m/s
Mf 11.75 qf 29.6 kPa
Ref 1.01×106 Hf 6.95 MJ/kg
hf 39.1 km
Gas composition
Y N2 0.767 Y O2 0.233
Total pressure limitations of T4 restrict its capacity to reach the M12REST design dynamic pres-
sure of ≈ 50 kPa. However, the achieved dynamic pressure at hf = 39.1 km altitude still falls within
the dynamic pressure corridor for scramjet flight as described in Segal (2009, p216). Segal’s text
indicated that airbreathing engines’ flight is restricted to a narrow band of dynamic pressure between
0.25-1 atm. To determine these flight corridors, Eq. (3.30) is utilised, from Heiser et al. (1994, p39).
pf =
2qf
γ fMf2
, (3.30)
Dynamic pressure is fixed to the desired value, and the required pressure determined by varying the
input Mach number10. Flight altitude may be determined via interpolation of the 1976 Standard At-
mosphere model NOAA (1976), corresponding to the previously calculated flight freestream pressure.
As shown in Fig. 3.22, the determined altitude for the flight equivalent Mach number of 11.75 (see
Table 3.3) fits within the flight corridor. As such, it is assumed that the test flow conditions provide
flight representative data for the M12REST flow path.
9As in Table 3.2, nominal conditions provided were the average of all M12REST shots with ‘air’ test gas during the
campaign
10The ratio of specific heats γ is assumed to equal 1.4 for air
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Figure 3.22: Scramjet flight corridor
Pitot Survey
Prior to beginning the experimental campaign, a pitot survey was conducted to characterise the Mach
10 nozzle exit flow. The pitot survey is essential to determining test time length, freestream conditions
and core-flow size. The pitot rake is set up as per the schematic in Fig. 3.23a. The pitot rake was
positioned at two different planes: 190 mm and 380 mm downstream of the nozzle exit plane during
the test time. Probe holders were instrumented with PCB® piezoelectric pressure sensors to achieve
a distributed data profile (instrumented probe holders are coloured black in Fig. 3.23a) . Nineteen
probes in total were utilised, spaced vertically 30 mm apart, and 35 mm apart laterally. Appendix A
details the calibration process carried out for each sensor. The pitot rake was positioned with a -17.5
mm vertical offset, such that the centre probe (PC) was located at (0, -17.5). The installed model
within T4 is given in Fig. 3.23b.
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(b) Pitot rake installed in T4
Figure 3.23: T4 pitot rake
A total of four shots were performed at the Mach 12 enthalpy condition (see Appendix C for shot-
specific details). Measured pitot pressure data is processed as per Eq. (3.26), and is compared against
a simulation of the Mach 10 nozzle performed using NENZFr, as shown in Fig. 3.24.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of experimental and NENZFr simulation pitot-to-stagnation pressure ratio
While the NENZFr simulated data is provided at the nozzle exit plane (i.e. x = 0 mm), good
agreement is achieved for both measured planes. This supports the conclusions made in Wise (2015)
and Doherty (2013a), and provides confidence in the freestream nozzle exit conditions presented in
Table 3.2. As the experimental model configuration (barring the new combustor) was successfully
examined in Wise (2015), it is assumed that the model fits within the core-flow.
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3.3.5 Fuelling Conditions
To quantify the mass flow rate of hydrogen from each injection plenum, each injector manifold was
calibrated using the technique of Pulsonetti (1995). Injection pressure is high enough to choke hy-
drogen, injecting the fuel at sonic (Mach number = 1) conditions. Flow is assumed to expand isen-
tropically and adiabatically from the Ludwieg tube (LT), which permits the flow rate to be quantified
in terms of stagnation conditions within each plenum (Turner, 2010). However, a simple isentropic
analysis disregards flow losses through the fuel tubing system. As such, a calibration constant α is
devised for each plenum ( j).
α j =
(
V LT
RH2T LT
)
∆pLT
pLT1
γ−1
2γ · p¯0
γ+1
2γ ·∆t
, (3.31)
V LT, T LT and pLT refer respectively to the volume, temperature (assumed 300 K) and pressure
of each LT. It is crucial to note however that the LT volume is not simply the volume of the coiled
tube; the volume includes all tubing length up to the fast acting solenoid valve within the test section.
The volumes of each LT utilised during the experiments is given in Table 3.4. Gas properties used in
calibration are also presented.
Table 3.4: Fuel system constants
Parameter Value
VLT, inlet 1.82×10−3 m3
VLT, comb 1.75×10−3 m3
RH2 4124 J/(kg ·K)
T LT 300 K
Examining Eq. (3.31) further, ∆pLT is the change in LT pressure, pLT1 the pre-shot LT pressure,
and p¯0 the average plenum pressure over the duration of the flow test-time (∆t). This average pressure
is determined via Eq. (3.32), integrating the instantaneous plenum pressure p0 over the flow duration.
p¯0
γ+1
2γ =
∫
p0
γ+1
2γ dt
∆t
, (3.32)
This calibration constant is combined with pLT1 and p0 to determine the mass flow rate of fuel during
the test time.
m˙H2, j = α j · pLT1
γ−1
2γ · p0
γ+1
2γ , (3.33)
This calibration constant was determined for numerous initial LT fill pressures for both the inlet
and combustor fuel plena. The results from these calibrations are shown in Fig. 3.25a, with the
corresponding mass flow rates of hydrogen for a set plenum pressure given in Fig. 3.25b.
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Figure 3.25: Fuel injector calibrations
It may be seen in Fig. 3.25a that the calibration constant is largely insensitive to the initial LT
pressure. As such, this was treated as remaining constant for each shot, using the mean calibration
constant across all data points in Fig. 3.25a for the inlet and combustor plena. These values are
tabulated in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Fuel plenum calibration constants
Plenum
α j
kg/(Pa2 · s)
Inlet 2.9613×10−9
Combustor 8.5680×10−10
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3.3.6 Determining Test Time
Test time duration within T4 is typically limited by the contamination of test gases with driver gases
(Boyce et al., 2005). Many processes contribute to this contamination process; however, the primary
cause is due to the bifurcation of the reflected shock as it interacts with the separated shock tube
boundary layer, developed behind the primary shock. This process causes driver gas to feed forward
via jetting processes, contaminating the test gas. Prior T4 mass spectroscopy experiments charac-
terised the process, determining that the driver gas contamination (to 10 % by mass) may be expressed
simply by a function of enthalpy. The correlation of Boyce et al. (2005) is given in Eq. (3.34), and is
given in terms of a 95% confidence interval11.
t10% contamination = 62.129 ·Hs−1.7183±38% (3.34)
Hence, the driver gas contamination processes occur sooner for the Mach 12 enthalpy shots examined
here, than for lower enthalpy conditions. For the present experiments (with Hs = 7 MJ/kg), this
occurred approximately 2.2 ms after secondary diaphragm rupture. Additionally, the facility and
model each take time to establish steady flow. Nozzle start-up is typically dictated by the time required
for the first pressure sensor to read a steady supply-normalised signal, accounting for the trigger
delay between each sensor (as in Eq. (3.26)). Following nozzle start-up, the flow within the model is
given time to establish. Typically, this requires between 3.3 and 2 flow lengths to occur for laminar
and turbulent boundary layers respectively (Suraweera and Smart, 2009). As the flow is tripped to
turbulence far upstream of the inlet leading edge, it is justifiable to conclude that an estimate of 2.5
flow lengths (near the lower bounds of the model-establishment time) is appropriate for the present
work.
The selected test time begins immediately following model-establishment, and terminates prior
to driver gas contamination. However, due to the length of the M12REST model, the flow provided
by T4 at this condition was of insufficient duration to establish steady flow through the model at the
same wall-clock time. Rather, a slug tracing technique was utilised, whereby a ‘quasi-steady’ slug of
gas is traced from the nozzle supply region and through the model. With this method, the period of
test time measured by the M12REST nozzle sensors occurs later in wall-clock time than when this
slug of gas was measured by the forebody sensors. However, in the test gas slug reference frame, it
sees steady flow during its passage through the engine. This technique is shown in Fig. 3.26, with (a)
nozzle start-up (typically 0.9-1 ms), (b) model start-up (typically 0.9 ms), (c) test time (typically 400
µs) and driver contamination also indicated.
11Note that the Hs term in Eq. (3.34) is in MJ/(kg) units, with t10% contamination given in ms
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Figure 3.26: Transient nozzle supply and inlet sensors displaying slug tracing technique for an un-
fuelled case, with (a) nozzle start-up, (b) model start-up, (c) test time, and driver contamination
indicated. Note: All signals filtered by 20 µs rolling average
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3.4 Summary
This chapter provided a broad reaching summary of both the examined scramjet engine, as well as
the techniques utilised to study it. The full flow path geometry was described, and details regarding
modifications performed were given. Numerical modelling techniques were presented, while exper-
imental procedures utilised to validate the performed simulations are also detailed. As subsequent
chapters are presented largely in the form of self-contained articles, some repetition of these details
may occur. However, it is hoped that this encyclopaedic methodology may assist in bridging any gaps
between each self-contained article. Prior to the computationally expensive full engine simulations
however, simpler fuel injection techniques are examined and are the subject of the next chapter.
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CASCADED FUEL INJECTORS
This chapter of the thesis presents the first of two published works. As previously indicated, the
desire for rapid mixing of injected fuel is inherent to all scramjets, particularly for high Mach number
engines. The cascaded injectors presented here represent the first method devised to improve mixing
rates at combustor mean conditions within an accelerating scramjet.
Reproduced from an article published in the AIAA Journal
W.O. Landsberg, V. Wheatley, and A. Veeraragavan (2016). “Characteristics of Cascaded Fuel
Injectors Within an Accelerating Scramjet Combustor”. In: AIAA Journal 54.12, pp. 3692–3700.
DOI: 10.2514/1.J054815
Abstract
Performances of cascaded hydrogen injectors within an accelerating scramjet combustor were char-
acterised via a three-dimensional numerical study. Two streamwise-aligned jets are employed, with
the upstream injector half the diameter of the rear jet. Each are inclined at 45° to the freestream
and achieve a jet-to-freestream momentum ratio of unity. Performance was evaluated over a range
of freestream Mach numbers, modelling combustor entrance conditions on an accelerating access-to-
space scramjet trajectory. Distance between injectors was varied to estimate the optimum jet-to-jet
spacing to achieve robust performance across the Mach number range. It is shown that the down-
stream injector benefits jointly from shielding effects induced by the smaller upstream injector, as
well as its increased diameter. Injector spacings greater than two total jet diameters Dt displayed
improved absolute jet penetration, spanwise spread, and entrainment rates over an equivalent single
injector across all Mach numbers. Jet bow shock pressure recovery was improved at spacings above
4Dt. Unique optimal injector spacings existed for each performance metric, at each freestream Mach
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number examined. Although no universal optimum spacing was determined, spacings between 4 and
6Dt provided substantial performance enhancements over single injectors, throughout the accelerat-
ing scramjet flight conditions.
4.1 Introduction
The success of an access-to-space accelerating scramjet relies on achieving robust combustion from
takeover speeds to upper flight limits. At hypervelocities, however, with compressibility effects de-
laying shear layer mixing, combustors of increased length are generally required to achieve a level of
fuel-air mixing that will enable a high combustion efficiency. Because combustor skin friction drag
comprises a significant fraction of the overall drag of such engines (Tanimizu et al., 2013), achieving
more rapid mixing and combustion, thereby permitting a shorter combustor, is critical to system per-
formance. Despite this hindrance, with payload mass fractions of up to 1.26% achievable for small
(< 500 kg) payloads through hybrid rocket-scramjet launch vehicles (Preller and Smart, 2015), com-
pared with 0.9% for rocket-based systems (Smart and Tetlow, 2009), scramjets promise significant
economical and operability benefits over current systems. Overcoming air-fuel mixing limitations
within a supersonic airstream through an accelerating trajectory thus presents a key research chal-
lenge.
Although strut-, cavity-, and ramp-based injection systems have shown significant mixing and
penetration performance benefits (McClinton et al., 1975) and improved flow residence time (Jackson
et al., 2014), stagnated flow ahead of the structure effects substantial pressure losses, increases drag
forces, and incites considerable local heating loads (Billig, 1993; Bogdanoff, 1994). Hence, attention
turns to less-intrusive fuel injection methods. The mixing, penetration, and combustion performance
of varying geometry wall-based porthole injectors have been examined extensively, both numerically
(Lee, 1994; Srinivasan and Bowersox, 2008; Viti et al., 2009) and experimentally (Schetz et al.,
1966; Billig et al., 1971; Gruber et al., 2000; Tomioka et al., 2003; W. Bowersox et al., 2004),
often with intricate designs adding to manufacturing complexity. Moreover, whereas comprehensive
optimizations of injectors have been performed (Ogawa and Boyce, 2012; Ogawa and Boyce, 2013), it
has been shown that injectors do not achieve robust performance when departing from their optimised
Mach number range (Landsberg et al., 2014). Combinations of these jets have been assessed via
aerodynamic ramp technologies, with jet sequences aligned to mimic a compression ramp surface
(Fuller et al., 1998). While reducing pressure losses, far-field mixing and penetration were decreased.
Lee (2006a; 2006b) examined the interactions between two equally sized and streamwise-aligned
transverse jets. The rear injected flow is reportedly influenced strongly by the blockage effects of
the upstream injector. Thus, the rear injector experienced greater expansion and penetration into
this low dynamic pressure region, owing to the locally increased jet-to-freestream momentum ratio.
The dual system displayed improved mixing and penetration compared with a single fuel injector,
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with performance dependent on the spacing between the fuel jets and the global jet-to-freestream
momentum ratio. Higher stagnation pressure losses were encountered, however.
Pudsey et al. (2010; 2015) examined multiporthole injection arrays consisting of equally sized
jets, normal to the surface and aligned in a streamwise direction. Close jet-to-jet spacings behaved
similar to a single jet, whereas larger spacings behaved as discrete jets. Intermediate spacings dis-
played improved penetration when normalised to the jet diameter; however, absolute penetration was
reduced compared with equivalent single jet performance. This conclusion is supported by previous
studies, which indicated penetration scales with jet diameter, as well as the jet-to-freestream momen-
tum ratio (Tomioka et al., 2003).
Although indicating significant performance benefits of dual versus single injection schemes,
Lee’s (2006a; 2006b) studies were concerned with jets of equal size. Thus, the present study charac-
terises the performance of a cascaded injector scheme, whereby the flow blockage effect is induced
via a small injector, while the larger downstream injector expands into the reduced momentum re-
gion, aft of the smaller jet. This method takes advantage of the documented blockage effect, without
sacrificing the benefits of a larger injector diameter. Geometric simplicity aids engine integration via
conventional manufacturing techniques.
The current study numerically simulates sonic injection of hydrogen via two streamwise-aligned
jets, each inclined at 45° to the freestream, with the upstream injector sized at 50% of the downstream
injector diameter. Hence, the scheme injects fuel in a cascaded arrangement, whereby a small portion
of the injectant provides shielding for the majority. Flow conditions emulate a scramjet combustor
entrance state during a constant dynamic pressure, accelerating access-to-space trajectory. Examining
a rocket-scramjet-rocket hybrid launch vehicle as detailed in Smart and Tetlow (2009), this study
evaluates injector performance from Mach 6 to 12. Primary objectives are to examine and characterise
the flow structures of the cascaded injector scheme and to determine the extent of the blockage effect
induced by the smaller injector. The performances of the cascaded injectors are evaluated across a
range of jet-to-jet spacings and compared with equivalent-sized single jet performance. Performance
metrics include penetration, spanwise spread, entrainment efficiency and rate. Stagnation pressure
losses are also assessed. The variance of the approximate optimal injector spacing with the freestream
Mach number is characterised.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Numerical Solver
Three-dimensional solutions to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, using the
Menter shear stress transport turbulence model (Menter, 1994) to close the equations, were computed
using the state-of-the-art compressible flow solver, US3D (Nompelis et al., 2004). This code solves
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the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with a hybrid structured/unstructured, cell-centred finite
volume scheme. Inviscid flux calculations are performed via the Steger-Warming method (MacCor-
mack and Candler, 1989), a second-order low-dissipation routine. Gradients of viscous fluxes are
calculated through weighted least-squares fits, with Blottner curve fits used to model viscosity. Solu-
tions are generated using the Data-Parallel Point Relaxation method (Wright et al., 1998), an implicit
time marching scheme (Gehre et al., 2013).
US3D has demonstrated capability in simulating high Mach number scramjet flows, handling
complex geometries, strong shocks, turbulence, and nonequilibrium thermochemistry (Gehre et al.,
2015; Barth et al., 2015a). Of particular relevance to the present study, US3D RANS simulations
of sonic hydrogen into a hypersonic crossflow have been validated against temperature maps derived
from nitric oxide planar laser-induced fluorescence measurements (Gehre et al., 2012). In the present
study, the flow was assumed to be fully turbulent from the leading edge, with the turbulent Schmidt
and Prandtl numbers set to 0.7 and 0.9, respectively. Simulations using these parameters have previ-
ously compared well to experimental data in a Mach 12 rectangular-to-elliptical shape-transitioning
(M12REST) scramjet (Barth et al., 2015a). Nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen species were used to
evaluate the mixing performance of hydrogen in air. Chemically frozen, thermally perfect gas be-
haviour was set, with specific heat values taken from NASA Lewis data.
4.2.2 Flow Conditions
To evaluate the robustness of the cascaded injector performance, flow conditions were set to emu-
late those encountered at a scramjet combustor entrance while accelerating on a constant dynamic
pressure trajectory. Dynamic pressure was set to 50 kPa, with a constant inlet contraction ratio of
6.61, modelling the M12REST scramjet of Smart (1999). Because the M12REST engine is airframe-
integrated, flow conditions accounted for a 6° vehicle forebody shock and maintained a kinetic energy
efficiency of 97-98% for all conditions evaluated. Four freestream Mach numbers of Mach 6, 8, 10,
and 12 were chosen to model the trajectory, with freestream properties taken from the 1976 Standard
Atmosphere (NOAA, 1976). Flow conditions are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Freestream flow conditions
M6 M8 M10 M12
Property, units ∞ Combustor ∞ Combustor ∞ Combustor ∞ Combustor
M 6 2.623 8 3.736 10 4.586 12 5.272
p, kPa 1.984 99.48 1.116 63.50 0.7143 50.51 0.4960 44.24
U , m/s 1798 1453 2416 2149 3055 2811 3722 3483
T , K 223.2 786.9 227.0 852.0 232.3 975.8 239.4 1143
pH2 , MPa 0.6619 0.8530 1.101 1.164
φ 0.15 0.22 0.29 0.36
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Sonic, chemically frozen hydrogen injection conditions are set to achieve a jet-to-freestream mo-
mentum ratio J of unity, as shown in Eq. (4.1).
J =
(ρU2)jet
(ρU2)∞
=
(γ pM2)jet
(γ pM2)∞
= 1, (4.1)
With a stagnation temperature assumed constant at Tt = 300 K, choked fuel injection, and assumed
constant ratios of specific heats for hydrogen and air of γ = 1.4, Eq. (4.2) may be developed for these
required injection pressures.
pH2 = J× (pM2)∞, (4.2)
Because the jet-to-freestream momentum ratio is a critical parameter determining injector perfor-
mance (Tomioka et al., 2003), setting J = 1 across all flow conditions provides a measure of continu-
ity between the simulations and is in line with values previously assessed in prior standalone injector
studies (Tomioka et al., 2003; W. Bowersox et al., 2004). This does result in variation of fuel mass
flow between each condition, corresponding to a variance in effective equivalence ratio φ , as listed
in Table 4.1. This is determined assuming uniform inflow conditions through the 430 mm2, elliptical
cross-section of the M12REST isolator (Smart, 1999), with semi-major and semi-minor axes sized at
7.71Dt and 4.38Dt, respectively. The equivalence ratio is calculated ‘per injector.’
4.2.3 Models & Mesh Geometry
Fuel injectors were designated a fuel mass flow rate ratio of 20:80 between the upstream and down-
stream injectors, providing a 1:2 ratio in injector diameter. The upstream injector diameter DU was
set to 0.9 mm, with the larger downstream injector DD set to 1.8 mm. The area-equivalent total jet
diameter Dt is given as
Dt =
√
DU2+DD2 = 2.01 mm (4.3)
coinciding with the inlet injector size of 2 mm within the M12REST scramjet (Smart, 1999). The
models included both singular and cascaded schemes. The single injector case with diameter Dt
represents the baseline and is termed model S0. Further models implement the cascaded injectors,
with spacing varied to estimate the optimum distance between the injectors. These models are termed
SN, where N refers to the total jet diameter streamwise-spacing S between each injector’s centre.
Hence, model S5 refers to an injector spacing of ∆x = 50Dt. The seven cascaded models used in
this study are S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S8, and S10. Across all eight models, the area-weighted centroid
distance of the injectors from the air inflow boundary was kept constant at 50Dt. Hence, for the S0
case, this placed the injector centroid at a distance of 50Dt from the inflow boundary. For the S5
case, this resulted in a upstream injector distance of 46Dt and a downstream distance of 51Dt. In each
case, injectors are inclined at 45° to the wall, corresponding to the injection angle of both inlet-and
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combustor-based injectors in the M12REST engine (Smart, 1999; Barth et al., 2015a).
A total domain length of 100Dt was set to allow a boundary layer to develop over 50Dt before
the injector centroid location. Achieving a boundary-layer height-to-total-jet diameter ratio δ/Dt of
0.66 for the M6 case, varying proportionally to δ/Dt = 0.82 for the M12 case, it is anticipated that
the additional shielding provided by this thickened boundary layer is not significant compared with
that provided by the upstream jet. A length of 50Dt downstream of the injection centroid provides a
measure of injector far-field performance, whereas domain width and height were set to 10Dt, similar
to dimensions imposed by Lee (2006a; 2006b). Uniform supersonic inflow boundaries were used for
air and hydrogen inflows. Symmetry was imposed along the injector centreline to limit computational
cost, and outflow conditions were used at the length, width, and height extremities. It is anticipated
that future studies investigating the effect of cascaded fuel injectors on scramjet engine performance
will be validated using shock-tunnel testing. Thus, an isothermal 300 K wall is imposed, characteristic
of shock-tunnel test times.
High-fidelity structured grids were generated using GridPro v5.6 (PDC, 2015b). Viscous clus-
tering was set to achieve a wall adjacent cell height of 1 µm, kept within the laminar sublayer and
satisfying y+ = u∗y/ν < 5 across the wall surface. Inflow planes and jet bow shock wall impingement
locations incurred the greatest y+ values, whereas values of less than one were achieved across the
majority of the wall surface. A cell expansion ratio of 1.2 was set to accurately model the laminar
sublayer. Solutions were converged to achieve domain mass balances of ∑ m˙ < 10−7 kg/s, with the
integrated RMS residual reduced by 5 orders of magnitude. Mesh convergence was determined using
the method of Stern et al. (2001). As examined, a 5.3 million cell, S5 grid, would match an infinitely
fine mesh to within 1.61% for spanwise spread and 0.05% for stagnation pressure recovery at the M6
condition. It is assumed that the similarly constructed single and cascaded grid models will perform
comparably to the S5 mesh, with cell counts between 4.8 and 5.6 million. A coarsened S5 mesh is
shown in Fig. 4.1.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Flow Field Characteristics
The effect of the cascaded injection scheme may first be examined qualitatively. Symmetry-plane
contours of dynamic pressure, wall density contours, and in-plane velocity magnitude streamlines
for the Mach 6 S5 configuration are shown in Fig. 4.2. It is shown that a region of low dynamic
pressure exists aft of the leading jet, suggestive of the flow blockage effect first reported by Lee
(2006a; 2006b). This region is associated with reduced in-plane velocity magnitude and low-density
flow in the leading jet wake. In addition, the leading jet induces a greater density increase through the
jet bow shock, compared with that induced via the weaker shock of the secondary injector. This may
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(a) Grid clustering surrounding jet (b) Grid zoomed to injectors
Figure 4.1: A 5-times coarsened cascade model
be demonstrative of a reduction in stagnation pressure losses encountered for the cascaded injection
scheme, compared with a single injector.
Variance in performance with injector spacing may be examined via temperature contours along
the jet symmetry-plane, as given in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. This section examines the M6 and M12 temper-
ature contours. The single injector induces a strong bow shock, with the over-expanded jet inclined
at a shallow angle to the flow. Compared with the single injector, the cascaded jets benefit from flow
blockage effects, with the smaller upstream injector reducing the downstream crossflow momentum.
However, it is noted that the RANS technique employed does not resolve many of the unsteady vor-
tices generated by fuel injection into a hypersonic crossflow. Hence, the flow blockage effect induced
may be exaggerated (or under reported) when compared to that measurable experimentally.
With this noted, the locally increased J value encountered ensures a more rounded expansion of
the downstream jet, compared with the shallow-angled and flattened single and upstream jets. For the
M6 condition, shown in Fig. 4.3, these effects reduce as the spacing increases beyond S = 6Dt. The
M12 condition, however (Fig. 4.4), continues this greater expansion to the largest spacing examined
(S10). This may indicate that the crossflow reestablishes (we determined the flow did reattach even
in the M12 case) between the jets for the M6 condition at larger spacings, with the jets’ performance
more akin to discrete jets than a coupled system. For each condition, closer spacings of S2 and
S4 produce the subsonic quasi-stagnant region of low dynamic pressure, aft of the leading jet. The
subsonic region is encountered more intensely for the M12 condition and persists to an extent in the
S6 model. This suggests a delaying of the reattachment location for the M12 condition, as compared
with M6.
Despite the rear jet injecting four times the mass of the leading injector in each case, the induced
bow shock strengths of each are comparable. The closer spacings result in the bow shocks rapidly
merging together. However, the shock strengths are closely coupled to the injector spacings, with rear
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Figure 4.2: Cascade jet crossflow interaction: M6 S5 Configuration
jets of larger spacings inducing stronger shocks. Following the disappearance of the quasi-stagnant
region at larger spacings, the upstream jet remained unchanged and uninfluenced by spacing increases.
Hence, the flow remained supersonic.
Lee (2006a; 2006b) reported similar flow field characteristics. However, whereas the bow shock
strengths in the cascaded arrangement are comparable, with Lee’s equally sized injectors, the larger
leading jet induces a much stronger shock than the rear jet. This may be due to the larger jet providing
a greater blockage effect, as well as having a comparably smaller rear jet.
4.3.2 Penetration
The initial penetration of the jets may be assessed by examining the Mach disk heights. The term
Mach disk is a misnomer for these conditions, because the ‘Mach disk radius approaches zero with
the shock reflections too weak to form a discrete disk. Hence, the apex of the barrel shock is taken
as the Mach disk location in each case. These are given for each condition in Fig. 4.5. For each
condition, the rearward jet displays a greater Mach disk height than the corresponding single jet case,
despite the smaller jet diameter. This effect occurs for all spacings for the M6 and M8 conditions,
however, the M10 and M12 conditions display negligible differences for the S2 spacing. Spacings of
S4 and S5 provide the greatest rear jet heights for the M6 and M8 conditions, respectively. The M10
and M12 display increasing penetration with spacing before approaching an asymptotic limit between
S8 and S10.
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Figure 4.3: Symmetry-plane temperature
contours: M6 Condition
Figure 4.4: Symmetry-plane temperature
contours: M12 Condition
As spacings increase beyond S6, the upstream injector Mach disk height displays negligible
changes with increased spacing. Spacings between S2 and S6, however, display variable performance,
with the subsonic quasi-stagnant region affecting the jet’s performance. This has been previously ob-
served by Hollo et al. (1994) who examined staged injection experimentally, with models similar to
those examined by Lee (2006a; 2006b). The authors indicated that the first jet did not behave iden-
tically to a single jet due to a large downstream subsonic region, permitting upstream propagation of
information. Hence, the upstream Mach disk height only becomes independent following a critical
spacing, indicative of the disappearance of the subsonic quasi-stagnant region, with flow becoming
supersonic again at some region between the injectors.
Streamwise penetration is examined using the displacement of the centroid of the hydrogen mass
flow in the wall normal direction y, given as a function of the streamwise direction x in Eq. (4.4):
hH2(x) =
∫
ρH2UydA∫
ρH2UdA
, (4.4)
The streamwise penetrations at the M6 and M12 conditions are shown in Fig. 4.6, with the injector
centroid located at x = 50Dt.
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Figure 4.5: Dimensionless Mach disk heights for upstream (DU) and downstream (DD) injectors for
each spacing
Each cascaded scheme for each condition provides improved penetration over the single jet. Fol-
lowing the rapid expansion of the downstream jet, each scheme settled to a near constant rate of pene-
tration increase with streamwise distance. Despite each condition being injected at J = 1, the injectors
at the M12 condition produced the greatest near-field penetration. By contrast, the M6 condition pro-
vided the greatest far-field penetration, with a greater rate of penetration than the M12 condition.
This key result is due to vertical momentum losses induced by the barrel shock. For equivalent J =
1 conditions, the M12 condition is injected from a higher pressure plenum into a lower freestream
pressure crossflow. A greater over-expansion of the fuel occurs, inducing a stronger barrel shock and
hence greater momentum losses. The M6 condition displays an optimal spacing of 4Dt, whereas the
M12 condition displays increasing penetration with spacing. To assess the overall performance at
each condition, the final penetration values of the jets at the domain outflow plane (x = 100Dt) are
presented in Fig. 4.7.
As indicated previously, the M6 condition displays an optimal spacing at S = 4Dt, with all other
spacings performing similarly. This corresponds with the extent of the quasi-stagnant zone shown
in Fig. 4.3, which displayed incipient reattachment for the S4 model. An optimal spacing persists in
the M8 condition, and displays a local peak in the M10 condition; however, these conditions begin to
display increasing penetration with spacing, leading toward the performance of the M12 condition. In
each case, except for the M10 S2 spacing, the cascaded arrangement displays improved performance
over the single jet. At higher Mach number conditions, this improvement is negligible at smaller
spacings. Absolute penetration decreases with increasing Mach number.
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Figure 4.6: Streamwise penetration
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Figure 4.7: Outflow penetration
4.3.3 Spanwise Spread
Analogous to penetration in a lateral direction z, spanwise spread is examined using the displacement
of the centroid of the hydrogen mass flow from the injector symmetry-plane, given as a function of
the streamwise direction in Eq. (4.5):
wH2(x) =
∫
ρH2UzdA∫
ρH2UdA
, (4.5)
The spanwise spread of the M6 and M12 conditions in a streamwise direction is shown in Fig. 4.8
with the injector centroid located at x = 50Dt. As with penetration, the M12 condition displays a
much greater expansion and, hence, a larger initial spanwise spread than the M6 condition. This trend
continues into the injector far field, with the M12 condition achieving greater spread than the M6. In
each case, the single injector achieved a greater initial spread, indicating the shielding effect is less
effective for spread than penetration. However, the S0 model spread the least of all in the far field
for each condition, a key result for fuelling scramjet engines with universal improvement achieved
by cascaded jets. The M6 condition produced very similar spread across each spacing examined. Up
to approximately x = 70Dt, the M12 condition displayed decreasing spread with injector spacings.
At this location, however, the smaller S2 and S4 spacings began to reduce in spread, with behaviour
similar to the S0 model. The far-field spread (at x = 100Dt) for each condition examined may be seen
in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Streamwise lateral spread
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Figure 4.9: Outflow spanwise spread
Each cascaded scheme provided improved spread compared with the single injector for each con-
dition. As previously indicated, the M6 condition performed similarly across all spacings. The M8
and M10 spacings performed best at spacings between S5 and S8, with reduced spread compared with
the M6 condition for smaller spacings. As spacings increased beyond S8, each condition encountered
a reduction in performance, indicating the optimal spacing had been passed. Across each condition,
the optimal spacing was centred about the S4-S6 range. Across these optimal ranges, absolute spread
increased with freestream Mach number, with M12 providing the greatest spread.
4.3.4 Injectant Plume Area
The product of the spanwise spread and penetration of the flow provides a metric to assess the dif-
fusiveness of the injectant, accounting for differences in optimal spacings for both penetration and
spread. Defined in Eq. (4.6), accounting for total plume width, far-field plume areas are shown in
Fig. 4.10:
AH2(x) = hH2(x)× [2×wH2(x)] , (4.6)
In each case, the cascaded arrangements outperformed the single jet cases. The plume area most
closely mimics the penetration heights given in Fig. 4.7, indicating that the performance differences
in spanwise spread are reduced compared with those encountered for penetration. Although the M6
encounters an optimal spacing at S4, the M8-12 conditions encountered improving performance to
S8. For these conditions, the S10 spacing performed similar to the S8, indicating that the optimal
point may be centred close to these spacings.
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Figure 4.10: Outflow plume area
4.3.5 Entrainment
Improving mixing efficiency is key to improving the mixing limited combustion encountered within
high Mach number scramjets. The RANS computational model does not track scalar variance, and as
such, the time-averaged solution can only be used to compute a macroscopic stirring or entrainment
efficiency as a mixing analogue. It is noted however that RANS is not reliably capable of predicting
the near field mixing and hence, the numerical values obtained by these simulations close to the site
of injection may not be indicative of true-life. However, it is assumed that the datasets obtained
by differing fuel injection configurations at the same crossflow conditions are safely comparable,
particularly in the far field where the average field is a reasonable representation of the state of mixing.
To determine the entrainment efficiency, the method of Axdahl et al. (2012) is adapted. This
efficiency is given as the ratio of mixed fuel mass flow rate in the time-averaged solution to the total
fuel mass flow rate, as shown in Eq. (4.7). This equation is valid for the leanly fuelled simulations
performed, with equivalence ratios kept below stoichiometric (φ < 1):
ηent(x) =
m˙H2,mix (x)
m˙H2,total (x)
=
∫
Y RρUdA∫
Y H2ρUdA
, (4.7)
in which the integrals are over the cross-stream plane at streamwise location x and
Y R =
 Y H2 if Y H2 ≤ Y H2,stoichY H2,stoich 1−Y H21−Y H2,stoich if Y H2 > Y H2,stoich (4.8)
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Here, Y H2,stoich = 0.0284, referring to the hydrogen mass fraction for stoichiometric hydrogen-air
combustion. It is noted that m˙H2,total (x) in Eq. (4.7) refers to the integrated mass flux of hydrogen at
the current streamwise location. Thus, in the region between the injectors, it corresponds to 20% of
the total injected hydrogen mass flow (the amount injected via the upstream jet) and is equal to 100%
of the injected hydrogen mass flow rate downstream of the larger jet. The streamwise entrainment
efficiency may be seen in Fig. 4.11. Initially, the smaller upstream injector rapidly mixes with the
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Figure 4.11: Streamwise entrainment efficiency
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Figure 4.12: Outflow entrainment efficiency
available air. This effect is more exaggerated for larger spacings, with greater lengths between the
up- and downstream injectors aiding the entrainment of the injectant. The M6 condition displays in-
creases in entrainment between the single and cascaded models, with the S4 model displaying marked
improvement. The M12 condition displays improvements for each cascaded model compared with
the single model, with entrainment improving at greater injector spacings. The final efficiencies at the
outflow plane are given in Fig. 4.12.
In each configuration, the cascaded arrangements display improved performance over the single
jet models. Performance reduces as Mach number increases, with the M6 condition providing the
greatest entrainment levels. Each condition displays improved entrainment as injector spacing in-
creases to S4. This is followed by a reduction in performance. The M6 condition displays steadily
reducing performance, whereas the M8 condition displays negligible differences, at spacings above
S4. The M10 and M12 conditions increase again as the spacing increases to S10, with each at a max-
imum for the S10 model. For the M6 and M8 conditions, the maximum entrainment is achieved by
the S4 model.
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Figure 4.13: Streamwise entrainment rate
The entrainment efficiency may be supported by examining the entrainment rate of the fuel, given
by examining the decay rate of the maximum mass fraction of fuel. This method has been used in
previous studies (Lee, 2006a; Lee, 2006b) and is available in Fig. 4.13. The M6 condition achieves
rapid decay of hydrogen mass fraction to a much smaller fraction than the M12 condition. Each cas-
caded arrangement across each condition displayed improved performance compared with the single
injector case. The M6 cascaded jets performed similarly, whereas the M12 cascaded jets performed
similarly as spacing increased beyond S2. In each case, the S4 model provided the most rapid entrain-
ment rates.
4.3.6 Stagnation Pressure
Previous methods examined to augment penetration of gaseous jets, such as strut-based injection,
ramps, and increased injection pressure, have been accompanied by elevated losses in stagnation
pressure. Thus, the stagnation pressure must be assessed for the cascaded injection schemes to deter-
mine whether the performance benefits outlined thus far coincide with increased losses. Mass-flow-
averaged stagnation pressure varying with the streamwise direction is defined as
pt(x) =
∫
ptρUdA∫
ρUdA
, (4.9)
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in which stagnation pressure pt is defined using the isentropic relation
pt = p
(
1+
γ−1
2
M2
)γ/(γ−1)
, (4.10)
Mach number, ratio of specific heats, and static pressure are taken as local cell-node-centred values.
The variation of average stagnation pressure with the streamwise direction is given in Fig. 4.14 for
the M6 and M12 conditions, normalised to the inflow stagnation pressure pt0 . To reduce computa-
tional cost, width and height boundaries were set to outflow, as outlined in the methodology. Outflow
boundaries, rather than slip walls, ensure no shock reflections interact with the fuel jet plume. How-
ever, as the jet bow shock impinges these boundaries, mass will exit the domain and, consequently,
it becomes difficult to compare the mass-flow-averaged stagnation pressure between cases. Thus, the
location where 2% of the total airflow mass exits the computational domain (for the single injector
case) is also specified via the vertical dashed line in Fig. 4.14.
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4.4 CONCLUSION
For both conditions, the large bow shock induced by the single injector results in greater losses
than the dual shocks of the cascaded models in the range immediately downstream of the injection
location. Downstream of the jet bow shock, further losses are primarily due to mixing interactions
between the air and injectant, and with mass exiting the domain, comparisons between the models are
not permissible. Pressure recoveries at the point of mass egression, indicative of jet bow shock losses,
are shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Stagnation pressure where 2% mass exits domain
Stagnation pressure losses are dependent on the crossflow, with higher Mach number conditions
leading to greater losses. Pressure losses are heavily dependent on the spacing at each condition. For
the M12 condition, the S3 model produces 0.67% greater losses than the single injector scheme; this
is the worst performance of any configuration. Similarly, S10 spacing produces a 0.99% improvement
over the single injector for the M12 condition (the greatest improvement encountered). The M6 con-
dition displays the optimal performance at spacings S3-S6. The M10 and M12 conditions display an
inversion, with the poorest performance encountered for spacings S2-S4, with improving performance
with spacing following this range. The M8 condition displays an intermediate between these trends.
4.4 Conclusion
The present study evaluates the performance characteristics of cascaded fuel injectors, within accel-
erating scramjet combustor conditions using numerical methods. The injectors’ performance was
examined with varying freestream Mach number and jet spacings, and they were compared with an
equivalently sized single injector.
The symmetry-plane flow structures of each model were examined. The cascaded injection mod-
els displayed largely similar flow structures to those previously reported in dual injection schemes
with like injector sizes. Although the rear injector was 20% smaller than the single injector by area,
the upstream injector provided sufficient shielding to improve the initial penetration of the jet in all
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cases examined. Lower Mach number cases displayed vastly improved expansion of the larger down-
stream jet, because the upstream injector induced separation and maintained a quasi-stagnant region
of low dynamic pressure between the jets. Flow reattachment at larger injector spacings coincided
with a reduction in expansion of the downstream injectant. Higher Mach number flows did not display
a clear reattachment zone, with larger spacings maintaining improved jet expansion.
The documented shielding effect improved mixing characteristics, with greater penetration, spread,
and mixing rates encountered for each spacing across all Mach numbers examined, compared with
a single jet. Stagnation pressure recovery was highly dependent on the freestream Mach number:
Higher Mach numbers encountered increased pressure losses. Initial jet bow shock losses (to the
mass egression location) were reduced for spacings greater than 4Dt.
No clear optimal spacing was found across all Mach numbers, nor was an optimal spacing for
each Mach number determined across all performance metrics. However, whereas injector spacing
is likely fixed within a scramjet engine, the global jet-to-freestream momentum ratio is adjustable
via injectant plenum pressure. Tailoring the injection pressure may provide a measure to control
injector performance across the range of Mach numbers encountered in an accelerating access-to-
space scramjet trajectory. With this noted, cascaded jets between spacings of 4 and 6Dt provided
improved mixing performance and decreased near-field stagnation pressure losses over the range
of Mach numbers examined. The performance benefits over a single injector were substantial for
spacings across this range.
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4.5 Summary & Addendum
This chapter examined a method by which mixing and penetration attained by scramjet fuel injectors
may be improved. The fixed geometry, cascaded injectors ensure the smaller upstream injector shields
the downstream jet, permitting it to penetrate further through the low dynamic pressure region aft of
the jet. The vortex system following each jet induces rapid entrainment, with limited increases to
system pressure losses. With an eye on passive techniques to improve performance of an accelerating
scramjet, a range of Mach numbers were examined, with conditions corresponding to combustor
entrance flow attained by a fixed geometry scramjet.
While this chapter presented a self-standing contribution to the literature, the performance of cas-
caded fuel injectors within the M12REST scramjet was also examined. This performance is discussed
at the end of Ch. 5.6. However, this next chapter is not limited to this, with major modifications to the
M12REST combustor-based fuelling scheme performed. These modifications make use of flow fea-
tures native to the M12REST scramjet, determining how these may assist and promote rapid mixing
within the three-dimensional engine.
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CHAPTER 5
FLOW FIELD MANIPULATION
This chapter of the thesis presents the second of two published works. Building upon Ch. 4, the con-
cept of flow field manipulation via fuel injectors is introduced here, representing the second method
devised to improve mixing rates within high Mach number scramjets. In the interest of brevity and
flow of this thesis, some sections from the published version of this article have been removed to avoid
repetition of previously detailed content. These amendments have been identified where necessary.
Reproduced from an article published in the Journal of Propulsion and Power
W.O. Landsberg, N.N. Gibbons, V. Wheatley, M.K. Smart, and A. Veeraragavan (2018a).
“Improving Scramjet Performance Through Flow Field Manipulation”. In: Journal of Propulsion
and Power 34.3, pp. 578–590. DOI: 10.2514/1.B36772
Abstract
In airframe-integrated scramjets, non-uniform compression fields combine with thick boundary layers
developed over the vehicle forebody to deliver density stratified flow to the combustor. Additionally, in
high Mach number scramjets fuelled with wall-based injectors, delivering fuel to engine centreline air
is challenging, typically relying on turbulent mixing through long combustors. Here, we exploit the
interaction between the density stratified flow, and the vortices generated by a strategically positioned
injector in the inlet to manipulate the flow field, redistributing oxygen in captured air to more acces-
sible locations. A numerical study was performed, examining the Mach 12 Rectangular-to-Elliptical
Shape-Transitioning engine flow path. With the inlet compressing air into a high density, cowlside
core-flow, hydrogen injection here through a ‘manipulator jet’ imparts vorticity through the bulk of
the engine mass flow. This high penetration injector allowed hydrogen to pierce the core-flow, aided
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by the engine’s natural shock train. The injector-induced vortices ensured centrally located and pre-
viously inaccessible air was redistributed to the more accessible cowlside combustor surface. When
combined with supplementary injectors, combustion efficiencies exceeding 80% were achievable 3.6
combustor-heights further upstream than with previous fuelling configurations. These improved mix-
ing and combustion rates suggest that combustor length could be reduced in future studies.
5.1 Introduction
While scramjets offer significant performance benefits as part of hybrid access-to-space systems,
efficiently fuelling these engines through the accelerating trajectory remains a key challenge. In
particular, high Mach number scramjets fuelled through wall-based injectors depend on turbulent
mixing, through comparatively long combustors, to thoroughly mix and react with oxygen-rich, cen-
treline air flowing through the engine. As fuel jet penetration tends to be low compared to combustor
height, the issue presents itself in axisymmetric (Peterson et al., 2013), planar (Gehre et al., 2015)
and three-dimensional (3D) (Barth et al., 2015b) systems, increasing viscous drag sustained by the
flow path. This remains a key pitfall to high Mach number scramjets, with innovative systems such
as the Shcramjet, as presented in (Sislian, 2000; Chan et al., 2010; Axdahl et al., 2012), not suf-
fering from this combustor length dependency, despite their reduced efficiency. To fully realise the
scramjet’s potential, new fuel injection techniques must be developed to rapidly deliver fuel to the
oxygen-rich, centreline airflow. In the present work, we focus on evaluating a technique suitable for
airframe-integrated engines.
With these engines, the vehicle forebody performs initial shock compression, and the necessary
physical engine size and compression ratio is reduced owing to the effectively increased freestream
capture area (Henry and Anderson, 1973; Hirschel and Weiland, 2000). To aid vehicle integration, a
rectangular capture area may be utilised, which may then be stream-traced through an axisymmetric
compression field to transition to a low wetted area and structurally efficient elliptical combustor.
Known as Rectangular-to-Elliptical Shape-Transitioning, or ‘REST’ class, engines (Smart, 1999),
they combine the improved efficiency of a Busemann compression field (Mo¨lder and Szpiro, 1966)
stream-traced ‘scoop’ and ‘jaws’ inlets (Gaitonde et al., 2007; Croker, 2007), with the airframe-
integrability of planar inlets. The notched cowl and sidewall compression surfaces further permit
the inlet to operate efficiently across a range of Mach numbers (Smart, 1999; Suraweera and Smart,
2009; Gruhn and Gu¨lhan, 2011; Doherty et al., 2012a). With this noted, the REST engine is examined
here as a case-study since it is representative of practical inlet designs, and both Mach 8 (M8REST)
(Turner and Smart, 2010; Chan et al., 2014; Denman et al., 2016; Denman et al., 2017) and Mach 12
(M12REST) (Suraweera and Smart, 2009; Doherty et al., 2012a; Landsberg et al., 2014; Barth et al.,
2015a; Wise and Smart, 2015) models have been subjected to experimental and numerical studies.
Figure 5.1 displays the M12REST test model as installed during shock-tunnel testing.
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Figure 5.1: M12REST experimental test model
Airframe-integrated engines typically ingest thick boundary layers, developed over the vehicle
forebody and inlet sidewalls (Henry and Anderson, 1973). In contrast, using the REST inlet as an
example, the notched cowl ensures cowlside flow experiences rapid shock compression, with compar-
atively smaller boundary layer growth. This disparity leads to a non-uniform, density stratified flow
entering the combustor, with the majority of captured mass flow contained within a high dynamic
pressure, cowlside core-flow, while low density boundary layers envelop the bodyside engine sur-
faces (Ferlemann and Gollan, 2009). To fuel this density-stratified flow, a two-part injection scheme
is sometimes employed. In this configuration, a portion of the fuel is injected at the inlet, before
additional fuel is injected immediately upstream of the combustor (Turner and Smart, 2010; Barth
et al., 2015b). Inlet fuel injection, also known as fuel pre-injection in the literature (Vinogradov et al.,
2007; Vinogradov et al., 2015), improves air-fuel mixing length and delivers a stream of combustion
radicals to the combustor, piloting combustion of the combustor-injected fuel (Barth et al., 2015a).
Recent numerical investigations of the M12REST engine, however, have shown combustor-based fu-
elling configurations successful in the M8REST engine (Turner and Smart, 2010; Chan et al., 2014;
Denman et al., 2016; Denman et al., 2017), fail to penetrate through the high dynamic pressure core-
flow, leaving unreacted oxygen passing through the engine centreline (Landsberg et al., 2014; Barth
et al., 2015b). Elevated inlet fuelling offers meagre improvements however, with studies indicating
fuel remains trapped in the bodyside boundary layer flow (Barth et al., 2015a). Additionally, while
more intrusive strut and ramp-based injection systems would directly improve fuel penetration, these
structures induce significant stagnation pressure losses, drag and local heating loads (Billig, 1993;
Bogdanoff, 1994). Hence, while these engines present advantages leading towards operable systems,
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techniques to rapidly access centreline oxygen and efficiently fuel the non-uniform flow must be
developed.
As such, an innovative technique, directed at accessing oxygen-rich, core-flow air is proposed in
this work. With the majority of the captured air in close proximity to the inlet cowlside surface, it
provides an opportunity to impart vorticity through the bulk of the engine mass flow. In the present
method, a high penetration fuel injector is placed upstream of the inlet throat, on the engine cowlside.
Injection pressure is increased from typical scramjet injector scales to amplify the induced vorticity
(Waitz et al., 1993; Lee et al., 1997; Lee, 2006a), and the high penetration jet disrupts flow features
in the far field, at the combustor entrance.
While current methods provide a direct access approach to fuelling scramjets, this technique is
concerned with manipulating the flow, moving previously inaccessible air to more readily accessible
locations for fuelling via additional injectors. This paper describes the flow features necessary to elicit
the manipulation effect, and discusses the design iteration process to ensure efficient performance.
Induced flow structures are detailed, while performance improvements in an initial combined injection
scheme are also presented.
5.2 Methodology
To examine the flow field manipulation effect, the M12REST engine is utilised as a case-study. The
internal flow path was simulated using a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver (Nom-
pelis et al., 2004), taking advantage of the engine’s lone symmetry-plane to reduce the computational
cost. The baseline simulated flow path geometry is shown in Fig. 5.2, with notable geometric features
indicated. Fuel injection is achieved by both inlet- and combustor-based locations. In this configu-
ration, 30% of the fuel is injected at the inlet, while 70% is injected at the combustor. As multiple
combustor-based fuel injection schemes were examined, the baseline geometry displays only inlet-
based injectors.
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Figure 5.2: Baseline M12REST flow path geometry: Front (left) and side (main) views, with scaled
2D cross-planes displaying shape-transitioning characteristics [dimensions in mm]
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The simulated flow path is a geometric half scale of the original engine flow path, designed for
Mach 12 flight at 50 kPa dynamic pressure. The half scale model examined here was the largest
engine size which could be experimentally validated in (Wise and Smart, 2015), and has a total
length of approximately 1439 mm including the 500 mm forebody (not pictured in Fig. 5.2), which
is characteristic of the vehicle underside when integrated to the airframe. The inlet is 476.2 mm in
length when measured from the leading edge of the compression surfaces to the throat, with shape-
transition of the inlet being completed slightly downstream, at 505.8 mm. The sidewall-to-sidewall
capture width is 75 mm, while the cowl closure occurs 339.6 mm downstream of the leading edge.
The inlet achieves a total geometric area ratio of 6.61 and internal area ratio of 2.26. The 282 mm
long combustor begins approximately 530.9 mm downstream of the leading edge, and is inclined at
6°, serving to realign the flow with the nominal flight direction (the forebody is assumed to be at
a 6° angle-of-attack in flight). The combustor is joined to the engine isolator via a 1.25 mm high,
circumferential backward-facing step, originally included to facilitate a ring of boundary layer fuel
injectors (Wise and Smart, 2015). The combustor consists of an elliptical 161 mm constant cross-
section segment, followed by a diverging segment with a constant divergence angle of 1.6° for 121
mm to achieve a 2:1 area ratio to the throat. The conical nozzle segment terminates the engine,
expanding the flow for 125 mm and achieving a total area ratio of 10 relative to the throat (Barth,
2014).
As shown in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3, inlet injection is achieved via three porthole injectors, 2 mm in
diameter and inclined at 45° to the local wall-tangent vector (51° to the global x-axis). Located 255
mm from the leading edge, the outer injector tubes intersect the inlet wall slightly downstream of the
centreline injector due to the curvature of the bodyside inlet wall at this point. The inlet injection
location was chosen to ensure premature ignition did not occur on the inlet compression surface,
while maximising the allowable mixing length (Barth et al., 2015a). As mentioned, combustor-based
injection varies in the present work and is detailed where required.
5.2.1 Numerical Solver
The original publication presented a comprehensive review of the numerical solver utilised for this
work. The avoid repetition from Ch. 3.2.2, only key details are presented here. Solutions to the 3D
compressible RANS equations were computed using the research flow solver, US3D (Nompelis et
al., 2004). The RANS equations were closed using the two-equation, Menter Shear Stress Transport
and Vorticity Source Term (SST-V) turbulence model (Menter, 1994), with the inflow to the engine
assumed to have a specific dissipation of ω = 5U∞ and turbulent kinetic energy of k = 10−6U2∞.
Turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl numbers were set to Sct = 0.7 and Prt = 0.9 respectively, as simulations
using these parameters have previously compared well to experimental data in the M12REST scramjet
(Barth et al., 2015a). The current simulations achieved an average of 4 orders of convergence in flow
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field residuals, solving second order inviscid fluxes in space and achieving domain mass balances of
∑ m˙≤ 5×10−8 kg/s. Chemically reacting, thermally perfect gas behaviour was set with temperature
variant specific heats taken from Gordon and McBride (1994). Hydrogen-air finite-rate chemical
reactions were modelled using the 13 species, 33 reaction combustion mechanism of Jachimowski
(1992).
5.2.2 Computational Grids & Boundary Conditions
Three different numerical computations are performed in this study, utilising three computational
grids: an inlet mesh, an isolator-combustor (IC) mesh and an isolator-combustor-nozzle (ICN) mesh.
The topology of the full flow path grid is generated using the commercial grid generation software,
GridPro v5.6 (PDC, 2015b), with each mesh created by removal of superfluous topology. GridPro
permits mesh generation with smooth cell density blending from complex features such as leading
edges and fuel injectors, to more coarsely discretised areas in the engine centre line. Cells were
kept fine for approximately 30 jet diameters (D) downstream of fuel injectors, capturing jet structures
which typically decay within 10D (Gruber et al., 1997).
Viscous clustering was used to achieve a wall adjacent cell height of approximately 0.9 µm in
the inlet. This value was maintained at the combustor entrance, before blending to 0.7 µm by the
beginning of the divergent combustor segment. These values achieved a non-dimensionalised first
cell height of y+ ≤ 1 through the flow path, save for areas of shock impingement within the inlet.
Values in these regions were typically y+ ≤ 2.5 and were assumed to have negligible impact on the
flow path performance. The inlet flow path mesh contained approximately 21 million cells, while the
IC and ICN meshes contained approximately 16 and 20 million cells respectively.
The full flow path mesh was adopted from the previous studies of Barth et al. (2014; 2015a),
with the inlet flow path geometry and mesh being kept identical. Combustor and nozzle flow path
overall geometry was also kept identical, with only minor mesh modifications made due to varying
fuel injection locations in the combustor (maintaining equivalent cell density). As the mesh is largely
unchanged from these prior works, the grid convergence studies are assumed to remain valid for the
present work. These studies utilised an inlet mesh of 5 million, 12 million and 20.6 million cells, with
the finest grid employed in Barth et al. (2014; 2015a) and also in the present work. Simulations on all
three meshes were iteratively converged with the same fuelling and inflow conditions, as well as the
same chemical reaction mechanism. The grid convergence of three key parameters were investigated:
the jet penetration 10 diameters downstream of the inlet fuel injectors (yp), the combustion efficiency
at the throat (ηc), and the integrated viscous drag (Fdrag,viscous). This combination of parameters is
sensitive to the convergence of inviscid, chemical and viscous processes. Based on the method of
Stern et al. (2001), the Grid Convergence Indices suggest that the values of yp, ηc and Fdrag,viscous
predicted using the fine grid are within 2.2%, 0.02% and 0.49%, respectively, of their Richardson
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extrapolated values on a grid of infinite resolution. When combined with the full engine validation
against experimental data performed in Barth et al. (2014; 2015a), these studies provide confidence
that the grids utilised in the present work are adequately resolved. Example computational meshes
are shown in Fig. 5.3 (in the interest of brevity, the IC mesh is not shown here).
(a) Inlet mesh
(b) Baseline isolator-combustor-nozzle (ICN) mesh with combustor-based injectors ex-
cluded
Figure 5.3: 4x Coarsened computational meshes
With the 500 mm forebody integrated to this mesh (not shown in Fig. 5.3), a uniform supersonic
inflow was set, and the turbulent production terms were activated from the leading edge. The IC and
ICN meshes intersected the inlet mesh at 448 mm downstream of the leading edge. By intersecting
their inflow planes with the inlet grid and enforcing simple conservation laws, an in-house boundary
condition was developed to map the outflow from the steady inlet solution, to the IC and ICN inflow
planes. Details on this boundary condition and the underlying conservation equations are given in
Appendix E and in Landsberg et al. (2017a; 2018a).
Simulation flow conditions for each computational grid were set to those found in the experiments
of Wise and Smart (2015) and Barth (2014), who studied the M12REST engine within The University
of Queensland’s, T4 Stalker Tube reflected shock tunnel. Shock tunnel conditions were set to match
the post 6° forebody shock conditions for Mach 12 flight in the upper atmosphere. As the Mach
number achieved by the shock tunnel was greater than would be expected from Mach 12 flow when
processed through a 6° forebody shock, the experimental model and numerical inflow were adjusted
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to include a 1.6° angle-of-attack. These flow conditions are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Inlet simulation inflow conditions
Parameter Value
U∞, m/s 3630
ρ∞, g/m3 10.51
T∞, K 386.8
p∞, Pa 1177
q∞, kPa 69.23
H∞, MJ/kg 7.01
M∞ 9.183
To simulate shock tunnel research, flow path wall conditions were set to be isothermal at 300
K, as millisecond test times result in negligible temperature increases. Fuel injection was assumed
to be sonically choked, corresponding to isentropic expansion from 300 K stagnation conditions,
while stagnation pressure was adjusted according to fuelling rate. Inlet fuel injectors achieved an
equivalence ratio of φ inlet = 0.36. When fully fuelled, combustor injectors achieved φ comb = 0.88, for
a combined global φT = 1.24.
5.3 Flow Field Manipulation
5.3.1 Injector Size & Location
To begin this study, an assessment of the engine’s flow features is made. A full assessment of the
inlet flow physics of the M12REST engine is available in Barth et al. (2015a), hence, this section will
focus on the density stratification of the isolator flow. When the engine is integrated into the vehicle,
the boundary layer originates at the leading edge of the forebody, 500 mm upstream of the scramjet
inlet. When it enters the inlet (x = 0 mm), the boundary layer is approximately 7 mm thick (Barth
et al., 2015a), and further boundary layers begin forming from the sidewall leading edges. Following
inlet fuel injection at x = 255 mm, very little fuel escapes the bodyside boundary layer. This fuel
begins to ignite as it mixes with the hot boundary layer air, thereby thickening the boundary layer
flow and consequently compressing the cowlside flow. As the inlet contracts inwards, together with
the bodyside surface and sidewalls, the resultant compression serves to cause air along the sidewalls to
move upward and inwards along the bodyside wall. This alters the uniform bodyside boundary layer,
inducing the characteristic ‘bubble-shaped’ flow structure along the bodyside surface (Ferlemann and
Gollan, 2009; Gollan and Ferlemann, 2011; Barth et al., 2015a). This shape may be seen in the Mach
number contours of Fig. 5.4a.
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Figure 5.4: Inlet cross-plane contours
With the low density boundary layers flowing along the bodyside surface, the majority of the
captured air mass remains in a high Mach number, high density core-flow adjacent to the cowlside
surface, visible in Fig. 5.4b. A thin cowlside boundary layer develops from the cowl leading edge,
and the cowl closure shock rapidly increases the density of this flow. The kidney-shaped core-flow
remains close to the cowl, with a minor extension upwards towards the intersection of the sidewall
and bodyside boundary layers, while a swept-separation vortex propagates outwards along the cowl-
side and sidewall surfaces. Such a non-uniform, non-symmetric density stratified flow is inherent to
stream-traced inlets (Ferlemann and Gollan, 2009; Malo-Molina et al., 2010; Gollan and Ferlemann,
2011).
It is proposed to inject fuel directly into the high density core-flow with the intent to impart
vorticity through the bulk of the captured mass. However, the core-flow persists through the inlet to
the combustion chamber entrance. Therefore, consideration is needed to determine the ideal location
for the manipulator jet. In an effort to do so, the inlet shock structure may be examined via the
symmetry-plane contours of Fig. 5.5.
The shock structures in Fig. 5.5a are made visible by contours of the partial derivative of the den-
sity with the streamwise, spatial coordinate (x). The initial compression ramp of the inlet induces
an attached, oblique shock, propagating away from the bodyside surface. This shock intensifies up-
stream of the cowl closure, indicating the inlet ramp shock has coalesced with the simultaneously
laterally propagating sidewall shocks (Barth et al., 2015a). The inlet fuel injectors induce a detached
bow shock, which weakens before being captured by the inlet, ensuring mass capture is not dimin-
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Figure 5.5: Inlet symmetry-plane contours
ished from the unfuelled case. The cowl closure induces a strong shock, which propagates towards
the bodyside surface and reflects multiple times through the inlet and isolator. It is this rapid shock
compression, combined with the thick bodyside boundary layer which generates the cowlside core-
flow.
When determining where to place the manipulator jet, the cowl closure shock reflection is key.
This shock reflects at the first bodyside reflection point (RB1, see Fig. 5.5a), then passes through the
core-flow and redirects it towards the cowl, before impinging at the first cowlside reflection point
(RC1) approximately 480 mm downstream of the inlet leading edge. The increase in local dynamic
pressure from 850 kPa to 1100 kPa across the shock reduces jet penetration for the same injection
pressure, favouring injection upstream of RC1. Injecting just upstream of RC1 ensures fuel is injected
in close proximity to where the core-flow is compressed closest to the cowl. Further, the reflected cowl
closure shock serves to redirect the flow upwards towards the bodyside surface, carrying the injected
fuel with it. An injection location 470 mm downstream of the leading edge, indicated on Fig. 5.5a, is
proposed.
The key parameters of injector shape, size, angle and injection pressure must also be established.
For manufacturing simplicity, a circular injector is favoured. Circular injectors inclined 30° to the
streamwise direction provide far field penetration improvements over injectors inclined more upright
to the surface (McClinton, 1972; Tomioka et al., 2003; Landsberg et al., 2014). The shallow injection
angle decreases pressure losses by reducing the jet bow shock strength, which serves to increase the
effective injection pressure ratio and aids far field penetration. To quantify this effect, McClinton
(1972) determined an ‘effective momentum ratio’, as shown in Eq. (5.1).
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(
qjet
q∞
)
eff
=
qjet sinθ
q∞−qjet cosθ , (5.1)
Injection pressure is set to 0.9 MPa when choked to achieve an effective jet-to-freestream momentum
ratio of one. This ratio is based on the core-flow local dynamic pressure of approximately 850 kPa
(as indicated in Fig. 5.6), and assumes choked injection of hydrogen.
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0
Figure 5.6: Inlet dynamic pressure contours - 470 mm from the inlet leading edge
With the effective jet-to-freestream momentum ratio set at one, the penetration required may be
used to size the injector diameter via empirical correlations. To provide robust performance, the
manipulator jet must penetrate through the core-flow (approximately half the isolator’s height) before
it enters the combustor. The isolator has an area of 430 mm2, and an aspect ratio of 1.76, giving a
height of 17.6 mm. The correlation of McClinton (1972) may be utilised to size the manipulator jet
diameter (Dmj).
P
Dmj
= 3.385
(
qjet
q∞
)0.09
eff
(
x
Dmj
)0.18
, (5.2)
Through Eq. (5.2) and an iterative simulation process, an injector 1 mm in diameter is determined
to penetrate approximately 50% of the isolator’s height by the combustor entrance. While injecting
sonic hydrogen with an effective momentum ratio of one, a 1 mm injector provides just 33% of the
mass flow rate of the combustor-based injection scheme of Barth (2014), bolstering the manipulator
jet’s potential as part of a multifaceted injection scheme. With injection location, size and pressure
determined, Section 5.3.2 examines the flow structures induced by the manipulator jet.
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5.3.2 Flow Structures
To assess the significance of flow field manipulation, it is necessary to first examine the flow field
developed by the previous M12REST fuelling configuration of Barth (2014). Currently fuelled via
inlet and combustor-based injectors, at an inlet-to-combustor fuel ratio of 29:71, the configuration has
a global equivalence ratio of φT = 1.24. Combustor fuelling is achieved via five equally sized porthole
injectors, each 0.8 mm in diameter. These injectors are located in a single plane 515.5 mm from the
inlet leading edge, and each injector is inclined 45° to the local wall-tangent vector. Two injectors are
located on the semi-major axis of the elliptical cross-section, while the three remaining injectors are
located on the engine cowlside, symmetrically about the semi-minor axis. A cross-plane view of this
configuration is shown in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: In-plane M12REST combustor injection scheme of Barth (2014)
An isolator-combustor mesh was developed for this model and is simulated in the present work
using flow simulation parameters taken from Barth (2014). The flow field is shown in Fig. 5.8,
with oxygen mass fraction (Fig. 5.8a), hydrogen mass fraction (Fig. 5.8b), and streamwise vorticity
(Fig. 5.8c) contours displayed.
The persistent core-flow may be seen in Fig. 5.8a, with a central stream of oxygen remaining
unreacted as it passes through the combustor. Capturing and compressing this oxygen contributes to
drag through the flow path without improving thrust, and it remains unreacted despite the engine being
over-fuelled. The low penetration of the off-centre cowlside injector may be seen in Fig. 5.8b, with the
fuel plume remaining coherent and failing to entrain significant air to achieve stoichiometric mixing
along the cowlside of the combustor. The sidewall jet is entrained and mixed through interaction with
the swept-separation vortex (shown in Fig. 5.4a and 5.8c), which drags the sidewall flow upwards.
These features have been previously reported by Barth (2014).
The flow structures of the manipulator jet scheme may now be assessed. This scheme consists of a
single 1 mm porthole injector, inclined 30° to the streamwise direction, and located 470 mm from the
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(a) Oxygen mass fraction
YH2 : 0 0.18
(b) Hydrogen mass fraction
Swept-separation
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(c) Streamwise vorticity
Figure 5.8: Previous M12REST fuelling configuration contours
inlet leading edge on the flow path cowlside (as determined in Section 5.3.1). This is shown through
the schematic in Fig. 5.9.
When comparing the flow field developed by the manipulator jet, it is important to note that 67%
less fuel (achieving φ comb = 0.30, global φT = 0.66) is injected than the previously presented flow
fields in Fig. 5.8. Flow field manipulation is intended to provide a means to access the centralised
core-flow of oxygen. With this noted, complementary injectors will be required to fully fuel the
flow path. For now, the manipulated flow field is presented in Fig. 5.10 to analyse the effect of the
manipulator jet in isolation.
The influence of the manipulator jet is immediately noticeable by the presence of the large stream-
wise vortex shown in Fig. 5.10c. Symmetrical about the flow path centre-plane, the counter rotating
vortex pair (CRVP) is inherent to supersonic crossflow-jet interactions (Viti et al., 2009). These ro-
tate such that air-fuel mixture is drawn upwards through the gap between the CRVP, while air above
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Figure 5.9: In-plane manipulator jet fuelling scheme
and outside the vortex pair is drawn down towards the cowl. Hence, while some air is drawn away
from the cowlside wall and through the CRVP symmetry-plane, it is drawn through the fuel plume
and moves towards the radical-laden bodyside boundary layer flow. As such, the manipulator jet is
effective in fuelling a portion of the captured air-stream in addition to manipulating the centreline
core-flow.
Because the injectant penetrates into the core-flow, when the core-flow expands into the expanded
combustor cross-section, the CRVP also increases in size. Aiding the CRVP is the natural swept
separation vortex persisting along the combustor sidewall and rotating in opposition, further drawing
air from the flow path centreline. Each vortex works in tandem, resulting in the complete displacement
of the centrally located oxygen, with the unreacted oxygen instead achieving a uniform quasi-crescent
distribution along the cowlside of the engine. Thus, there is potential that the manipulated flow field
could now be fuelled effectively through the addition of boundary layer injectors, tailored to the
cowlside half of the flow path.
The hydrogen injected by the manipulator jet reaches the stoichiometric combustion limit
(Y H2,stoich = 0.0284) at a distance 9.0Dmj from the cowlside wall, when measured 60Dmj downstream
of injection. This contrasts the inferior cowlside penetration of 7.1D0.8mm in the previous fuelling
configuration in Fig. 5.8b, also when measured 60Dmj downstream of injection. This corresponds to
a non-normalised penetration of 9.0 mm for the manipulator jet, compared to 5.7 mm for the previous
configuration, each measured 60 mm downstream of injection. This improved penetration permits the
fuel to reach the bodyside boundary layer flow where it interacts with the hot combustion products
from the inlet-injected fuel by mid-way through the combustor, accelerating the combustion of the
manipulator jet fuel. This was a design goal to reduce the fuelling rate required, with the injector size
and stagnation pressure set to just breach the core-flow and reach the bodyside stream of combustion
products. A key point to note is that this complete penetration of the core-flow was achieved using
67% less combustor-injected fuel than in the fuelling configuration shown in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.10: Single manipulator jet flow contours
5.3.3 Role of Density Stratification
It is proposed that flow field manipulation relies on the density stratified flow inherent to most
airframe-integrated engines. To test this hypothesis, the flow at x = 448 mm from an unfuelled inlet
simulation is averaged across the plane to nullify the density stratification, along with the shock and
vortex structures, and is used as the inflow conditions to the manipulator jet isolator-combustor grid
(from Fig. 5.10). An artificial boundary layer 3.6 mm thick is imposed at the inflow plane, with the
profile developed over a 213.55 mm flat plate. This length represents the average distance to the
inflow plane, between the beginning of the engine cowlside walls (at x = 129.3 mm, Fig. 5.2), and
engine closure at the cowl crotch (x = 339.6 mm).
It may be seen in Fig. 5.11a that when injecting into an unstratified flow, oxygen was only dis-
placed from the immediate vicinity of the manipulator jet injected hydrogen. With no shock impinge-
ment or density stratification, penetration was reduced, achieving 7.2Dmj from the cowlside wall
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Figure 5.11: Single manipulator jet flow contours with uniform inflow
(compared to 9.0Dmj in the true M12REST flow, each measured 60Dmj downstream of injection).
There was consequently no noticeable interaction between the jet CRVP in Fig. 5.11b, and the oxy-
gen flowing near the crossflow centreline. This was further exacerbated by the absence of the swept
separation vortex, present in the true M12REST flow. With no substantial redistribution of oxygen
towards the cowlside wall observed, we conclude that the flow field manipulation is absent in the
uniform inflow case.
5.4 Combined Injection Performance
It is now possible to add supplementary combustor-based fuel injectors to the flow path. To take
advantage of the manipulated flow field and achieve more rapid mixing, it must be ensured that
minimal fuel is swept into oxygen-lean air-streams. As little oxygen remains in the fuel-rich, bodyside
boundary layer flow, the tailored injection scheme of Barth (2014) may be adapted, with only cowlside
injectors required. Fuel jets are kept in the same x = 470 mm plane as the manipulator jet examined in
Section 5.3. The manipulator jet is maintained as a single 1 mm diameter jet on the symmetry-plane.
The configuration of Barth (2014) (see Fig. 5.7) included fuel jets located on the semi-major axis of
the isolator ellipse. The presently examined method reduces the size of these injectors from 0.8 mm to
0.6 mm, as it was shown that a portion of the fuel injected here was entrained in the swept separation
vortex and subsequently mixed with the inlet-fuelled, bodyside boundary layer flow. This injector is
rotated 70° to the symmetry-plane and injects directly into the swept separation vortex to aid mixing.
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The off-symmetry-plane injector of (Barth, 2014) is maintained at 0.8 mm, but rotated 45° to the
symmetry-plane, ensuring it is spaced sufficiently to avoid being drawn into the low pressure region
aft of the manipulator jet. Each jet is inclined 30° to the local wall-tangent vector. The configuration of
these complementary fuel injectors was determined through an iterative simulation process in which
the single manipulator jet was maintained, while alterations were made to the supplementary injectors
in terms of size and location. Each simulation was evaluated according to the quantitative metrics
utilised in the later sections of this paper. An in-plane schematic of the combined manipulator jet
scheme is displayed in Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: In-plane combined manipulator jet fuelling scheme with five cowlside injectors (MJ5c)
Fuel is injected to achieve a global equivalence ratio of φT = 1.24. These fuelling conditions
correspond to the fully fuelled flow path (as in Fig. 5.8) and are thus directly comparable to the
results of Barth (2014). Utilizing the outflow from the inlet simulation as an inflow condition at x
= 448 mm allowed the isolator-combustor-nozzle mesh to be utilised, permitting analysis of the full
flow path performance. Cross-plane mixing contours are shown in Fig. 5.13.
With the addition of the supplementary fuel jets, the manipulated flow field achieves a near
uniform distribution of oxygen by the combustor exit, with little centreline oxygen remaining (see
Fig. 5.13a). Visible in Fig. 5.13b, the 0.6 mm jet was entrained by the swept separation vortex and
mixed through the isolator before breaching the bodyside, boundary layer flow mid-way through the
combustor. The manipulator jet on the symmetry-plane also breached the bodyside, boundary layer
flow at this location as expected from Section 5.3. The 45° off-axis, 0.8 mm jet encountered the
primary effects of flow field manipulation. This jet experienced significant smearing along the lateral
flow path walls, initially being distorted towards the low pressure region aft of the manipulator jet,
before sweeping along the lateral wall. This smearing process accomplished two processes. It en-
sured the jet mixed well with the available oxygen by the combustor exit, while the presence of the
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YO2 : 0 0.18
(a) Oxygen mass fraction
YH2 : 0 0.1
(b) Hydrogen mass fraction
ϕ : 0 2
(c) Equivalence ratio
Figure 5.13: MJ5c cross-plane contours
cooler hydrogen against the wall provided a film cooling and drag reducing boundary layer combus-
tion effect (Barth et al., 2013). This was initially sought ineffectively through boundary layer jets via
the backward-facing step (Wise and Smart, 2015; Barth, 2014). To examine this in more detail, local
equivalence ratio contours are presented in Fig. 5.13c. These are determined by evaluating the total
amount of hydrogen contained within each cell, summing those present in all hydrogen-containing
species (e.g. H2, HNO, OH etc.). The proportional mass fraction of H2 present in each of these
species is summed, and then divided by the correspondingly calculated summation of O2 present in
each cell. Following this, local equivalence ratio is determined as per Eq. (5.3):
φ cell-specific =
(Y fuel/Y ox)cell-specific
(Y fuel/Y ox)stoich
, (5.3)
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This method accounts for the disappearance of H2 and O2 by way of chemical reactions. The previ-
ously mentioned fuel-rich region may be seen through these local equivalence ratio contours, with the
remainder of the flow path achieving near stoichiometric levels.
5.4.1 Combustion & Mixing Performance
The mixing and combustion performance of the flow path may be examined quantitatively. For a
fair comparison, the isolator-combustor simulation examining the scheme of Barth (2014) performed
in Section 5.3.2 (Fig. 5.8) is extended to include the nozzle segment, as in the MJ5c simulation
(Fig. 5.13). As the RANS simulation does not track scalar variance, the time-averaged solution
may only be used to compute a macroscopic stirring or entrainment efficiency as a mixing analogue
(Landsberg et al., 2016). This is given as the ratio of mixed oxygen mass flow rate (that which would
react to completion with hydrogen given infinitely fast chemistry) to the total oxygen mass flow rate
(Axdahl et al., 2012), as shown in Eq. (5.4). By using oxygen as the limiting reactant, this equation
is valid for the fuel-rich simulations performed (φT = 1.24).
ηent(x) =
m˙O2,mix (x)
m˙O2,total (x)
=
∫
Y RρUdA∫
Y O2ρUdA
, (5.4)
Where the integrals are over the cross-stream plane at streamwise location x and:
Y R =
 Y O2 if Y O2 ≤ Y O2,stoichY O2,stoich 1−Y O21−Y O2,stoich if Y O2 > Y O2,stoich (5.5)
Here, Y O2,stoich = 0.2264, referring to the oxygen mass fraction for stoichiometric hydrogen-air com-
bustion. The set of inequalities in Eq. (5.5) determine that, if the mass fraction of oxygen contained
within a cell is less than required for stoichiometric combustion with the hydrogen contained within
the same cell, the total amount of oxygen considered mixed is the full mass fraction of oxygen within
that cell. If the amount of oxygen within a different cell is in fact greater than required for stoichiomet-
ric combustion with the available hydrogen, the amount of oxygen required to react stoichiometrically
with the available hydrogen is calculated. This new value of oxygen mass fraction (by definition, less
than the total oxygen mass fraction in the present cell) represents the total mass fraction which is
considered mixed within the present cell. This equation marches through all cells, determining if the
local cell value is oxygen-rich or oxygen-lean, and evaluating the equivalent value which is consid-
ered wholly mixed within each cell. Following this, the ratio of the integrated mass flow rate of mixed
and total oxygen is taken, as in Eq. (5.4).
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Oxygen-based combustion efficiency refers to the mass of oxygen fully burnt and present in water
vapour, divided by the total mass of oxygen captured by the inlet as in Eq. (5.6).
ηc(x) =
0.8881m˙H2O
m˙O2,total
, (5.6)
It is noted that in both entrainment and combustion calculations, oxygen bound to nitrogen (e.g. NO)
is assumed to be inaccessible to hydrogen-based reactions and is thus excluded from the calculations.
The determined efficiencies may be seen in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Combustion and entrainment efficiency
Significant improvements to entrainment efficiency in the MJ5c scheme compared to the Barth
(2014) scheme are noted. While the injection scheme of Barth (2014) encountered a maximum en-
trainment efficiency of 96.9% at the nozzle exit, the MJ5c injection scheme achieved 100% just
300 mm downstream of injection. The MJ5c scheme also mixed more rapidly, with an average
entrainment efficiency gradient of 0.50% per mm in the range 100Dmj downstream of injection
(470 < x < 570 mm), compared to 0.44% per mm for the case of Barth (2014) in the comparable
range (515.5 < x < 615.5 mm). Hence, the manipulated flow field permitted previously inaccessible
oxygen to be fuelled via the supplementary injectors. Additionally, injecting further upstream of the
backward-facing step held the flow at a higher contraction ratio through the near-field mixing pro-
cesses. This indicates that the sudden expansion of the backward-facing step may decrease flow path
performance when boundary layer injectors are not included.
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With improved mixing capability, the MJ5c scheme reached a combustion efficiency of 86.1% at
the nozzle exit plane, comparing favourably to the 83.2% achieved by the injection scheme of Barth
(2014). While each method displays combustion exceeding the nominal 80% net thrust threshold as
proposed by Smart (2012), the MJ5c scheme achieved this level just 293 mm downstream of injection
(at x = 763 mm), improving on the scheme of Barth (2014) which required 319.5 mm (at x = 835
mm). This translates to 72 mm, or 3.6 combustor-heights (20.14 mm) further upstream.
5.4.2 Heat Release
While combustion efficiency is a conventional measure of engine performance, thermal energy added
to the flow is the primary aim of combustion. To examine the heat release to the flow, Eq. (5.7)
is utilised. This takes the volumetric species formation rates (ws, units kg/[s.m3]) of each species
(i) present in the Jachimowski (1992) hydrogen-air combustion scheme, and multiplies each by their
respective enthalpy of formation (∆Hf, J/kg). The summation of these terms gives the total volumetric
heat release rate (H˙, W/m3) in each cell. This local cell value may then be summed at streamwise
slices through the flow path to give an instantaneous heat release rate per metre at each location, as
shown in Fig. 5.15.
H˙ =
n
∑
i
(
ws,i×∆Hf,i
)
, (5.7)
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Figure 5.15: Instantaneous combustion heat release rate
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In each case, there are spikes in heat release rate immediately downstream of combustor-based fuel
injection (MJ5c at x = 470 mm, Barth (2014) at x = 515.5 mm), as well as at the combustor entrance at
x = 530.87 mm. These spikes respectively correspond to fuel jet bow shocks, and recirculation aft of
the backwards facing step. However, in the MJ5c case, there is substantial instantaneous heat release
maintained through the isolator region (approximately 470 < x ≤ 530.87 mm). Comparatively, the
scheme of Barth (2014) only encounters a single peak downstream of injection. While the scheme
of Barth (2014) maintains a higher heat release through the combustor (515.5 < x ≤ 811 mm), the
MJ5c case has already consumed much of the available oxygen and hence, little more heat can be
released. As the flow expands through the nozzle (x > 811 mm), the rate of heat release reduces to
negligible levels in each case. The heat release rate per unit length may be integrated to determine the
cumulative heat release (in kW) through the flow path.
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Figure 5.16: Cumulative combustion heat release rate
It is first noted that the cumulative heat release at the isolator inflow plane (x = 448 mm) is not
zero due to incipient combustion of inlet-injected fuel as documented in (Barth, 2014). In each case,
dramatic increases in heat release occurs immediately downstream of injection. Aided by upstream
injection and mixing through the isolator, the MJ5c fuelling scheme achieves a total heat release
of 117 kW, a 7.6% increase compared to the Barth (2014) case (109 kW). The MJ5c case also
achieves an average cumulative heat release gradient of 543 kW/m in the range 100Dmj downstream
of injection (470 < x < 570 mm). This compares favourably to the scheme of Barth (2014), which
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achieved an average gradient of 434 kW/m over the comparable range (515.5 < x < 615.5 mm). It
is also noted that the tapering of the cumulative heat release in each case indicates little more would
be gained if the combustor or nozzle length were to be extended. As such, while the MJ5c scheme
injected hydrogen further upstream, it was the rapid mixing achieved via flow field manipulation, not
simply the extended mixing length, which increased the heat released to the flow. This rapid mixing
may permit a reduction in combustor length in future studies, decreasing viscous drag and heating
loads.
5.5 Conclusion
The present study investigates employing the interaction between a specially positioned fuel jet and
the non-uniform flow emerging from a three-dimensional scramjet intake to manipulate the flow field,
redistributing oxygen that would otherwise flow along the centreline of the combustor. This capability
was examined through numerical methods, simulating fuel injection upstream of the M12REST flow
path isolator and through the density stratified flow inherent to airframe-integrated, stream-traced
inlets. The manipulator jet was positioned near the core-flow’s closest approach to the cowlside
wall, and the injection pressure was larger than usual to impart significant vorticity to the flow. The
engine’s natural shock train redirected the core-flow towards the bodyside, expanding the imparted
vortical structures while advection improved fuel penetration.
As the induced counter-rotating vortex pair is carried towards the bodyside surface, its induced
velocity advects the centrally located air down towards the cowl, while the cowlside air drawn up
between the vortex pair itself is mixed with the injected hydrogen. The removal of the centrally
located oxygen contrasts the previous fuelling schemes where a central stream of oxygen remained
inaccessible through the combustor. To access this central oxygen, 67% less fuel was injected through
the single manipulator jet compared to the previous injection scheme. With oxygen redistributed to the
more accessible flow path cowlside, the remaining fuel may be injected through additional injectors.
An initial study employing flow field manipulation was performed. Combined with supplemen-
tary injectors, this scheme achieved an entrainment efficiency of 100% and combustion efficiency of
86.1%, outperforming the previous fuelling method (96.9% and 83.2% respectively) and releasing
7.6% more heat to the flow. The rapid mixing rate attained allowed combustion efficiency to exceed
the nominal 80% net thrust threshold just 293 mm downstream of injection (at x = 763 mm), 26.5 mm
less than previously required (319.5 mm, at x = 835 mm). This limit was achieved 3.6 combustor-
heights further upstream, indicating that combustor length could be reduced in future studies.
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5.6 Addendum
As mentioned in Ch. 4.5, the performance of cascaded fuel injectors were examined within the
M12REST flow path. The fuel injection configuration shown in Fig. 5.9 was adapted. In the cas-
caded fuel injection case, the single 1 mm fuel injector (which was inclined 30° to the streamwise
direction) was replaced with two streamwise-aligned, cascaded fuel jets. The upstream jet was 0.5
mm in diameter, while the downstream jet was 1.0 mm. Each fuel jet was inclined 45° to the local
wall normal, and was examined in the S5 configuration. The cascaded fuel jets were situated such
that their area-weighted centroid was located at x = 470 mm, the same location as the manipulator jet
of Fig. 5.9.
As in the solutions presented in Fig. 5.10, fuel was injected at J = 1.0. The size of the upstream
cascaded injector was imposed due to manufacturing limitations. Hence, the total fuel jet area was
increased by 25% from the single manipulator jet case. This increased the cascaded jets’ fuelling
rates to φ comb = 0.375 and global φT = 0.735, compared to the single, 1 mm manipulator jet (φ comb
= 0.30, global φT = 0.66). With this acknowledged, contours of oxygen mass fraction are shown in
Fig. 5.17.
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YO2 : 0 0.18
(a) Single manipulator jet
(b) Cascaded fuel jets
Figure 5.17: Comparison of single manipulator jet to cascaded fuel jets: Oxygen mass fraction
Few obvious differences between the single manipulator jet and the cascaded jet configurations are
noted. Perhaps most important however, is the absence of a clearly, coherent fuel jet in the cascaded
model. While this may be indicative of greater mixing, this reduced jet coherency limited the degree
to which the flow was manipulated. This is observed in the final crossplane, where the cascaded model
did not achieve a uniform, quasi-crescent distribution of oxygen along the cowlside wall. Distribution
of hydrogen mass fraction are shown in Fig. 5.18.
Compared to the single manipulator jet case, the cascaded model achieved a greater mass fraction
of hydrogen along its bodyside surface. While the increased fuelling certainly contributes to this, the
increased penetration ensured that a high proportion of the injected fuel passed through the core-flow,
and into the bodyside boundary layer flow. As this engine configuration was inlet-fuelled, the addition
of this fuel to the already fuel-rich, bodyside boundary layer flow achieved meagre combustion bene-
fits. This is observed quantitatively, with the oxygen-based1 mixing efficiency achieving only 55.9%
for the cascaded model, compared to 58.0% achieved by the single manipulator jet case. Hence, de-
spite injecting 25% more fuel than the single manipulator jet case, the cascaded jet case suffered from
reduced net performance. This pattern continues for the combustion efficiency, with the cascaded and
single manipulator jet cases achieving 47.0% and 49.9% respectively.
1Despite each case being leanly fuelled, the use of oxygen-based mixing and combustion efficiencies permits direct
comparisons of engine net performance to be made
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YH2 0 0.05
(a) Single manipulator jet
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of single manipulator jet to cascaded fuel jets: Hydrogen mass fraction
Hence, while improving penetration within the canonical uniform crossflow as examined in Ch. 4,
the high penetration attained by the cascaded fuel jets was actually detrimental to performance within
the density-stratified, M12REST combustor entrance flow. As such, the use of cascaded fuel jets may
be limited to inlet-fuelling locations or within axisymmetric engines, each of which would benefit
from improved fuel jet penetration. Engines in which no inlet-fuelling is utilised may also benefit,
and this remains the subject of future work.
5.7 Summary
This chapter presented the first major modifications performed to the M12REST flow path. The con-
cept of flow field manipulation was introduced, headlined by fuel injection upstream of the reflected
cowl closure shock and the subsequent redistribution of previously inaccessible, core-flow oxygen.
By injecting fuel here, full use of the native flow features present within the M12REST engine was
made, with significant improvements in the rate of mixing and combustion achieved. While prior
work indicated reductions in combustor length may be beneficial, the rapid fuel entrainment achieved
through flow field manipulation makes such modifications even more enticing. Reducing this com-
bustor length is hence the subject of the next chapter.
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COMBUSTOR LENGTH
This chapter presents the third linked work within this thesis. As discussed in Ch. 5, the combustor
length may be negatively affecting the M12REST engine performance and the prior computational
studies of Barth (2014) recommended its length be reduced. With combustors being the primary
source of skin friction drag within scramjets (Tanimizu et al., 2009), ideal system performance may
be achieved by sacrificing some combustion potential for a reduction in total viscous drag. Hence, a
study is performed to determine the length by which the M12REST combustor may be reduced. CFD
is utilised as a design tool, prior to experimental validation. This chapter includes a self-contained
manuscript, incorporated following the presentation of the CFD-based combustor design methodol-
ogy, while supplementary experimental data is presented to conclude the chapter.
6.1 Reducing the Combustor Length
This section provides details regarding the design process by which the combustor length was reduced.
As a preliminary note, the simulations detailed here directly follow those performed in Ch. 5. Hence,
the same inlet solution (with inlet-fuelling) was mapped to the inflow of differing combustor-nozzle
meshes to reduce the computational cost of this parametric investigation.
6.1.1 Reducing the Constant Area Length
Previously alluded to by Barth (2014), it may be possible to reduce the constant area portion of
the combustor without suffering from dramatically diminished performance. These recommenda-
tions were provided when the flow path was fuelled through Barth (2014)’s tailored injection scheme
(termed ‘3c2s’ in Ch. 5 as it contains three cowlside injectors, and two upon the engine sidewalls).
With injection occurring further upstream, the ‘MJ5c’ scheme (also detailed in Ch. 5) would be ex-
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pected to benefit even more so than the 3c2s scheme.
As a preliminary investigation, the constant area portion of the M12REST combustor (shown in
Fig. 5.2) was reduced in length to approximately two combustor heights (hcomb), or 40 mm. All other
engine geometry characteristics remained identical. Simulations of the combustor/nozzle geometry
were performed for the 3c2s and MJ5c fuelling schemes, utilising both the original, long combustor
(LC) and the updated shortened combustor with the reduced constant area portion (RCA). Entrain-
ment efficiency is determined in the same manner as in Ch. 5, using Eq. (5.4) and (5.5). Combustion
efficiency is similarly calculated using Eq. (5.6). Comparisons of each are given in Fig. 6.1, with the
location of combustor-based fuelling indicated for each scheme.
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Figure 6.1: Numerical data: Entrainment and combustion efficiency for baseline (LC), and reduced
constant area (RCA) combustor cases
While a little crowded, the mass of data in Fig. 6.1 is provided intentionally to given the reader a
complete picture of the influences of the fuel injection scheme and combustor geometry. As the 3c2s
LC and MJ5c LC cases are identical to those described in Ch. 5, no further analysis comparing these
is provided here. Comparing the MJ5c LC and RCA cases, the RCA case’s entrainment efficiency
immediately reduces below the LC case at the location of combustor divergence. Despite this how-
ever, there is negligible influence on combustion efficiency, with each MJ5c solution comparable at
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the RCA nozzle exit. By comparison, the 3c2s solutions differ greatly. The 3c2s RCA entrainment
efficiency rapidly reduces below the LC configuration at the location of RCA combustor divergence.
This is coupled with a dramatic reduction in combustion efficiency through to the nozzle exit. To ex-
amine the influence of this reduced constant area combustor, instantaneous heat release is computed
using Eq. (5.7), and is given in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Numerical data: Instantaneous heat release for baseline (LC), and reduced constant area
(RCA) combustor cases
As expected, the LC and RCA cases are identical upstream of the RCA combustor divergence
location. While the heat release achieved by the MJ5c RCA case quickly reduces below the LC
case at this divergence location, the difference between each case is insubstantial when considering
the degree of heat release sustained upstream of the combustor entrance at 530.87 mm. Again, the
difference between the 3c2s LC and RCA cases is more significant. The divergence of the RCA
combustor reduces the available mixing length, and quickly relaxes the temperature and pressure, and
hence obtainable combustion rate. The influence of this is more substantial for the 3c2s case, with
fuel injected 45 mm further downstream. These differences may be quantified through integrating the
instantaneous heat release rates to calculate the total heat added to the flow.
Figure 6.3 indicates that the difference in net heat addition is more significant for the 3c2s cases,
than the MJ5c cases. Somewhat obviously, the increased mixing length in the MJ5c case ensures that
the more rapid divergence of the RCA combustor does not affect performance too greatly. However,
it is also likely that the increased temperature and pressure through the isolator encourages robust
mixing and combustion. The 3c2s scheme does not benefit from this phenomena, with the flow being
rapidly expanded over the rear-facing step at the combustor entrance.
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Figure 6.3: Numerical data: Cumulative heat release for baseline (LC), and reduced constant area
(RCA) combustor cases
To examine the performance of each flow path, the aerodynamic forces acting upon it are exam-
ined. In the absence of a thrust-optimised nozzle with a realistic exit area, the true performance of
the flow path is difficult to quantify. However, fair comparisons are permissible between cases under
the same conditions. However, these comparisons come with the caveat that the total performance
calculated is not representative of the true force in absolute terms. Forces are computed as in Eq. (6.1)
and (6.2), with the forces aligned to the thrust direction1. Thrust acts in the positive direction, through
the combustor/nozzle centreline axis.
Fv = A
(
τx cos 6°+ τy sin 6°
)
, (6.1)
Fi = A
(
px cos 6°+ py sin 6°
)
, (6.2)
Here, A refers to the area of the cell on the flow path wall, while τx and τy refer to the cell-specific
shear stress in the global x (streamwise) and y (vertical) axes respectively. Pressure forces in the global
x and y directions are given by px and py respectively. The net thrust (Fnet) sustained by the engine is
determined through the summation of the inviscid (subscript ‘i’) and viscous (‘v’) components, as in
Eq. (6.3).
Fnet = Fv+Fi, (6.3)
1Remember, the engine is inclined at 6° angle-of-attack
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Computed forces for the 3c2s and MJ5c flow paths are given in Fig. 6.8a and 6.8b respectively.
Forces are presented cumulatively. Hence, at each streamwise location, determined forces included all
forces which have acted upon the flow path, upstream of the present streamwise location. It follows
that the final values at the engine trailing edge represent the total inviscid, viscous and net forces
acting upon the flow path.
Within this section, the examined metrics to date have indicated that any reduction in combustor
length is coupled to a reduction in performance. However, an increase in flow path length is accom-
panied by increases in viscous drag, as well as losses in total pressure. As shown in Fig. 6.4, despite
each LC case extracting greater inviscid thrust through the increased combustor length, the perfor-
mance improvements attained are overwhelmed by the increased viscous drag sustained through the
longer combustor (from 530.87 < x < 811.3 mm). This supports prior work, which suggested the
high density flow through the combustor contributes the majority of skin friction drag sustained by
the flow path (Tanimizu et al., 2009; Barth, 2014).
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Figure 6.4: Numerical data: Aerodynamic forces for baseline (LC), and reduced constant area (RCA)
combustor cases
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It is apparent when examining Fig. 6.4 that the final net force achieved by the MJ5c RCA case
of -15.1 N improves upon that achieved in the 3c2s RCA case of -15.9 N. However, the decrease in
net force of -17.9 N sustained by the MJ5c LC flow path, compared to -17.4 N achieved by the 3c2s
LC case suggests that there is a balance between the improved energy addition of the MJ5c cases,
and the increase in skin friction incurred due to greater pressures through the engine isolator. While
evident, it is also noted that the divergent portion of the combustor sustains similar degrees of skin
friction drag to the constant area portion for each case. However, Fig. 6.1 to 6.3 indicated significant
reductions in combustion efficiency and heat release when the combustor diverges. Hence, there is an
argument that the divergent combustor portion may be detrimental to engine performance, given the
M12REST’s current geometry.
To examine this, another combustor geometry was examined. This combustor was composed of
a 3hcomb long constant area portion, before diverging over the course of 3hcomb before reaching the
nozzle entrance size. The model, termed ‘3C3D’, increased the combustor divergence angle from
1.6° to 3.2°, and combined with the constant area portion, the total combustor length was 120 mm.
All other flow path components were kept identical, and this simulation was performed for the MJ5c
injection scheme only. In the interest of brevity, the results of these simulations are summarised in
text. The 3C3D combustor achieved a reduced entrainment and combustion efficiency when compared
to the previous LC and RCA combustor geometries. With reductions in entrainment and combustion
efficiencies of 2.9% and 2.8% respectively when compared to the RCA geometry, the 3C3D geometry
released 4.9% less heat to the flow. However, this was accompanied by a 4.7% improvement in
net aerodynamic forces. Hence, the reduction in viscous drag sustained over this reduced diverging
portion ensured the net performance was improved. It follows that viscous drag affects the net system
performance significantly and hence, the ideal combustor length will likely sacrifice some combustion
potential for reductions in viscous drag, ensuring net system performance is improved.
6.1.2 Removing the Rear-Facing Step
While the divergent combustor portion clearly affects performance, the rapid expansion offered by
the rear-facing step is likely affecting combustion processes. Although the MJ5c injection scheme
permits the injected fuel to mix and react through≈60 mm of the smaller cross-sectioned isolator, the
3c2s injection scheme only benefits from approximately 15 mm of this smaller area, before rapidly
expanding over the rear-facing step.
This rear-facing step was originally included to facilitate a circumferential ring of port hole in-
jectors. Experimentally investigated by Wise (2015), these injectors were designed to envelope the
combustor with a film of fuel, serving to induce boundary layer combustion and reduce skin fric-
tion drag. However, the native vortex structures ensured the fuel was rapidly swept away from the
combustor walls, curtailing boundary layer combustion and achieving only marginal heat and drag
load reductions (Barth, 2014). While this step remained present in subsequent studies, such steps
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are known to reduce flow Damko¨hler numbers below unity (Takahashi et al., 2000), while achieving
only marginal flame-holding (Mitani and Izumikawa, 2000). Hence, it is proposed that removal of the
rear-facing step, coupled with a vastly reduced divergent combustor portion may offer significantly
improved performance.
A new combustor geometry was examined. The rear-facing step was removed, and hence the
combustor connected to the isolator with no change in area. The combustor remained inclined at 6°
to the isolator-centreline axis. The same 120 mm total combustor length examined in the 3C3D case
was utilised. However, the divergent combustor portion was reduced to the shortest length achievable
and the divergence angle of 9.17° matched that offered by the nozzle. Hence, the divergent combustor
portion was 28.7 mm long (1.6 hcomb,new using the new smaller cross-section height of 17.6 mm), and
the constant area portion was 91.3 mm, or 5.2hcomb,new. In this regard, the combustor was essentially
reduced to 91.3 mm, with the divergent portion now forming part of the nozzle. Hence, the nozzle
was increased to 153.7 mm, expanding the area by 10:1. Entrainment and combustion efficiencies
for the baseline, LC case, and the updated no step, shortened combustor (SC) case are provided in
Fig. 6.5 for each the 3c2s and MJ5c injection schemes.
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Figure 6.5: Numerical data: Entrainment and combustion efficiency for baseline (LC), and no step,
shortened combustor (SC) cases
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Contrasting the RCA cases examined earlier, the SC cases display immediate improvements upon
their corresponding LC cases. Prior to the SC nozzle entrance, entrainment and combustion efficien-
cies for the MJ5c and 3c2s cases exceeded those of their respective LC cases; however, the difference
is more exaggerated for the 3c2s scheme. Hence, sufficient combustion performance may be attain-
able within a combustor of greatly reduced length where the rear-facing step is removed.
Instantaneous heat release for the SC and LC cases are presented in Fig. 6.6. In the absence
of the rear-facing step, each SC case experiences dramatically increased heat release immediately
downstream of the combustor entrance at 530.87 mm. The 3c2s case again experiences this difference
to a greater extent than the MJ5c case. However, the MJ5c case has already released much heat to
the flow prior to the rapid shock compression produced by the combustor realignment shock. The
expansion at the nozzle entrance rapidly halts the combustion heat release process. The cumulative
heat release presented in Fig. 6.7 follows similar trends, with each case exceeding their corresponding
LC case prior to the SC nozzle entrance.
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Figure 6.6: Numerical data: Instantaneous heat release for baseline (LC), and no step, shortened
combustor (SC) cases
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Figure 6.7: Numerical data: Cumulative heat release for baseline (LC), and no step, shortened com-
bustor (SC) cases
Aerodynamic forces are computed for the LC and SC cases, for each fuel injection scheme. As
with the RCA combustor cases, the SC cases each exhibit improved net forces. While each SC case
develops reduced inviscid thrust when compared to each’s respective LC case, the more significant
reductions in skin friction drag ensure that there is a net system improvement. Despite the MJ5c case
injecting fuel 45 mm further upstream than in the 3c2s case, only minor improvements to inviscid
thrust are obtained. In contrast, with full fuel injection not occurring until further downstream, the
reduced isolator pressure for the 3c2s case ensured viscous drag was reduced.
Each of the 3c2s and MJ5c cases displayed comparable net performance, and as it was not feasible
to reduce the M12REST isolator length, it was decided to experimentally investigate the SC combus-
tor geometry, while injecting fuel through the 3c2s fuel injection scheme. It is anticipated that the
absence of the rear-facing step will be more influential and measurable than marginal improvements
in combustion attainable through the MJ5c scheme where no alterations to the M12REST isolator
were possible. The potential benefits of removing a portion of the M12REST isolator and moving
the combustor further upstream have been previously recommended by Barth (2014), and remains the
subject of future work.
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Combustion Targeting Combustor Length Reduction in a Mach 12 Scramjet”. In: AIAA Journal.
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Abstract
The paper numerically and experimentally examines a method to reduce combustion length within a
Mach 12, shape-transitioning scramjet. As the examined airframe-integrated engine transitions from
a rectangular inlet to an elliptical throat, highly three-dimensional flow is delivered to the combustor.
Tailored to this non-uniform flow field, hydrogen fuel is injected at both inlet- and combustor-based
stations. The current work shortens the engine combustor and removes a legacy rear-facing step.
Computational fluid dynamics guides the length by which the combustor may be reduced while still
ensuring sufficient combustion. Experimental validation under shock tunnel conditions follows. Static
pressure and heat transfer measurements throughout the flow path examined combustion at on-design
conditions. Comparisons are made to unfuelled and suppressed combustion cases, and efficient com-
bustion is attained with combined inlet- and combustor-based fuelling within a combustor reduced in
length by 68%. Inlet-only fuelling displays similar ignition characteristics to the combined-fuelling
cases, while combustor-only fuelling displays marginal pressure and heat transfer increases from
suppressed-combustion cases. Measured pressure on the engine nozzle displays greater increases
under combined fuelling than that which would be obtained through the direct summation of the con-
stituent inlet-only, and combustor-only fuelled cases, indicating inlet-injected fuel pilots combustion
of combustor-injected fuel.
6.2.1 Introduction
Recent studies have identified airframe-integrated scramjets as candidates for efficient access-to-
space. Within hybrid rocket-scramjet-rocket launch vehicles, hydrogen fuel is favoured due to its
favourable ignition characteristics and high specific energy (Denman et al., 2017). However, as these
engines are typically designed to accelerate through a constant dynamic pressure trajectory, increases
in flight Mach number coincide with decreases in freestream density. Hence, the reduced mass cap-
ture coupled with microsecond-scale air residence times within the engine ensures even hydrogen
fuelled scramjets suffer diminishing combustion performance at access-to-space velocities (Petty et
al., 2012).
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Combustion processes are typically mixing limited, depending on turbulent mixing through long
combustors. The drag and heat load increases coupled to such long combustors remain key pitfalls
for scramjets when compared to the rapid shock-driven combustion employed in shcramjet engines
(Chan et al., 2010). However, few studies in the open literature have experimentally characterised
scramjet performance at Mach 12. Limited primarily to the Mach 12 Rectangular-to-Elliptical Shape-
Transitioning (M12REST) engine, this access-to-space candidate has been subjected to several studies
aiming to decrease combustion length dependency. Inlet fuel injection maximises mixing length,
providing a source of combustion radicals to accelerate ignition of fuel injected further downstream,
at the combustor location (Barth et al., 2015b; Wise and Smart, 2015). Combustor-injected fuel has
been tailored to elicit favourable interactions with native flow structures, serving to increase residence
time in high temperature zones (Barth et al., 2015a). Recent work has also studied cascaded injectors
to improve mixing and penetration (Landsberg et al., 2016).
Drag reducing measures were also explored in Wise and Smart (2015). A circumferential ring
of portholes employed on the rear-facing surface of a backward facing step injected fuel tangentially
at the combustor entrance. However, native vortex structures rapidly swept the fuel away from the
combustor walls, curtailing boundary layer combustion and achieving only marginal decreases in drag
and heat loads (Barth et al., 2015a). While the rear-facing step remained present for subsequent stud-
ies, such steps are known to reduce flow Damko¨hler numbers below unity through pressure decreases
(Takahashi et al., 2000). Hence, fast chemical reactions may only occur in the hot boundary layers aft
of such steps, before shock structures further downstream kindle robust mixing limited combustion.
As only marginal flame-holding is observed for rear-facing steps in high Mach number scramjets
(Mitani and Izumikawa, 2000), the now-redundant component may be detrimental to engine perfor-
mance.
The economy of hybrid access-to-space launch vehicles depends on broadening the air-breathing,
scramjet stage’s flight envelope. To extend existing scramjet technology to Mach 12, engine compo-
nents must be tuned to minimise heating and drag loads, which significantly affect engine performance
(Landsberg et al., 2018c). The present work modifies the M12REST combustor geometry to remove
the rear-facing step, permitting reductions in total combustor length. Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) is utilised as a design tool to determine the length by which the combustor may be reduced,
employing shocks to induce ignition and incite robust combustion. Experimental validation follows,
examining static pressure and wall heat transfer at on-design, shock-tunnel test conditions.
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6.2.2 Engine Flow Path & Numerical Techniques
Two flow paths are examined, with the inlet remaining common between each. Shown in Fig. 6.9, the
long combustor (LC) configuration is a geometric half scale of the M12REST engine, designed for
Mach 12 flight at 50 kPa dynamic pressure and 6◦ angle of attack. The experimentally validated model
(Wise and Smart, 2015) includes a 500 mm forebody (excluded from Fig. 6.9), and the inlet follows
the design methodology of (Smart, 1999). The inlet smoothly transitions from a rectangular capture
profile to an elliptical 430 mm2 isolator, reached 505.8 mm downstream of the inlet leading edge.
The cowlside surface initially remains open before closure at 339.6 mm. The LC combustor joins
the isolator via a 1.25 mm circumferential backward facing step, expanding the area to 530.5 mm2.
This area remained constant for 161 mm, before diverging at 1.6◦ for 121 mm. The present work
modifies the combustor, reducing its length and removing the rear-facing step. Hence, this shortened
combustor (SC) configuration maintains the same cross-subsectional area between the isolator and
combustor entrance. In both the LC and SC configurations, the combustor and the 125 mm nozzle
(common between each) were inclined 6◦ to the inlet to realign the thrust vector with flight direction.
To examine the length by which the combustor could be reduced, CFD is utilised, modelling the entire
3D M12REST internal flow path geometry.
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Figure 6.9: M12REST inlet, long combustor (LC) and short combustor (SC) geometry with scaled
2D cross-planes [dimensions in mm]
Solutions to the 3D compressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for the
fuelled internal flow path were computed using US3D (Nompelis et al., 2004). This code solves the
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compressible Navier-Stokes equations with a cell-centred finite volume scheme. Inviscid flux calcula-
tions are performed via the modified Steger-Warming method (MacCormack and Candler, 1989), us-
ing MUSCL reconstruction to achieve second-order spatial accuracy. Gradients of viscous fluxes are
calculated through weighted least-squares fits, with Blottner curve fits used to model viscosity. Solu-
tions are marched to convergence using the implicit Euler scheme, making use of the point relaxation
method (Wright et al., 1998; Gehre et al., 2013). The RANS approach utilised is capable of capturing
primary flow features, while US3D has been successfully validated against experimental data in prior
works (Barth et al., 2015a; Barth et al., 2015b). While RANS is known to over-predict mixing and
hence combustion rates within scramjet engines when compared to large eddy simulation techniques
(Fureby et al., 2010), it is assumed that the performance between each simulation is safely comparable
as a design tool. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992) was utilised,
with turbulent production terms activated from the leading edge. Turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl num-
bers were set to Sct = 0.7 and Prt = 0.9 respectively. Such turbulence modelling techniques achieved
good agreement to experimental data in prior works (Barth et al., 2015a). Simulations achieved ≥ 7
orders of convergence in flow field residuals, with domain mass balances ∑ m˙≤ 8×10−11 kg/s. Ther-
mally perfect gas behaviour was set, with hydrogen-air finite-rate chemical reactions modelled via
the 13 species, 33 reaction mechanism of Jachimowski (1992). This combustion mechanism is well
established in capturing the combustion physics within hypersonic scramjet applications, with both
prior and updated versions of the model displaying good agreement to experimental data (Barth et al.,
2015a; Barth et al., 2015b).
A fully structured computational mesh for each model was generated. The mesh was adopted from
the previous studies of (Barth et al., 2015a), with both the inlet and LC flow path geometry and mesh
being kept identical. The SC mesh was initially constructed by removal of superfluous cells from the
LC mesh, before being refined to maintain equivalent cell density. Hence, it is assumed the grid con-
vergence studies of prior works remained valid for the present work. These studies used an inlet mesh
of 5 million, 12 million, and 20.6 million cells. Fuel jet penetration, combustion efficiency and vis-
cous drag were predicted in (Barth et al., 2015b) to be within 2.2%, 0.02% and 0.49%, respectively,
of their Richardson extrapolated values (Stern et al., 2001). When combined with the full engine val-
idation against experimental data performed in (Barth et al., 2015a; Barth et al., 2015b), these studies
provide confidence that the (full flow path) 47 million cell LC configuration mesh, and the 42 million
cell SC mesh are adequately resolved. These computations were conducted on 1440 computational
cores and required approximately 100k cpu hours to converge. Wall adjacent cell heights of 0.7 µm
achieved non-dimensionalised first cell heights of y+ ≤ 1 through the flow path, save for small areas
of shock impingement within the inlet where localised values reached y+ ≤ 2.5.
Inflow conditions matched those developed through The University of Queensland’s (UQ), T4
Stalker tube (T4), with the test flow supplied to the test subsection via a Mach 10 de Laval nozzle
(Stalker et al., 2005). As in (Wise and Smart, 2015; Barth et al., 2015a), the engine was examined in
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semi-free jet mode, and the nominal test flow shown in Table 6.1 matched that expected during Mach
12 flight at 39.1 km altitude (h), after passing through a 6◦ oblique forebody shock. Freestream values
were determined by expanding the nozzle-supply conditions through the facility nozzle geometry via
UQ’s in-house code, NENZFr (Doherty et al., 2012b). As the Mach number achieved was greater than
that experienced following a 6◦ oblique shock at Mach 12, the numerical and experimental models
were inclined 1.6◦ to the freestream.
Table 6.1: Nominal numerical and experimental freestream conditions with flight equivalent values
Parameter Nominalconditions
Experimental
uncertainty
Flight equivalent
at h = 39.1 km
Velocity U 3623 m/s ±3.43% 3661 m/s
Temperature T 361 K ±10.4% 249 K
Pressure p 968 Pa ±5.93% 315 Pa
Dynamic pressure q 60.8 kPa ±8.20% 29.6 kPa
Enthalpy H 6.95 MJ/kg ±7.45% 6.95 MJ/kg
Mach number M 9.48 ±1.79% 11.75
Flow path walls were non-slip and isothermal at T w = 300 K. Room temperature hydrogen fuel
was injected through three equispaced 2 mm portholes on the inlet, located 255 mm from the inlet
leading edge. Additional fuel was injected 515.5 mm from the leading edge (at the combustor en-
trance) through five 0.8 mm portholes, positioned to elicit favourable interactions with the native flow
field as in (Barth et al., 2015a). All injectors were inclined 45◦ to the local wall normal, and fuelling
was split 30/70, inlet/combustor to achieve a combined global equivalence ratio of φ = 1.24.
6.2.3 Numerical Results
Simulations were performed for the LC geometry, and for SC geometries with combustors of varying
length. Performance metrics (combustion heat release, efficiency and aerodynamic forces) were bal-
anced with viscous drag, wall heat loss and dissociation to determine the length where the combustor
must diverge2. The greatest net performance for examined cases was achieved with 91.3 mm of con-
stant area combustor. This coincided with the mass weighted average temperature reaching 2500 K,
the limit where net combustion heat release begins to rapidly diminish (Kutschenreuter, 2000). To
relax the temperature, the combustor diverged at the same rate as the nozzle for 28.7 mm - effectively
an extension of the 125 mm nozzle. To examine combustion processes, the self-ignition characteris-
tics of each configuration may be explained by the Damko¨hler number (Da), as in (Takahashi et al.,
2000):
Da =
τ r
τc
=
Lcomb/|U |
3.25×10−4 patm−1.6exp(−0.8T/1000) , (6.4)
2Quantitative combustor performance metrics are discussed later in this subsection
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Here, Lcomb = 521 mm for each case, representing the length from the inlet fuel injectors to the
short combustor’s exit to examine the rear-facing step’s influence. |U | is the velocity magnitude, and
the denominator gives the characteristic reaction time, estimated through the global reaction time
correlation of (Rogers and Schexnayder, 1981) (hence, it is independent of the local reaction rates
determined by the Jachimowski chemistry mechanism). Hence, if Da is less than 1, the injected
fuel cannot react to completion within the combustor. Values greater than 1 indicate mixing limited
combustion, with contours in the immediate vicinity of the combustor entrance given in Fig. 6.10.
Da
1 10
a) LC - With step
a) LC - With step
Da
1 10
b) SC - Without step b) SC - Without step
Figure 6.10: Damko¨hler number contours (linear scale) in the supersonic combustor
Upstream of the combustor (first three cross-planes from left), solutions are indistinguishable.
Downstream of the combustor entrance (fourth cross-plane onwards), the rear-facing step in the LC
model induces circumferential reductions in Da, with localised regions of reaction-limited flow. This
is due to the rear-facing step reducing the local pressure, with the local Damko¨hler number being
dependent on this term (in atm, raised to the 1.6th power, as shown in Eq. (6.4)). The absence of the
rear-facing step in the SC model ensures combustion in the bodyside flow remains mixing limited,
with Da >> 1. This fast chemistry mode remains more prevalent throughout the SC’s domain, with
the cowlside realignment shock inducing greater pressures and temperatures within the core-flow,
achieving Da > 10 across the engine width prior to the combustor exit. The LC core-flow maintains
lower Da distributions further downstream, supporting the assertions of prior work where an unre-
acted core-flow passed through the flow path (Barth et al., 2015a; Landsberg et al., 2018a). While
some experiments have favoured injection near rear-facing steps under the belief that the recircula-
tion region behind the step may work as a flame-holder (Wise and Smart, 2015), further works have
indicated auto-ignition occurs near the combustor exit (Li et al., 1997), with the flame propagating
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upstream as conditions permit. It is expected the favourable Damko¨hler number distribution achieved
in the SC case may incite this robust combustion mechanism.
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Figure 6.11: Combustion heat release of LC and SC numerical solutions
To quantify combustion heat release, the summation of species formation rates multiplied by their
respective enthalpies of formation is taken. This instantaneous heat release is integrated to determine
the cumulative heat release shown in Fig. 6.11. Immediately downstream of the combustor entrance,
the SC case achieved a much greater rate of heat release to the flow. Hence, the higher freestream
temperature and pressure in the absence of the rear-facing step to induce greater rates of combustion.
Shock impingement on fuel-air shear layers is known to improve mixing and combustion rates (Mai
et al., 2011), and such interactions occur further downstream in the LC as the presence of the step
delays the formation of the realignment shock. As a result of these effects, the SC case achieved a
greater degree of cumulative heat release of 84.8 kW by the SC nozzle entrance (approx. 107 mm in
Fig. 6.11), compared to 74.5 kW achieved by the LC configuration.
Combustion efficiency is also examined. For the fuel-rich simulations performed, combustion
efficiency refers to the ratio of oxygen-mass contained within water vapour, to the total mass of
oxygen captured by the inlet. The SC case achieved 80% combustion efficiency almost 50 mm (or
2.75 combustor heights) further upstream than the LC case. This value is proposed in (Smart, 2012)
as the threshold to achieving net thrust in flight. This increased combustion rate is only sustained
through the combustor, with the rapid nozzle divergence halting the combustion process. Hence,
the SC case achieved a final combustion efficiency of 81.3%, compared to 86.7% in the LC case.
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Despite achieving 6.3% reduced overall combustion efficiency, the reduced length SC combustor and
nozzle sustained 38% less viscous drag than the LC combustor and nozzle, sacrificing only 3.6%
inviscid thrust through the simple conical nozzle. The contrasting thrust and drag components deliver
a net force improvement of 56% for the SC combustor and nozzle. While the SC configuration is
not intended to represent the optimised design, the removal of the rear-facing step, coupled with its
reduced length offer substantial combustion rate and system performance benefits over the legacy
design.
6.2.4 Experimental Apparatus
Experimental validation of the reconfigured combustor under on-design conditions was performed in
T4. The experimental model of Wise and Smart (2015) was utilised, with its modular design permit-
ting the new shortened combustor to be directly substituted. The scramjet flow path was constructed
as per Fig.6.9. The 500 mm forebody commenced with a sharp leading edge, and the boundary layer
is tripped 235 mm downstream. Hydrogen fuel injection was facilitated through fast action solenoid
valves. Examined flow conditions are given in Table 6.1.
Data was acquired using 16 National Instruments PXI-6133 data acquisition cards recording ana-
logue output data at 1 MHz. Data acquisition and fuel solenoid valves were triggered by a LabView
Virtual Instrument. Static wall pressure was measured using 43 Kulite XTEL-190 (M) piezo-resistive
pressure transducers. Fuel plenum pressure was measured by additional Kulite sensors. Flush wall
mounted thin-film heat transfer gauges (HTG) measured wall heat transfer. These sensors measure
changes in resistance versus temperature of a 20 nm thick nickel film, sputtered upon a quartz sub-
strate to achieve 1 µs response times (Wise and Smart, 2015).
The passage of test gas is slug traced through the model. Recorded data signals for each pressure
sensor are normalised against the nozzle supply pressure with the data for each sensor shifted in time
by their respective trigger delay. This signal is then multiplied by the ratio of the mean supply pressure
to the mean forebody pressure (p1), measured 162.5 mm from the forebody leading edge. The mean
of this signal is then taken during the test time. Prior to the test time, the Mach 10 nozzle takes 1 ms to
start up, indicated by (a) in Fig. 6.12. The flow within the engine requires between 2-3 flow lengths to
establish (Jacobs et al., 1992), requiring 0.9 ms for the present model, indicated by (b). The 0.5 ms test
time, (c), terminates prior to test-flow contamination by driver gas. The uncertainty associated with
the static pressure measurements is±5.48%, determined by taking the root-sum-square of calibration
and voltage reading uncertainties for each sensor used during the normalisation process.
Measured voltages (V ) from each HTG are converted to heat flux (q˙) through Eq. (6.5), using
properties of the quartz substrate (ρckT) and sensor-specific sensitivity (αR).
q˙ =
√
ρckT√
piαRV 0
j
∑
i=1
V (t0)−V (ti−1)√
t j− ti+√t j− ti−1 , (6.5)
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Figure 6.12: Typical Kulite sensor response with (a) nozzle start-up, (b) model start-up, and (c) test
time indicated
Heat transfer is presented via the modified Stanton number (St, Eq. (6.6)), which uses the freestream
(subscript ∞) density (ρ) and velocity (u), nozzle supply enthalpy (Hs) and enthalpy of air at T w
(hw). Stanton number uncertainty is ±15.9%, calculated by propagating the uncertainties in volt-
age readings, sensor manufacturing and calibration, and derived freestream values propagated from
uncertainties in shock tube measurements using NENZFr (Doherty et al., 2012b).
St =
q˙
ρ∞u∞ (Hs−hw) , (6.6)
6.2.5 Experimental Results
In Figs. 6.13 and 6.14, the M12REST engine is overlaid to indicate each sensor’s respective location,
and the zoomed inset clarifies the pressure measurements over the nozzle. Shot 11991 and 12000 are
baselines in which no fuel is injected, called “fuel-off”. Shot 11996 is the “combustion-suppressed”
shot, in which fuel was injected into nitrogen test gas, displaying the propensity for fuel injection-
induced backpressure. Pressure rises exceeding this level for “fuel-into-air” shots indicate combus-
tion. Shot 11992 and 11995 are fuelled similarly to 11996, using air test gas to examine combustion
performance and shot-to-shot repeatability. Combined fuelling is examined, with fuel injected from
both inlet- and combustor-based stations (indicated by vertical dashed lines), at equivalence ratio’s of
φ i and φ c respectively, as specified in each figure. In the subsequent figures, ‘bodyside’ refers to the
flight-vehicle-side (top) of the engine, while ‘cowlside’ is the opposing surface.
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Figure 6.13: SC normalised pressure: Combined fuelling
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Significant asymmetry is noted between the body- and cowlside surfaces (typical for airframe-
integrated scramjets). This is due to the thick bodyside boundary layer which develops over the
vehicle forebody, which is contrasted by the rapid shock compression induced by the engine cowl
closure at 339.6 mm (Barth et al., 2015a). The cowl experiences significantly reduced boundary layer
growth, and its closure generates a strong shock wave, which reflects off the bodyside surface at ap-
proximately 430 mm from the inlet leading edge. This location is characterised by the departure of
the combustion-suppressed shot’s pressure from the unfuelled shot, and was previously observed by
(Barth et al., 2015a). The shock/boundary layer impingement initiates ignition of inlet-injected fuel in
shots 11992/11995, prompting incipient combustion before robust combustion occurs further down-
stream. Negligible pressure increase over the inlet compression surface is noted in the combustion-
suppressed case. Major shock structures are maintained through each test case; however, combustion
processes in 11992/11995 induce additional structures. A substantial pressure rise occurs approxi-
mately 590 mm from the inlet leading edge, propagating across the body- and cowlside surfaces. The
pressure relaxes to near-unfuelled levels at the combustor exit, before maintaining increased pressure
over the nozzle body- and cowlside surfaces compared to non-combusting cases. The combusting
cases exhibit a localised pressure increase on the nozzle cowlside surface. Figure 6.14 examines the
influence of fuel injection at both inlet- and combustor-based stations in isolation.
The inlet-fuelled shot 11998 displays similar ignition behaviour to the combined-fuelled shot
(11992) over the inlet, with minor increases in measured pressure. With no fuel injected at the inlet,
the combustor-fuelled shot, 11997, remains at a lower pressure than the combustion-suppressed shot.
Despite fuel being injected at both inlet- and combustor-based stations in the combustion-suppressed
shot, both the inlet-only, and combustor-only shots encountered greater pressure increases over the
body- and cowlside nozzle surfaces. While each of the inlet-only and combustor-only fuelled cases
display robust combustion, the combined-fuelled shot experiences pressure over the nozzle which
exceeds that which would be encountered through direct summation of the individual constituents.
As such, it is noted that the inlet-injected fuel provides a stream of combustion radicals which pilots
the ignition and combustion of combustor-injected fuel, supporting the findings of prior experimental
studies (Barth et al., 2015a). Prior experimental analysis of the M12REST engine with the long com-
bustor indicated that little sustained combustion was observed when fuelled only at the combustor-
based station. It is proposed that the removal of the rear-facing step improved the engine combustion
characteristics.
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Figure 6.14: SC normalised pressure: Inlet-only, combustor-only, and combined fuelling
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Measured heat transfer within the combustor for unfuelled, combustor-only, and combined-fuelling
at combusting and suppressed combustion conditions is given in Fig. 6.15. The combustion-suppressed
shot experiences greater heat transfer than the unfuelled case, indicating mass addition and induced
shock structures increase heating loads. More significant heat loads are experienced for the com-
busting shots (11995/11997). While occurring further downstream, the cowlside surface experiences
higher localised heating loads than the bodyside. The bodyside, however, sustains heat loads at a
greater margin over the non-combusting shots towards the combustor exit. The combustor-only fu-
elling case displays marginal increases over the suppressed combustion cases, indicating piloting via
inlet-injected fuel is essential to attaining robust combustion.
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Figure 6.15: SC normalised heat transfer: Unfuelled, combustor-only, and combined fuelling
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6.2.6 Conclusions
Numerical computations indicated significant improvements in combustion rates are achievable within
a Mach 12, shape-transitioning scramjet where the rear-facing step is removed. Flow Damko¨hler
number distributions remained higher in the absence of this step, attaining greater degrees of mixing-
limited combustion. Combustion efficiencies exceeding the nominal net-thrust-in-flight threshold of
80% were achieved 2.75 combustor heights further upstream than in prior works where the step was
present. Combustor length was hence reducible by 68%.
Shock tunnel validation at on-design conditions was performed. Pressure and heat transfer mea-
surements through the flow path indicated robust combustion was achieved when compared to un-
fuelled and suppressed combustion cases. Inlet- and combustor-only fuelled cases displayed im-
provements over the non-combusting cases, most notably over the thrust nozzle surface. The com-
bined fuelling cases displayed greater pressure increases over this nozzle than that which would be
attained through the direct summation of the constituent inlet- and combustor-only fuelling cases.
Inlet-fuelling hence acts to pilot combustion of fuel injected at the combustor for this Mach 12 scram-
jet.
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6.3 Supplementary Experimental Data
Due to the concise nature of AIAA Journal Express Articles, only limited experimental results have
been presented thus far. This section presents additional data obtained during the experimental cam-
paign.
6.3.1 State of Boundary Layer
The forebody was instrumented with HTG sensors to characterise the boundary layer, and to ensure it
was tripped to turbulence prior to being captured by the inlet. Figure 6.16 presents heat transfer data
for three shots, however this data was collected for all shots. Measured heat flux is compared against
analytical laminar and turbulent Stanton number distributions (as calculated by Wise (2015), using the
Cebeci and Bradshaw (1984) boundary layer code). Downstream of the trip, heat transfer stabilises
about the analytical turbulent levels by 350 mm from the forebody leading edge. This transition to
turbulence confirms the behaviour reported by Wise (2015).
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Figure 6.16: Experimental normalised heat transfer: Forebody Stanton number distributions
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6.3.2 Anomalous Pressure Rise on Inlet
During the experimental campaign, an unexpected pressure rise was measured over the inlet compres-
sion surface. While analogous to that which was measured during the full scale, on-design studies of
Suraweera et al. (2009), this phenomena was not encountered during the campaigns of Wise (2015) or
Barth (2014). This pressure anominally was, however, repeatable throughout the present campaign,
and is hence documented here.
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Figure 6.17: Normalised pressure: Comparison of measured pressure on unfuelled inlet in the present
work and that measured by Barth (2014)
Figure 6.17 compares the pressure measured over the unfuelled inlet in the current campaign
(11991), to that which was measured by Barth (2014) for shot 114863. These are plotted against un-
fuelled CFD simulated pressure. While each experimental data set performs similarly to the simulated
pressure to approximately 220 mm, shot 11991 departs from these conditions in the range 320 < x <
440 mm, with the pressure increasing beyond the simulated values. The isolator (476.2 < x < 530.87
mm), however, compares well between each data set. Downstream of the isolator exit plane, the
absence of the rear-facing step in 11991 ensures that greater pressure is achieved within the combus-
tor, and the data sets are no longer fairly comparable. In an effort to characterise this phenomena, a
number of computational and experimental methods were pursued.
3Uncertainty for 11486 is calculated as in Appendix B of this thesis, with the Kulite® calibration uncertainty determined
to be 2.0% by Barth (2014)
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Effectiveness of Boundary Layer Trip
In the previous studies of Suraweera et al. (2009), the pressure rise was attributed to a potential
boundary layer separation, likely due to the boundary layer remaining laminar over much of the en-
gine forebody. This hypothesis was supported by the additional studies of He and Morgan (1994),
who suggested the flow remained laminar, despite the lengthened forebody and boundary layer trips.
Hence, the prior studies of Wise (2015) sought to develop trip geometries which would ensure bound-
ary layer transition prior to being captured by the inlet. The present experiments utilise the identical
vehicle forebody, trip geometry and flow conditions as in Wise (2015), and as presented in Fig. 6.17,
heat transfer measurements obtained during the present campaign indicated successful transition to
turbulence.
To reinforce these observations, an unfuelled inlet simulation was performed, with the flow kept
laminar throughout the domain. Figure 6.19 presents bodyside pressure data of this laminar simu-
lation, the previously presented turbulent inlet simulation (baseline), as well as the experimentally
obtained, unfuelled inlet data.
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Figure 6.18: Normalised pressure: Comparison of laminar and turbulent (baseline) simulation data
with experimental unfuelled inlet
It is immediately obvious that some differences are observed between the turbulent and laminar
simulation data sets. At approximately 70 mm from the inlet leading edge, the laminar case encounters
a slight pressure increase beyond the turbulent simulation. This may be due to a small separation at
the location of the inlet compression ramp. Further downstream, the laminar case initially remains
lower than the turbulent case, before displaying an increased pressure rise on the major compression
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surface. This rise, however, is not to the same extent as observed in the experimental data. Hence,
there are likely other mechanisms influencing this observed behaviour.
Other Potential Discrepancy Sources
In examining potential sources of this anomalous pressure rise, it is important to isolate areas in
which differences between the present experimental campaign, and that which was examined by Wise
(2015) and Barth (2014), may lie. For this reason, it is assumed inlet flow path geometry, yaw angle
and the model’s location within the nozzle core-flow remained unchanged and had negligible impact.
Differences, however, are possible in the model angle-of-attack, set manually by the experimenter for
this model. This angle-of-attack has nominal uncertainty bounds of ±0.1°; however, to exaggerate
its influence, a simulation with an angle-of-attack of 2.6° was performed (1° greater than the targeted
value). A final potential discrepancy may be due to driver gas contamination of the test flow. Hence,
a simulation was performed with the nominal freestream flow contaminated 10% by mass. The driver
is 65% helium and 35% argon by partial pressures, and is assumed to be uniformly mixed. As the
driver gas is purely monatomic, the greater ratio of specific heats of γ = 1.66 (compared to 1.4 for air)
may influence the flow structures. In each of these simulations, all parameters other than those stated
were kept consistent with the turbulent baseline, unfuelled M12REST inlet simulation.
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Figure 6.19: Normalised pressure: Comparison of angle-of-attack, driver contamination and turbulent
simulation data with experimental unfuelled inlet
Only minor differences between each simulation are noted. The most major changes are observed
in the 10% diver contamination case, mostly towards the isolator. This is likely due to the increased
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average ratio of specific heats, which increases the pressure downstream of an oblique shock as per
Eq. (6.7), reproduced from White (2011). This phenomena is compounded by multiple shock inter-
actions prior to the combustion chamber entrance.
p2
p1
= 1+
2γ
γ+1
(
M21 sin
2β −1) , (6.7)
As only minor differences are noted between these perturbed simulations (and with availability of
computational resources limited at the time of thesis submission), the factor inducing the discrepancy
between the experimental and numerical data remains unknown and the focus of future studies. It is
however noted that the RANS simulations performed did not explicitly model the effect of the bound-
ary layer trip. Should these trips be modelled through higher fidelity techniques such as Unsteady
RANs (U-RANS) or LES, the induced shock structures may steepen the forebody shock angle, in-
creasing the measured pressure. The trip-induced shock structures are hence examined in the next
section.
6.3.3 Influence of Boundary Layer Trips
While Section 6.3.2 examined differences in pressure distributions between turbulent and laminar
simulations, two separate trip designs were examined in the present experimental campaign: swept-
ramps and diamonds. Each of these were developed in the forced hypersonic boundary layer transition
studies of Wise (2015), and induced differing degrees of turbulence to the flow in their immediate
downstream vicinity. The swept-ramp was designed such that the ratio of its height (k) to the boundary
layer height (δ ) equalled 1.23. The diamond trips were larger, with k/δ = 1.73. Two unfuelled shots
are used to compare the performance of each, with schlieren imaging of each trip given in Fig. 6.20.
Swept ramp trip
attached oblique shock
Forebody
shock
Expansion
fan
(a) 12002: Swept ramp trip k/δ = 1.23
Diamond trip
detached bow shock
Forebody
shock
Expansion
fan
(b) 12000: Diamond trip k/δ = 1.73
Figure 6.20: Schlieren imaging of boundary layer trips
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The stagnated region ahead of the diamond trips ensures flow is separated, with the detached
bow shock induced notably stronger than the attached oblique shock generated by the swept-ramp.
This repeats the observations of Wise (2015), who opted to employ the swept-ramp trip during their
M12REST experiments as the absence of the stagnated region more accurately resembles a trip which
would be used during flight. To examine the influence of the trip designs, Fig. 6.21 displays the heat
flux measured over the forebody.
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Figure 6.21: Experimental normalised heat transfer: Influence of trip geometry on boundary layer
transition
Only a single shot (12000) at the on-design condition was performed with the diamond trips em-
ployed. As inlet fuel is injected 255 mm from the inlet leading leading edge (at 755 mm in Fig. 6.21’s
reference frame), shot 11990 and 11995 are comparable over the model forebody. Nominal laminar
and turbulent heat transfer levels are also presented, as determined by Wise (2015), using the bound-
ary layer code of Cebeci and Bradshaw (1984). Upstream of the trip, heat transfer levels between
each shot are comparable. Immediately downstream of the trip, the diamonds induce significantly
greater heat transfer than the swept-ramps, exceeding the nominal turbulent heat transfer rate. By 400
mm, however, heat transfer in all cases stabilises about nominal turbulent levels.
Figure 6.22 compares normalised pressure measurements for unfuelled shots employing the two
trip designs. While each shot displays the previously described anomalous pressure rise on the inlet,
the data obtained follows similar, repeatable behaviour. Hence, it is assumed that the combustor heat
transfer data obtained for this shot is representative of unfuelled heat transfer data when swept-ramp
trips are employed.
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Figure 6.22: Experimental normalised pressure: Influence of trip geometry
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6.3.4 Performance at Differing Equivalence Ratios
Figure 6.23 displays performance of the SC M12REST engine at differing total equivalence ratios. As
in Section 6.2, the dashed vertical lines indicate the streamwise location of inlet- and combustor-based
fuel injection.
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Figure 6.23: Experimental normalised pressure: Combined fuelling at differing equivalence ratios
Shot 12002 was fuelled at a total equivalence ratio of φ = 0.89, split between inlet- and combustor-
based stations at similar proportions to 11992. With a 30% reduction in total injected fuel, shot 12002
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displays reduced pressure rises over the inlet compared to 11992, and corresponds more closely to
the suppressed combustion shot. This trend continues through the earlier portion of the combustor,
however robust combustion is observed prior to the nozzle entrance. As in 11992, the combustion
processes give rise to strong shock structures at approximately 590 mm (the nozzle cowlside surface).
This shock structure was negligible in the combustor-only fuelled shot (11997), while more obvious in
the inlet-only fuelled shot (11998) in Fig. 6.14. This cowlside phenomena is particularly interesting
given that fuel-injection on the engine cowlside at the combustor entrance does not promote this
additional shock, nor does combined-injection under suppressed combustion conditions.
Heat transfer measurements display similar trends. As shown in Fig. 6.24, 12002 initially en-
counters reduced bodyside heat transfer compared to 11992, before more robust combustion through
the latter combustor regions increase heat loads. Cowlside heat transfer displays more motley perfor-
mance. However, the region of the greatest heating loads sustained between 580-640 mm displays
trends as expected for the respective cases, with the lower fuelled shot displaying heat transfer ex-
ceeding the suppressed combustion case, but below the fully fuelled case.
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Figure 6.24: Experimental normalised heat transfer: Combined fuelling at differing equivalence ratios
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6.3.5 Long Combustor: Combustor-Only Fuelling
While Barth (2014) presented a number of shots examining the M12REST in the LC configuration
with combined-fuelling, no shots have been presented which study the tailored fuel injection scheme
with combustor-only fuelling. Figure 6.25 displays this case, comparing it with an unfuelled shot, and
a suppressed combustion, combined-fuelling shot.
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Figure 6.25: Experimental normalised pressure: LC combustor-only fuelling
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While achieving a noticeable pressure rise downstream of the combustor fuelling location, mea-
sured pressure for the combustor-only fuelled shot does not greatly exceed that measured in the sup-
pressed combustion case. While it is acknowledged that more fuel was injected in 12008, the mea-
sured pressures indicate that only limited combustion occurs. Differences are more evident within the
nozzle insets, which indicate that while initially exceeding 12008 at both body- and cowlside surfaces,
12006 actually reduces below the suppressed combustion case by midway through the nozzle.
To examine combustion performance further, heat transfer measurements are given in Fig. 6.26.
Along the bodyside surface, the combusting shot only exceeds the suppressed combustion shot to-
wards the combustor exit. This is likely due to the fuel injection scheme, which is tailored to the
cowlside flow field. The cowlside flow, however, exceeds the non-combusting shots throughout the
entire domain. Hence, while pressure increases were marginal for the combustor-only fuelled shot,
the heat transfer indicates that sustained combustion was achieved. However, for robust performance,
the M12REST engine depends on fuel injected at the inlet to pilot the combustion of this combustor-
injected fuel. This supports the findings of Barth (2014) and Wise (2015).
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Figure 6.26: Experimental normalised heat transfer: LC combustor-only fuelling
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6.3.6 Comparison of Long & Short Combustor Performance
With different combustor lengths and internal geometry, it is difficult to directly compare the data
between each configuration. However, as the nozzle remained identical between each configuration,
the opportunity presents to compare the pressure measured over it. As both the inlet internal contrac-
tion ratio, and the divergence ratio at the nozzle exit are identical, the one-dimensional average flow
properties of the unfuelled cases should remain comparable (in the absence of irreversible processes).
Nozzle pressure contours are thus presented in Fig. 6.27. For each configuration, measured pressure
is given for unfuelled, combustor-only fuelling, and combined-fuelling in both air and N2 test gas.
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Figure 6.27: Experimental normalised pressure: SC vs LC nozzle comparison
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It is first noted that the LC configuration encounters more uniform, smoothly decreasing pressure
over the nozzle. This is likely due to the longer combustor smoothing out flow non-uniformities,
while the rear-facing step reduces the strength of the cowlside, realignment shock when compared to
the SC configuration. Hence, while this may improve nozzle performance, the increased viscous drag
associated with this smoothing process may incur greater net performance losses. Additionally, with
the present, non-optimised nozzle, the uniform pressure distributions achieved may not be indicative
of improved performance under flight operation with a nozzle optimised to the flow field.
By comparison, the SC cases exhibit rapidly declining pressure on both body- and cowlside sur-
faces. The SC case also exhibits new flow features, most notably with the pressure ‘blip’ on the
cowlside surface. As previously shown in Fig. 6.13, this blip is present (if only marginally) for all
shots in Fig. 6.27c, but most evidently in the combined-fuelling shot, 11995. This is potentially due
to a shock, with combustion processes intensifying its effect. At the nozzle entrance, the SC case ex-
hibits greater pressure for all shots, before reducing below the LC through the middle nozzle segment.
However, the SC pressure remains much higher than the LC configuration through the final third of
the nozzle, where the increased nozzle area would aid in thrust generation.
A final key observance is presented by the combustor-only fuelled shots. First examining the LC
case, the combustor-only fuelled shot (12006) initially produces greater pressure than the suppressed
combustion case (12008) on both the body- and cowlside nozzle surfaces. However, shot 12006’s
pressure reduces below the suppressed combustion case by midway through the nozzle, most notably
on the bodyside surface. By comparison, the SC case (fuelled at an identical equivalence ratio) mea-
sures pressure greater than the suppressed combustion case through to the nozzle exit. In particular,
the bodyside surface remains near the combined-fuelling levels, despite the combustor-based fuel
injection scheme being tailored to the cowlside flow by Barth (2014).
While no force-balance measurements were taken, Wise (2015) devised a method to estimate
thrust potential whereby the centreline pressure measurements obtained (averaged between body-
and cowlside sensors) were assumed to be representative of circumferential pressure at each axial
location. These pressures were integrated over the area of both the diverging combustor segment,
and nozzle (the thrust generating surfaces). While Wise (2015) determined an over-approximation
of gross thrust of 15% compared to CFD, it is assumed that the calculated values are comparable
between each case. Gross thrust (T gross) estimates are normalised using freestream flow conditions,
and the nominal inlet capture area (Acap), as per Eq. (6.8).
CT gross =
T gross
1
2ρ∞U2∞Acap
, (6.8)
Determined gross thrust coefficients (CT gross) for the unfuelled and combusting shots presented in
Fig. 6.27 are given in Table 6.2, and presented graphically in Fig. 6.28. The inlet-only fuelled shot
with the SC configuration (11998) is also examined.
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Table 6.2: Gross thrust coefficient estimates
Configuration Unfuelled
Inlet-only Combustor-only Combined
fuelling fuelling fuelling
Shot CT gross Shot CT gross Shot CT gross Shot CT gross
SC 11991 0.25 11998 0.42 11997 0.45 11995 0.64
LC 12003 0.19 - - 12006 0.33 12004 0.58
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Figure 6.28: Experimental gross thrust coefficient. Adapted from Wise (2015)
Here, the dashed and solid lines were determined by Wise (2015), and represent the 1D gross
thrust coefficients for various equivalence ratios, at fuel-based4 combustion efficiencies varying in
20% increments from ηc = 0 to 100%. Uncertainty bounds for the experimental data points are given
as determined in Appendix B.6 and B.7. Comparing the combustor-only, and combined fuelling cases,
the SC configuration exhibited universally improved performance compared to the LC case. Despite
Fig. 6.28 displaying maximum combustion efficiencies of ≈ 50−75%, Wise (2015) reported that the
values determined by this method are conservative, and the fuel-rich shots are incapable of reaching
100% fuel-based combustion efficiency. Apparent from Fig. 6.28 however, is the extremely efficient
combustion achieved in the inlet-only fuelled case, with efficiency approaching 100%.
4While combined-fuelling cases were fuel-rich with φ ≈ 1.2− 1.3, for consistency, all shots in Fig. 6.28 were assessed
using fuel-based combustion efficiency
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6.4 Summary
This chapter presented the approach and methodology utilised to examine the M12REST combustor,
and how changes to its geometry could improve net system performance. It began by numerically
examining the influence the constant area portion of the combustion chamber, and how reductions
in its length affect the system performance. Examination of the divergent portion followed, before
removal of the rear-facing step displayed markedly improved net system performance for each fu-
elling scheme. Experimental validation of the shortened combustion geometry was hence performed
within UQ’s T4 shock tunnel, examining the engine at on-design conditions in semifree-jet mode. The
removal of the rear-facing step ensured robust combustion was achieved, despite reductions in com-
bustor length of 68%. Comparisons to the performance attained by the previous M12REST combustor
geometry indicated improvements in thrust potential were achieved by the new shortened geometry
at both combined, and combustor-only fuelling conditions.
While improvements in system performance were achieved, all studies to date have examined the
M12REST engine when operating under shock tunnel test conditions. As scramjets are obviously
developed to fly for durations longer than the millisecond-scale test flows provided by impulse facil-
ities, flight operation will differ substantially to that with which the scramjet was developed. Hence,
the next chapter will compare the performance of the updated M12REST geometry under both shock
tunnel, and flight representative conditions.
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CHAPTER 7
IMPROVED DESIGN & FLIGHT CONDITION
PERFORMANCE
This chapter of the thesis presents the cumulative effort of this research and is presented in the form of
a self-contained article. Fuel injection techniques utilising flow field manipulation and the injection
scheme developed in Ch. 5 are employed, together with the combustor of reduced length with the
rear-facing step removed as devised in Ch. 6. The behaviour of the M12REST flow path is examined,
comparing the performance under shock tunnel conditions to that which would be experienced during
steady flight at on-design, Mach 12 conditions.
Reproduced from an article published in Acta Astronautica
W.O. Landsberg, V. Wheatley, M.K. Smart, and A. Veeraragavan (2018c). “Performance of High
Mach Number Scramjets - Tunnel vs Flight”. In: Acta Astronautica 146, pp. 103–110. DOI:
10.1016/j.actaastro.2018.02.031
Abstract
When analysing scramjet engines, financial constraints limit many researchers to ground-based im-
pulse facilities and numerical studies. However, with access-to-space scramjets invariably expe-
riencing significant heating loads during flight, the maintenance of engine wall temperatures may
depend on fuel-based regenerative cooling, resulting in elevated temperatures for each. This ensures
flight operating conditions differ substantially to those examined in shock tunnels. With scramjet
flight data currently restricted to mid-range, cruising applications, the present work numerically ex-
amines an access-to-space candidate scramjet engine, comparing its performance at shock tunnel
conditions to that achieved within a flight-representative environment. The Mach 12 Rectangular-
to-Elliptical Shape-Transitioning scramjet flow path is examined, with three-dimensional, chemically
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reacting solutions to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations being computed. Room temper-
ature isothermal wall boundaries and fuel plena are maintained for shock tunnel conditions. Flight
operation is modelled through 800 K inlet walls, which smoothly transition to 1800 K by the combus-
tor entrance; while fuel-based regenerative cooling is assumed to heat liquid hydrogen fuel to 1000 K
prior to injection. For each case, fuel injection is facilitated through both inlet- and combustor-based
stations. Mixing and combustion performance indicates that while flight conditions promote more
rapid mixing, combustor temperatures inhibit the completion of reaction pathways, with reductions
in chemical heat release of 16.4% due to reactant dissociation. However, the heated walls in flight
ensured 27.7% less heat energy was absorbed by the flow path walls. While inlet fuel injection pro-
motes robust burning of combustor-injected fuel, the premature ignition upon the inlet under flight
operation suggests that these fuel injectors should be moved further downstream when designing for
flight experiments. These changes, coupled with the counteracting differences in heat release and loss
to the walls, suggest that optimal engine design for flight may differ considerably from that which
gives the best performance in the tunnel.
7.1 Introduction
While scramjet engines display improving technological readiness, financial constraints limit many
researchers to ground-based impulse wind tunnels Denman et al. (2016; 2017), or numerical studies
(Landsberg et al., 2018a). As Mach number increases, however, increased working pressures drive
up the operational costs of reflected shock tunnels, while turbulent mixing between the driver and test
gas interface reduces available test time (Stalker et al., 2005). These limitations have restricted the
Mach number regime of flight tests, with the corresponding computational studies typically analysing
mid-range Mach number (5 ≤ M < 10) scramjets. These have included the Mach 5 X-51A (Hank
et al., 2008), the Mach 7 X-43A (McClinton et al., 2005) and the Mach 8 HyShot II (Smart et al.,
2006) and HIFiRE 2 (Jackson et al., 2013) experiments. While a small subset of ground-based studies
have examined high Mach number (M ≥ 10) scramjets (Barth et al., 2015a; Wise and Smart, 2015;
Doherty et al., 2015), limited flight data exists for these engines. Restricted to the Mach 10 X-43A
flight experiment (Ferlemann, 2005), the significant expense and difficulty of high Mach number
flight tests have driven the development of alternative tools to analyse steady scramjet operation.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is increasingly capable of fulfilling this role.
Simulations of mid-range Mach number flight experiments were subjected to extensive validation
against shock tunnel data prior to the flight tests (McClinton et al., 2001; Boyce and Paull, 2001; Paull
et al., 2000). Post-flight computational analysis displayed good agreement between the numerical
studies and the steady flight data (Ferlemann et al., 2005; Boyce et al., 2003). Further studies validated
pre-flight predictions against flight data (Ferlemann, 2005; Ferlemann et al., 2005), supporting CFD’s
use as a scramjet design tool. As such, the opportunity exists to extend CFD’s use to examine steady
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flight operation of high Mach number scramjets in the absence of experimental flight data.
Under flight conditions, wall surfaces encounter substantial thermal loads, with temperatures by
necessity maintained near material thermal limits. Compared to cold-walled shock tunnel models,
higher operational wall temperatures reduce energy loss through boundaries, while increasing the
boundary layer thickness (Duan et al., 2010). Active cooling measures are likely essential to withstand
these temperatures, with regenerative cooling using the fuel a likely candidate. This technology is in
a mature state in rocket systems (Cook et al., 1983), and recently employed in the X-51A scramjet
flight experiment (Mutzman and Murphy, 2011). It follows that injection of heated fuel will likely
positively affect engine performance by reducing ignition delay, while mitigating system energy loss
(Barth, 2014).
This paper compares flow-field differences and performance data of a scramjet operating within
a shock tunnel environment, to one operating under steady flight. The Mach 12, Rectangular-to-
Elliptical Shape-Transitioning (M12REST) engine is examined as a case study. The REST inlet
design methodology of Smart (1999) was tailored to a Mach 12 engine, with this variant’s design
documented by Suraweera and Smart (2009), before being refined through a series of studies (Barth
et al., 2015a; Barth, 2014; Doherty et al., 2015; Wise and Smart, 2015; Landsberg et al., 2018a).
The engine is a candidate for an access-to-space, accelerating engine when integrated to a hybrid
rocket-scramjet-rocket launch vehicle (Preller and Smarr, 2017). However, only the Mach 8 version
of this engine has been the subject of proposed flight experiments (Smart and Suraweera, 2009), and
no flight data for the high Mach number engine exists, nor have any numerical studies examined its
steady-state flight operation. The work aims to provide a first numerical study to fill this gap.
7.2 Methodology
The internal flow path of the M12REST engine is shown in Fig. 7.1. The three-dimensional (3D)
engine’s lone symmetry-plane is about the centreline axis, with hydrogen fuel injection facilitated by
inlet- and combustor-based injectors. Most recently examined in Landsberg et al. (2018a), an updated
M12REST flow path is simulated here. The model is a geometric half scale of the original engine flow
path, designed for Mach 12 flight at 50 kPa dynamic pressure. The half scale engine has a total length
of approximately 1275 mm, including a 500 mm forebody (omitted from Fig. 7.1), representative of
the vehicle underside. The inlet is 476.2 mm in length, with a sidewall-to-sidewall capture width of
75 mm and becomes fully closed 339.6 mm downstream of the leading edge. The inlet achieves a
geometric compression ratio of 6.61 and internal contraction ratio of 2.26. 505.8 mm downstream
of the inlet leading edge, shape-transition is complete with an elliptical aspect ratio of 1.76. The
combustor begins following a short, 54.7 mm isolator. It maintains the same 430 mm2 cross-section
as the isolator and is inclined at 6° to the global streamwise direction, serving to realign the flow with
the nominal flight direction (the engine is assumed to be at a 6° angle-of-attack in flight). A simple
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Figure 7.1: Baseline M12REST flow path geometry: Front (left) and side (main) views [dimensions
in mm]
conical nozzle terminates the engine, expanding the flow over 153.7 mm to a 10:1 area ratio relative
to the engine throat (Barth, 2014). It is noted however that the absence of a thrust-optimised nozzle
ensures that reasonable comparisons of the flow path’s thrust potential are beyond the scope of this
work and are not discussed further.
Fuel injection is facilitated via inlet- and combustor-based stations. Inlet injection is achieved via
three porthole injectors, 2 mm in diameter and inclined at 45° to the local wall-tangent vector. This
injection location was chosen to maximise mixing length under shock tunnel conditions, providing a
source of premixed fuel and radicals to accelerate combustion downstream, whilst ensuring substantial
premature combustion induced pressure rise did not occur on the compression surface (Barth et al.,
2015a). Combustor-based fuel injection is facilitated by 5 porthole injectors, located 470 mm from the
leading edge. The centreline injector is 1mm in diameter, while supplementary injectors are offset
45° and 70° from the symmetry-plane and sized 0.8mm and 0.6mm respectively. All combustor-
based injectors are inclined 30° to the local wall-tangent vector. This injection scheme takes advantage
of the documented flow field manipulation concept as documented by Landsberg et al. (2018a).
7.2.1 Numerical Solver
3D solutions to the compressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations were com-
puted using the research flow solver, US3D. Developed at The University of Minnesota (Nompelis
et al., 2004), the solver is capable of solving structured, unstructured and hybrid meshes; however
this investigation utilises structured meshes due to their greater performance in reducing computa-
tional overhead (Mathis and Kerbyson, 2005). US3D solves the RANS equations with a cell-centred
finite volume scheme. A second-order, hybrid routine performs inviscid flux calculations. The solver
makes use of the dissipative Stegar-Warming scheme in zones of large gradients and discontinuities
(MacCormack and Candler, 1989), before swapping to a low dissipation scheme away from shocks
and ensuring smooth transitions between each. Viscous fluxes are computed exactly using the central
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difference MUSCL scheme on turbulent viscosity and conserved variables. Species-specific viscos-
ity is determined through Blottner curve fits (Blottner et al., 1971). Solutions are generated using
the implicit time marching Data-Parallel Point Relaxation method (Wright et al., 1998; Gehre et al.,
2013). Turbulence was evaluated using the one equation, Spalart and Allmaras (1992) model, with
initial turbulent viscosity set to be 3% of the Sutherland viscosity, default in US3D. For brevity, only
key numerical details which differentiate US3D from other solvers are mentioned here. Full details
of the numerical methods employed by US3D are available in Nompelis et al. (2004) and Landsberg
et al. (2018a).
Scramjet flows with complex geometries have been previously simulated using US3D, with shocks,
turbulence and non-equilibrium thermochemistry resolved (Barth et al., 2015a; Gehre et al., 2015).
Simulations of fuel injection into hypersonic crossflows have been validated against temperature maps
derived from nitric oxide planar laser-induced fluorescence measurements (Gehre et al., 2012), as well
as laser Doppler velocimetry turbulence intensity and velocity measurements (Peterson and Candler,
2010). Turbulent variables were active from the forebody leading edge, with the turbulent Schmidt
and Prandtl numbers set to 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. Prior simulations using these parameters have
compared well to experimental data in the M12REST scramjet (Barth et al., 2015a). Solutions were
run to converge the root mean squared residual by at least 7 orders of magnitude, achieving domain
mass balances of ∑ m˙ < 1× 10−8 kg/s. Thermally perfect gas behaviour was set, with temperature
variant specific heat values taken from NASA Lewis data (Gordon and McBride, 1994). Finite-rate
chemical reactions were modelled using the 13 species, 33 reaction hydrogen-air combustion mecha-
nism of Jachimowski (1992), which computes reaction rates using expanded Arrhenius relationships.
Forward rates are specified by the combustion mechanism of Jachimowski (1992), while backward
rates are determined by the US3D solver. Equilibrium rates are determined through the NASA Lewis
thermochemical database (Gordon and McBride, 1994).
7.2.2 Computational Meshes
A structured mesh of the full engine flow path was generated using the commercial grid generation
software, GridPro v6.5 (PDC, 2015a). GridPro permits mesh generation with smooth cell density
blending from complex features such as leading edges and fuel injectors, to more coarsely discretised
areas in the engine centre line. Cells were kept fine for approximately 30 jet diameters (D) down-
stream of fuel injectors, capturing jet structures which typically decay within 10D (Gruber et al.,
1997). Viscous clustering was set to achieve a wall adjacent cell height of 0.7 µm across all wall
boundaries, ensuring y+ remained below one through the majority of the flow path. Where strong
shock compression and stagnated flow interacted (i.e. the cowl closure notch), maintaining y+ < 1
was not possible with the available resources. However, this zone only affected 0.008% of the inlet
area and was assumed to have negligible impact on the solution. The inlet mesh was adapted from
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the previous studies of Barth et al. (2015a), and the grid convergence study and comparison to exper-
imental data performed by Barth et al. (2015a) remains relevant for the present work. However, no
grid convergence studies were performed for the full engine mesh, nor at flight representative flow
conditions.
To ensure grid independence, three computational models were examined: containing 9.9 million,
21.9 million and 42 million cells. All three meshes were run to convergence using the same inflow,
fuelling and solver conditions, both for the shock tunnel and flight representative conditions. Con-
vergence parameters included derived combustion and entrainment efficiencies (ηc,ηent) and total
combustion heat release (H˙), as well as mass-weighted average properties of density ρ , temperature
T , pressure p, and velocity U . While displaying convergent behaviour, the variables were not uni-
versally monotonic. For those variables displaying monotonic convergence, the recommendations of
Stern et al. (2001) (employed by Kang et al. (2017)) were followed with the calculated grid conver-
gence indices suggesting that the finest grid should match the Richardson extrapolated value of an
infinitely refined grid to within 0.2%. For those displaying oscillatory convergence, the method of
Stern et al. (2001) requires an additional solution. Using an additional 29.5 million cell mesh, all
non-monotonically converging variables were estimated to be within 1.05% of an infinitely refined
mesh, with the majority of variables converged to < 0.8%. This non-monotonic behaviour is typical
of hypersonic flows, where the solution order becomes linear in the presence of shocks (Banks et al.,
2008). As such, the solutions provided by the finest grid are assumed to be grid independent, and are
hence utilised in the remainder of the present work.
7.3 Tunnel vs Flight - Flow & Model Conditions
Model inflow conditions were based on those produced in The University of Queensland’s (UQ), T4
Stalker Tube reflected shock tunnel (T4). Experimental validation of the M12REST flow path was
performed by Wise and Smart (2015), with conditions set to match Mach 12 flight. These condi-
tions assumed the inlet was integrated to the vehicle forebody and inclined at 6° to the flight path
angle; however an additional 1.6° angle-of-attack was given to the experimental model and numer-
ical inflow to ensure the incoming Mach number matched the on-design conditions. The properties
in Table 7.1 were developed using UQ’s in-house code, NENZFr, which expands the nozzle supply
pressure through T4’s Mach 10 nozzle geometry in thermochemical non-equilibrium using a 5 species
finite-rate air chemistry model (Doherty et al., 2012b). As little flow stagnation occurs in flight, flight
simulation species mass fractions were set based on a 3.76/1 by mole fraction N2/O2 atmosphere.
Remaining fluid properties were left unchanged, allowing direct comparisons to be made.
To model shock tunnel research, non-slip, 300 K isothermal wall boundaries were imposed,
as millisecond-scale test times result in negligible temperature increases. While previous studies
analysing steady flight operation have used adiabatic walls (Boyce and Paull, 2001), it is expected
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Table 7.1: Freestream inflow conditions
Parameter Shocktunnel
Flight
representative
Equivalent
flight
M 9.183 9.183 11.75
H, MJ/kg 7.01 7.01 7.01
U , m/s 3630 3630 3678
T , K 386.8 386.8 243.71
ρ , g/m3 10.51 10.51 5.69
p, Pa 1177 1177 398.7
q, kPa 69.23 69.23 38.55
Y N2 0.7285 0.767 0.767
Y O2 0.1837 0.233 0.233
Y NO 0.08273 0 0
Y O 0.005102 0 0
Altitude, km - - 37.38
that combustion chamber temperatures experienced in Mach 12 flight would exceed typical material
thermal limits. With this noted, flight forebody and inlet wall temperatures were set to be isothermal
at 800 K, which has been demonstrated to not induce premature combustion of intake injected fuel
(Gardner et al., 2002). Downstream of the cowl closure, wall temperature is ramped in proportion
to the inlet area contraction to reach 1800 K by the combustor entrance, holding these combustor
and nozzle walls at the upper operational limit of ceramic matrix composites such as carbon fibre
reinforced silicon carbide (C/C-SiC) (Beyer et al., 2012).
Fuel injection is facilitated by both inlet- and combustor-based injectors. Previous experimental
and numerical validations have shown good performance injecting hydrogen at a 30/70 ratio of in-
let/combustor injectors, for a total equivalence ratio of φT = 1.26 (Barth, 2014). This fuelling ratio
is maintained in the flight case, requiring 21% more fuel due to the absence of inflow NO which
reduces the oxygen available for combustion under shock tunnel conditions. Shock tunnel fuel injec-
tion velocity and temperature were assumed sonic, corresponding to isentropic expansion from 300 K
stagnation conditions. Under flight conditions, it is assumed the fuel is used as the primary regenera-
tive coolant, being heated from cryogenic liquid to 1000 K. This corresponds to proposed coolant exit
temperatures in the literature which reference values 890-1050 K (Wieting and Gufi., 1976; Qin et al.,
2012), with it assumed that Mach 12 flight would require the maximum cooling capacity available.
To heat liquid hydrogen to these conditions would require 14.53 MJ/kg (Leachman et al., 2009), pro-
viding approximately 31 kW of full-engine cooling capacity under flight-level fuelling rates. Future
studies can consider this using full conjugate heat transfer (Veeraragavan et al., 2016), once the exact
requirements of the cooling of the hot surfaces are better understood. As previously, fuel injection
velocity and temperature were determined using isentropic expansion to sonic conditions, this time
from 1000 K stagnation temperature. Fuelling rates are given in Table 7.2, with rates given for en-
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gine half-plane which was simulated. All subsequent references to fuelling rates and combustion heat
release are given for the engine half-plane.
Table 7.2: Fuelling conditions
Parameter
Shock Tunnel Case Flight Case
m˙, g/s φ m˙, g/s φ
Total 1.749 1.26 2.112 1.26
Inlet-based 0.503 0.36 0.607 0.36
Combustor-based 1.246 0.90 1.505 0.90
7.4 Results & Discussion
7.4.1 Flow Field Contours
Contours of temperature through the inlet are given in Fig. 7.2.
T [K]
0 30001500
(a) Shock tunnel conditions
T [K]
0 30001500
(b) Flight conditions
Figure 7.2: Inlet temperature contours
The beginning of the inlet is quasi-two-dimensional, with the thick boundary layer developed over
the vehicle forebody evident in each case. Immediately, prior to the inlet-based fuel injectors, the
boundary layer has thickened to 12.3 mm in the flight conditions (FL) case, increasing by 10% when
compared to the 11.2 mm encountered in the shock tunnel (ST) case. This boundary layer thickening
is expected for models with heated walls (Duan et al., 2010). To examine fuel jet penetration, the
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total vertical displacement of the fuel jet from the bodyside wall at the cowl closure location is exam-
ined, setting the penetration limit at the location where the hydrogen fuel reaches the stoichiometric
hydrogen-air combustion mass fraction. The thickened boundary layer combines with the increased
dynamic pressure of the heated fuel jet (Barth, 2014) to increase fuel penetration to 13.2 mm, by
cowl closure, compared to the 10.5 mm achieved by the ST case. This increased jet penetration for
the FL case is evident in Fig. 7.2a, with the jets expanding to a greater extent than those in the ST
case in the slice immediately downstream of the inlet-based fuel injectors. The heated walls further
influence the flow, with the reduced heat loss ensuring the mass-weighted temperature and pressure
at the combustor entrance reach 1910 K and 105 kPa respectively. This represents increases from the
ST case of 13% and 47% for temperature and pressure respectively, with the ST case only reaching
1690 K and 71.2 kPa. As temperature and pressure tend to dominate ignition characteristics (Colket
and Spadaccini, 2001), the hydroxyl radical (OH, indicative of hydrogen ignition in air) is examined
in Fig. 7.3.
YOH
0 0.030.015Cowl-closure
shock impingement
(a) Shock tunnel conditions
YOH
0 0.030.015Cowl-closure
shock impingement
(b) Flight conditions
Figure 7.3: Inlet hydroxyl radical (OH) contours
In each case, no OH radicals are observed outside of the bodyside boundary layer flow prior to
combustor-based fuel injection, confirming the observations in prior work (Barth et al., 2015a). It is
not until additional fuel is injected further downstream that the cowlside core-flow of air is able to
mix and react with fuel. While prior works examining different scramjet geometries have indicated
that little ignition of inlet-injected fuel occurs prior to the combustor (Gardner et al., 2002), the strong
cowl closure shock impinges on the fuel-rich, bodyside boundary layer and ignites the fuel. Un-
der shock tunnel conditions, this ignition process induces marginal drag increases (Landsberg et al.,
2014), while providing a source of premixed fuel and combustion radicals to pilot combustion of fuel
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injected further downstream (Barth et al., 2015a). Under flight conditions however, this influence is
more substantial. As shown in Fig. 7.3, the ignition of fuel occurs further upstream than the cowl clo-
sure shock impingement location, with its subsequent impingement inciting robust combustion and
OH radical formation. While previous works have concluded that only marginal OH formation occurs
within a scramjet whose inlet temperature reaches up to 700 K (Kovachevich et al., 2006), in these
studies, the hydrogen fuel penetrated well beyond the high temperature, boundary layer. As the inlet
fuel injectors in the M12REST engine do not in fact penetrate through this bodyside boundary layer,
the high temperatures experienced therein may accelerate the combustion processes, with the reduced
ignition delay promoting premature ignition. Hence, this may indicate that the inlet fuel injectors
should be moved further downstream when the scramjet is operating under flight-representative con-
ditions, ensuring the degree of combustion upon the compression surface is reduced. The combustor
and nozzle flow field is hence presented, with Fig. 7.4 examining temperature contours.
T [K]
0 30001500 Combustor
entrance
(a) Shock tunnel conditions
T [K]
0 30001500 Combustor
entrance
(b) Flight conditions
Figure 7.4: Combustor temperature contours
The FL case experiences increased temperature throughout the isolator and combustor. This is
not unexpected, however the extent to which it increases is of note. At locations of shock impinge-
ment, localised regions of gas exceed 3000 K, while by the combustor exit the entire cross-section
approaches this limit. This greatly exceeds the 2500 K threshold indicated by Kutschenreuter (2000),
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at which the obtainable net combustion heat release begins to rapidly diminish. By comparison, the
ST case maintains more reasonable temperatures within the 2000-2500 K range. One final obser-
vation for the FL case is the rapid entrainment of injected fuel, with the cooler, coherent regions
of injected fluid dispersed prior to the combustor entrance. These cooler regions persist through to
the combustor exit (where the area diverges) for the ST case. Examining combustion chemistry, OH
radical distributions are shown in Fig. 7.5.
YOH
0 0.040.02
(a) Shock tunnel conditions
YOH
0 0.040.02
(b) Flight conditions
Figure 7.5: Combustor hydroxyl (OH) radical contours
Prior to the combustor entrance, the FL case displays a far greater proportion of OH than the ST
case. This is likely due to the earlier ignition afforded by the increased temperature and pressure
compared to the cold wall case, as shown in Fig. 7.3b. This difference is exaggerated as the flow
mixes and reacts with the combustor-injected fuel. While OH is indicative of ignition and combustion,
combustion radicals must be permitted to recombine to H2O to complete the H2-O2 reaction process
and ensure all available heat of combustion is delivered to the flow (Turns, 2000). This is evident
throughout the nozzle, with the ST case displaying near complete disappearance of OH, while the FL
case’s OH mass fraction remains higher through to the nozzle exit. Contours of H2O are shown in
Fig. 7.6.
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YH2O
0 0.210.12
(a) Shock tunnel conditions
YH2O
0 0.250.13
(b) Flight conditions
Figure 7.6: Combustor water (H2O) contours
When examining water vapour contours, it is important to note that the inflow conditions govern
the final water mass fraction which would be achieved should the mixture reach chemical and diffusive
equilibrium. Under flight conditions, with a 3.76/1, N2/O2 atmosphere and hydrogen fuel injection at
φT = 1.26, complete combustion with chemical and diffusive equilibrium would yield Y H2O ≈ 0.25.
Under shock tunnel conditions, the facility reflected shock dissociates some of the test flow, which
is then chemically frozen as it expands through the facility nozzle and over the experimental model.
Hence, the oxidisers are O2 and O, while oxygen contained within NO is assumed to be lost to the
reaction pathways. Hence, using the mass fractions of the oxidisers given in Table 7.1, the equilibrium
water content is Y H2O ≈ 0.21. Shown in Fig. 7.6, the ST case achieves a greater relative proportion
of H2O than the FL case as the flow expands through the engine nozzle. This indicates that the flow
conditions in the ST case are more conducive to the final recombination reactions, permitting the
H2-O2 combustion process to proceed to completion.
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7.4.2 Average Flow Properties
It is hypothesised that high temperatures within the FL combustor and nozzle are preventing recom-
bination of combustion products. To examine this quantitatively, the mass-weighted average tem-
perature and pressure for each case are given in Fig. 7.7, with the location of combustor-based fuel
injection (H2,comb) also indicated.
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Figure 7.7: Average streamwise temperature and pressure for shock tube (ST) and flight (FL) cases.
As previously indicated, prior studies have indicated that significant performance losses are in-
curred when H2-O2 combustion temperatures exceed 2500 K (Kutschenreuter, 2000). The ST case
reaches this threshold only momentarily before the temperature relaxes as it expands through the noz-
zle, and the combustor mean temperature remains at 2330 K. The FL case, however, exceeds this limit
for approximately 80 mm, or approximately 4.6 combustor heights (hcomb,new). With a peak combus-
tor temperature of 2830 K and combustor mean temperature of 2591 K, significant reductions in total
extractable heat are to be expected. Examining pressure, the FL case exceeds the ST case through-
out the entire combustor, with a mean of 127 kPa (compared to 100 kPa for the ST case). While
higher pressures will increase combustion rates (Colket and Spadaccini, 2001), system efficiency will
reduce. Smart (2012) determined that ideal scramjet performance is attained when combustor entry
pressure remains at approximately 50 kPa. With each case’s mean combustor pressure exceeding this
limit, performance improvements may be attained with a lower contraction ratio inlet. The necessary
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contraction ratio reduction would be amplified for a scramjet operating in steady flight; however it
is noted that a full scale engine would be used in flight, and the larger size would likely affect the
combustor entrance conditions.
7.4.3 Mixing & Combustion Performance
Mixing and combustion performance under both shock tunnel and flight conditions are examined.
The RANS simulations performed do not track scalar variance, and hence the time-averaged solu-
tion is used to calculate a macroscopic entrainment efficiency, ηent, in place of a ‘mixing’ efficiency
(Landsberg et al., 2016). This is determined by taking the ratio of mixed oxygen1 (the limiting re-
actant for the fuel-rich simulations performed), to the total oxygen present, as performed by Axdahl
et al. (2012). The set of equations is shown in Eq. (7.1) and (7.2), with integrals performed over
cross-planes at streamwise locations x.
ηent(x) =
m˙O2,mix (x)
m˙O2,total (x)
=
∫
YRρUdA∫
YO2ρUdA
, (7.1)
YR =
{
YO2 if YO2 ≤ YO2,stoich
YO2,stoich
1−YO2
1−YO2,stoich if YO2 > YO2,stoich
(7.2)
This set of inequalities evaluates the mass fraction of oxygen contained within each cell, in each
streamwise-plane, and if it is less than that necessary to achieve stoichiometric combustion with the
hydrogen present in that cell (i.e. at fuel-rich conditions), the full mass fraction of oxygen within that
cell is considered mixed. If the cell is fuel-lean however, the mass fraction of oxygen necessary to
react stoichiometrically with the available hydrogen is determined. This new value of oxygen is, by
definition, less than the total oxygen present within that cell. This calculation is performed for each
cell in the current plane, and the ratio between the integrated values of mixed and total oxygen mass
flow rates represents the entrainment efficiency, as in Eq. (7.1).
For the fuel-rich simulations performed, combustion efficiency refers to the ratio of oxygen-mass
which is fully reacted to completion (i.e. present in H2O), and the total oxygen captured by the inlet.
This is shown in Eq. (7.3).
ηc(x) =
0.8881m˙H2O
m˙O2,total
, (7.3)
In both entrainment and combustion efficiency calculations, nitrogen bound species (e.g. NO) are
excluded from the calculations as it is deemed inaccessible to hydrogen-based reactions (Barth, 2014).
Efficiencies are shown varying with streamwise distance from the inlet leading edge in Fig. 7.8. The
locations of inlet-based (H2,inlet) and combustor-based fuel injection (H2,comb) are also indicated.
1Mixed refers to the mass flow rate of O2 which would react with the available hydrogen under infinitely fast chemistry
conditions.
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Figure 7.8: Entrainment and combustion efficiency of shock tube (ST) and flight (FL) cases. Inlet-
and combustor-based fuelling stations are also indicated
The FL case achieves a greater degree of mixing throughout the entire domain. By the noz-
zle outflow plane, the FL case achieves 99.6%, compared to 98.0% for the ST case. While only
a marginal increase, the FL case exceeds 80% mixing efficiency prior to the combustion chamber
entrance, whereas the ST case requires an additional 1.2hcomb,new to reach parity. This reduction in
mixing length may indicate that a shorter combustion chamber, or reduced inlet-fuelling ratio may be
permissible within scramjets operating in steady flight.
Combustion performance does not follow these same trends. While the radicals induced to the
freestream in reflected shock tunnels are known to accelerate ignition of fuel (Lorrain, 2014), the
radical-free flow in the FL case initially achieves a greater degree of combustion. However, this drops
below the ST case just 1hcomb,new downstream of the combustor entrance. The ST case hence achieved
80% combustion efficiency (the nominal threshold proposed by Smart (2012) to achieve net thrust
during flight) 6.2hcomb,new upstream of the nozzle exit, while the FL case only achieves 79.9% at the
engine outflow. This phenomena is likely due to high combustor and nozzle temperatures dissociating
the flow and preventing the reactions from proceeding to completion, restricting the production of
H2O.
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7.4.4 Combustion Heat Release
While combustion efficiency is conventionally used to analyse engine performance, energy addition to
the flow is the primary goal of combustion. Heat release to the flow may be analysed by summing the
product of species formation rates (ws, units kg/[s ·m3]) and their corresponding enthalpies of forma-
tion (∆Hf, J/kg). When performed for each species present in the Jachimowski (1992) hydrogen-air
reaction mechanism, the summation of each cell’s local value across streamwise slices gives the in-
stantaneous heat release rate through the flow path in kW/m (shown in Eq. (7.4)), which may be
integrated through the flow path to determine the cumulative heat release (in kW/m), as shown in
Fig. 7.9.
H˙ =
n
∑
i
(
ws,i×∆Hf,i
)
, (7.4)
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Figure 7.9: Cumulative heat release for shock tube (ST) and flight (FL) cases.
The ST case reaches 111 kW by the engine exit plane, displaying markedly increased heat re-
lease over the FL case which achieved 95 kW. This reduced heat release is likely due to the reduced
recombination of combustion radicals to the final products, combining with the combustor tempera-
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tures which exceeded 2500 K (Kutschenreuter, 2000). To examine this, species-specific cumulative
heat release (or absorption in the case of negative values) are given in Fig. 7.10. These are given for
species for which the net heat release/absorption exceeds 1 mW, and are specific to the Jachimowski
(1992) combustion mechanism utilised in this study.
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Figure 7.10: Species-specific cumulative heat release for shock tube (ST) and flight (FL) cases.
While the H2O-specific heat release for the FL case exceeds that achieved for the ST case, the
greater proportion of heat absorbed by the atomic hydrogen and oxygen combustion products ensure
that the total heat release is curtailed below that achieved by the ST case. It is noted that, with no
freestream oxygen contained in NO and the increased fulling rate required, the FL case would be
expected to release more heat to the flow. As this is not achieved, it indicates that the flow path
geometry and/or fuelling schemes must be altered to improve operation under steady-flight.
7.4.5 Heat Loads
The heated walls under flight representative conditions are expected to experience significantly re-
duced heat transfer. Integrated heat loads for the full internal flow path for both unfuelled and fuelled,
ST and FL cases are hence presented in Table 7.3, with each total value normalised to that sustained
by the unfuelled ST case. It is noted however that the FL case wall temperature was set based upon
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the fuelled flow path, and hence the unfuelled FL case is not expected to reach the same temperatures.
As such, the unfuelled FL case was set to maintain wall temperatures of 800 K throughout the entire
flow path.
The fuelled ST case experiences 38.9% greater heat transfer than the unfuelled ST case, while
the unfuelled FL case experiences the least heat transfer. The fuelled FL case encounters similar heat
transfer to the unfuelled ST case; however, the split between inlet/combustor of 51/49 differs from
the 58/42 split for the unfuelled ST case. Comparing each fuelled simulation, the FL case suffers
27.7% less heat transfer than the ST case. While the 73.73 kW of heat transfer for the FL case ex-
ceeds the 31 kW cooling capacity available from the hydrogen fuel, the remaining heat loads may be
manageable by other measures. It is noted that, in addition to conduction dispersing heat throughout
the airframe (which could be investigated using conjugate heat transfer solvers (Veeraragavan et al.,
2016)), RANS-based CFD is known to over predict heat transfer in scramjet engines (when com-
pared to large eddy simulation techniques (Fureby et al., 2010)). It is additionally noted that RANS
computations are typically governed by turbulence parameters such as the turbulent Schmidt number
(Sct, see Ch. 3.2.2), which was chosen here based upon experimental pressure measurements (Barth,
2014). If improperly calibrated, any increased (or decreased) mixing provided by smaller (larger)
values for Sct will increase (decrease) the combustion and heat transfer rates. It follows that the true
heating loads may be lower (or higher) than those indicated in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Heating loads
Flow case
Heat load (kW) Normalised
Inlet Comb. Total total
ST unfuelled 42.59 30.83 73.42 1.000
ST fuelled 45.65 56.34 101.99 1.389
FL unfuelled 37.37 28.19 65.56 0.893
FL fuelled 37.88 35.85 73.73 1.004
7.5 Conclusion
The present study compares the performance of a Mach 12, shape-transitioning scramjet when oper-
ating under conditions characteristic of impulse facilities, to its performance under steady-flight op-
eration. This was examined numerically, with chemically reacting solutions to the 3D, compressible
RANS equations computed. Flight representative conditions were characterised by elevated scramjet
wall temperatures, transitioning smoothly from 800 K inlet walls to 1800 K combustor walls. Fuel-
based regenerative cooling was assumed to assist in maintaining these wall temperatures, with fuel
injected at inlet- and combustor-based stations at 1000 K stagnation conditions. Shock tunnel equiv-
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alent conditions maintained both model walls and hydrogen fuel at 300 K, while the examined flow
path and fuelling equivalence ratio remained identical for each case.
The flight representative case experienced thickened forebody boundary layers, while the in-
creased fuel temperature improved its jet penetration upon the inlet. Inlet fuel injection in the shock
tunnel case experienced only marginal ignition upon the inlet compression surface, occurring im-
mediately downstream of shock impingement. Aided by elevated fuel and wall temperatures, the
reduced ignition delay encountered in the flight case induced premature ignition, occurring further
upstream than the shock tunnel case. As the inlet-based fuel injectors were designed for shock tunnel
experiments, the flight case may benefit from these injectors being moved further downstream.
Following secondary fuel injection at the combustor, the flight case maintained greater temper-
atures throughout the combustor. Too high for complete and efficient combustion to proceed, these
temperatures impaired the recombination of combustion radicals. Despite improved mixing rates and
a greater gross-rate of heat release due to water formation, the high temperatures encountered in the
flight case ensured much of this heat was absorbed through the dissociation of reactants. Hence,
16.4% more net-heat was released in the shock tunnel case. However, the increased scramjet wall
temperature for the flight case ensured 27.7% less heat was absorbed by the flow path walls. With
these counteracting changes in heat release and transfer, these findings suggest that optimal engine
design for flight may differ considerably from that which gives the best performance in the tunnel.
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7.6 Addendum
7.6.1 Instantaneous Heat Release
Omitted from the published article, the instantaneous heat release values through the flow path may
be analysed to provide more information regarding the flow physics at play. These are shown in
Fig. 7.11.
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Figure 7.11: Instantaneous heat release for shock tube (ST) and flight (FL) cases.
The initial rise in heat release in each case is due to the cowl closure shock impingement upon the
fuel-rich, bodyside boundary layer. As observed in the OH contours in Fig. 7.3, the FL case responds
more rapidly to this, rising to well above the ST case by 400 mm downstream of the inlet leading
edge. Downstream of this location, heat release in the FL case stalls, and remains approximately
constant until further fuel is injected at the combustor. The ST case by comparison rises well beyond
the FL case prior to this cowlside fuel injection location. Following injection, the fuel jet bow shock
propagates to the bodyside and triggers greatly increased heat release at 490 mm for the ST case for
which the injection scheme was developed (Landsberg et al., 2018a). The ST case maintains a greater
rate of heat release throughout the remainder of the engine, save for a localised peak immediately
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downstream of the combustor entrance at 531 mm. This peak is due to the realignment shock induced
by the 6° inclination of the combustor and nozzle axes.
7.6.2 Aerodynamic Forces
Aerodynamic forces for the M12REST inlet were calculated via the method presented in Ch. 6, using
Eq. (6.1) to (6.3). Forces were computed for both the ST and FL cases at unfuelled and fully fuelled
conditions, and these are given in Table 7.4, with each value normalised by the total ST unfuelled
inlet drag.
Table 7.4: Inlet internal drag, normalised to unfuelled ST case
Flow case Inviscid drag Viscous drag Total drag
ST unfuelled 0.536 0.464 1
ST fuelled 0.611 0.478 1.09
FL unfuelled 0.509 0.452 0.961
FL fuelled 0.629 0.496 1.13
First examining the total drag, the unfuelled FL case displays the smallest value, with a 3.9%
reduction compared to the ST unfuelled case. The combined inlet- and combustor-based fuelling
increases the total drag by 9% for the fuelled ST case. However, the fuelled FL case experiences a
17.6% increase compared to the unfuelled FL case. To determine where this increase arises, individual
drag components are examined. While inlet-fuelling only increases viscous drag by 3% for the ST
case, the FL case increases by 9.5%. While the inviscid component predictably represents the greatest
source of drag over the inlet, the viscous component is not negligible. Hence viscous drag reducing
measures upon scramjet inlets may be necessary in addition to being employed within the combustion
chambers. While fuelling increases inviscid drag by 14% for the ST case, the FL case increases by
23.6%. Increased mass addition on the compression surface, combined with incipient combustion of
this fuel amplifies the inviscid drag. Hence, the FL case may benefit from moving the inlet-based fuel
injectors further downstream to lessen the influence of this premature ignition.
As in Ch. 6, the absence of a thrust-optimised nozzle with a realistic exit area ensures calculating
the true performance of the engine is a difficult endeavour. However, fair comparisons are again per-
missible between two cases under the same conditions, with the caveat that the total value calculated
may not be representative of the true force in absolute terms. Comparisons of internal forces for the
entire engine flow path are hence given in Table 7.5, again normalised by the total net force of the
unfuelled ST case.
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Table 7.5: Full engine internal forces, normalised to unfuelled ST case
Flow case Inviscid force Viscous force Total force
ST unfuelled -0.042 -0.958 -1
ST fuelled 0.402 -1.032 -0.63
FL unfuelled -0.001 -0.962 -0.963
FL fuelled 0.562 -1.106 -0.543
It is first noted that for each fuelled case, the energy addition via combustion ensured that the
inviscid thrust developed by the engine exceeded the pressure drag incurred upon the inlet. With no
fuelling and room temperature walls, the unfuelled ST case experiences the greatest total drag. The
fuelled ST case produces 37% less drag than the unfuelled case, while the fuelled FL case achieves
45.7% less. With a reduction in heat loss to the walls, the unfuelled FL case incurs 3.7% less drag
than the corresponding ST case. The fuelled FL case developed the greatest inviscid thrust, while
simultaneously experiencing the greatest viscous drag. It is expected, however, that a thrust-optimised
nozzle with a single expansion ramp would produce both greater inviscid thrust, as well as reduced
viscous drag.
7.6.3 Thrust Potential with Conical Nozzle
To examine the extent of thrust generated by the simple conical nozzle, the specific impulse (Isp) is
calculated through Eq. (7.5), using the net inviscid thrust (F i) isolated from viscous drag. Specific
impulse normalises the thrust generated against the total fuel flow rate (m˙H2) and acceleration due to
gravity (g = 9.81 m/s2), and values are presented in Table 7.6. The FL case develops 40% more thrust
than the ST case; however with its higher fuelling rate, this translates to a 16% increase in specific
impulse. While representing a significant increase from typical values of 300-400 s for rocket-based
propulsion systems (Heiser et al., 1994), measures to decrease viscous drag and optimise the thrust
surfaces may be necessary to realise the full benefits of airbreathing access-to-space systems. It is
reaffirmed however, that the absolute value calculated may not be representative of the true value
which would be achieved through a flight optimised nozzle, and hence, the remains the subject of
future work.
Isp =
F i
m˙H2 ·g
, (7.5)
Table 7.6: Specific impulse for fuelled cases
Flow case
Fuelling rate Net inviscid Isp
m˙H2 (g/s) force (N) (s)
ST fuelled 1.749 12.5 728
FL fuelled 2.112 17.5 844
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7.7 Summary
This chapter compared the performance of an access-to-space candidate scramjet engine when operat-
ing within an impulse facility, to that achieved by the same flow path with the same fuelling conditions
at flight representative conditions. These conditions increased the flow path wall temperatures to near
material thermal limits, and injected heated fuel (assumed to be necessary to regeneratively cool the
airframe). Inflow conditions remained identical, save for modifications to the flow chemistry to match
the non-stagnated conditions encountered during flight within Earth’s atmosphere.
While increased wall and fuel temperatures reduced heat loss throughout the flow path, the flight
case suffered from premature ignition upon the inlet surface, while combustor temperatures remained
too high for efficient combustion to proceed. With these opposing changes to flow path performance,
it is suggested that the optimal engine design under flight conditions may differ considerably to that
which provides the greatest performance under shock tunnel conditions. While the absence of a
thrust-optimised nozzle ensures that the performance of the engine is difficult to quantify in absolute
terms, comparisons between each case indicated improved performance for the flight case, in spite of
the reduced combustion-based heat release and efficiency achieved.
Despite the amalgamation of flow field manipulation as developed in Ch. 5, as well as the greatly
reduced combustor length devised in Ch. 6, the M12REST scramjet flow path did not achieve net
thrust at on-design, Mach 12 conditions. Hence, the next and final chapter concludes the body of
this thesis, and presents brief descriptions of its key deliverables. Recommendations of areas yet to
be explored are also given, through which (this author believes) airframe-integrated scramjet engines
may achieve net thrust at the high Mach numbers examined in this work.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The overall aim of this thesis was to:
numerically and experimentally investigate whether performance of a high Mach number,
airframe-integrated scramjet can be sufficiently enhanced through customisation of fuel
injection and combustor geometry to achieve net thrust at Mach 12.
To achieve this aim, a series of numerical studies were performed which analysed fuel injection
techniques, as well as the influence of combustor geometry. Preliminary work examined to what ex-
tent cascaded fuel injectors may improve fuel mixing and penetration within flows characteristic of
combustor entry conditions across an accelerating scramjet trajectory. Subsequent work investigated
methods to utilise flow features native to the M12REST engine to amplify air-fuel mixing rates, em-
ploying a multifaceted fuel injection approach. The influence of combustor geometry was examined,
numerically exploring changes to the constant area portion, rate of divergence, and the impact of re-
moving the legacy rear-facing step. The removal of this step, coupled with reductions in combustor
were hence validated experimentally. Experiments were conducted within The University of Queens-
land’s T4 reflected shock tunnel, examining engine operation at on-design conditions in semifree-jet
mode. Fuel injection employed both inlet- and combustor-based stations, as well as combinations of
each, and engine performance was compared directly to that achieved by the previous combustor ge-
ometry. Finally, the M12REST engine was reconfigured to employ both the new combustor geometry,
as well as the improved fuel injection scheme, and engine performance under shock tunnel conditions
was compared to that which would be achieved when operating at flight representative conditions.
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While primarily examining the M12REST scramjet engine, it is anticipated that the lessons learnt
through this work are applicable to most scramjets, but with particular regard to airframe-integrated
engines. Through the simulations and experimental analysis performed, the primary findings drawn
are detailed below:
Cascaded fuel injectors provide significant mixing and penetration improvements compared to
that achieved by a single flush wall, porthole injector when operating throughout an accelerat-
ing scramjet trajectory: The streamwise-alignment of two injectors ensured the larger downstream
injector was effectively shielded from the hypersonic crossflow by the smaller upstream jet. This
upstream jet induces a low dynamic pressure region in its wake, while its smaller size minimises
pressure losses. Injecting through this wake, the larger jet benefits from an increased effective jet-
to-freestream momentum ratio, while simultaneously achieving enhanced absolute penetration due to
its larger diameter. Unique optimal injector spacings existed for each performance metric, for each
examined Mach number; however, jet-to-jet spacings of 4-6 total jet diameters displayed universal
performance enhancements over single fuel jets when injecting fuel at the same flow rate. With im-
provements in penetration of up to 30-40%, and mixing improvements to 40-70%, the simple fixed
geometry, passive technique is ideal for use within an engine accelerating from Mach 6 to 12.
Cowlside fuel injection upstream of the reflected cowl closure shock impingement location im-
parts vorticity to the bulk of the engine mass flow, redistributing previously inaccessible core-
flow oxygen to more accessible locations: The non-uniform compression field and thick bodyside
boundary layer encountered within airframe-integrated engines ensures density stratified flow is deliv-
ered to the engine combustor. With the majority of the captured oxygen contained within a cowlside
core-flow, fuel injection here imparts vorticity to the flow through the counter-rotating vortex pair in-
herent to all porthole injectors. Aided by the engine’s natural shock train, this strategically positioned
manipulator jet penetrates through the core-flow prior to the combustor entrance, while redistribut-
ing the captured oxygen to the more accessible cowlside combustor-surface. This technique rapidly
mixes fuel with engine centreline oxygen, counteracting the previous dependency on turbulent mixing
through long combustors as is typical for high Mach number scramjets.
Supplementary fuel injectors may be utilised in tandem with flow field manipulation and na-
tive engine flow features to ensure the redistributed oxygen is rapidly mixed with injected fuel,
improving combustion efficiency and heat release: Native streamwise vortices persist through the
M12REST combustor. While flow field manipulation ensures previously inaccessible oxygen is re-
distributed to the more accessible combustor cowlside surface, these native vortices may also be
exploited. In combination with a manipulator jet, supplementary fuel injectors may be intentionally
entrained within both the native vortices, and those imparted by the manipulator jet to accelerate
air-fuel mixing rates. Combustion efficiencies exceeding the nominal 80% threshold for net thrust
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in flight were achieved 3.6 combustor heights further upstream, while 7.6% more heat was released
to the flow and 100% mixing efficiency was achieved. As the native streamwise vortices and those
imparted by the manipulator jet rotate in opposition, excess fuel was dispersed upon the combustor
cowlside surface. This film reduces heat transfer and skin friction drag, which was sought previously
in the M12REST engine without success.
Reductions in combustor length improves net system performance through reductions in skin
friction and heat loss to the walls, despite sacrificing some combustion potential: Despite the
constant area combustor segment being shortened in length by 75% (to 2hcomb - the RCA case), the
improved fuel injection scheme which made use of flow field manipulation coupled with complemen-
tary fuel injectors (MJ5c) suffered no diminished performance prior to its nozzle exit plane. While
the net combustion efficiency and heat release reduced by 6.3% and 18% respectively, the 22% de-
pletion of viscous drag improved the net system performance, overcoming the 26% relinquishment of
inviscid thrust. The previously examined tailored fuel injection scheme (3c2s) suffered greater reduc-
tions in inviscid thrust of 43%; however again the 21% reduction in viscous thrust ensured net system
performance was greater than that achieved through the original combustor. Despite increasing the
constant area portion to 3hcomb, the accompanying length-shortening of the divergent area combustor
segment by 50% (to 3hcomb) ensured that combustion efficiency and heat release were reduced by
2.8% and 4.9% respectively when compared to the RCA case. However, these combustion perfor-
mance losses were overwhelmed by subsequent improvements in net aerodynamic forces of 4.7%.
Such improvements indicate that the viscous drag incurred through longer divergent combustor re-
gions may overwhelm any improvements in combustion efficiency, and hence the ideal combustor
length will likely forfeit some combustion potential for improved overall system performance.
The removal of the legacy rear-facing step to maintain the same combustor cross-section as
the isolator improves both mixing and combustion rates within the engine: By examining the
Damko¨hler number distribution through the M12REST isolator and combustor, it was determined
that the rapid expansion of gas over the legacy rear-facing step induced reaction-limited combus-
tion. As this immediately followed combustor-based fuel injection, the phenomena was detrimental
to engine performance. Following removal of this step, mixing limited combustion was encouraged
and the reconfigured combustor achieved 80% combustion efficiency a full 2.75hcomb,new further up-
stream than that achieved when incorporating the original combustor, when injecting fuel through
the 3c2s scheme. The improved combustion performance was coupled to an increase in heat release,
with 14% greater heat release by the reconfigured combustor’s exit plane. Experimental validation
of these numerical studies was performed within UQ’s, T4 reflected shock tunnel. Improvements in
measured gross thrust coefficients of 25% and 10% were achieved for combustor-only, and combined
fuelling conditions respectively when comparing the reconfigured combustor to the original geome-
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try. Measured pressure upon the engine nozzle displayed greater increases under combined fuelling
conditions than that which would be obtained through the direct summation of the constituent inlet-
only, and combustor-only fuelled cases. This indicates the inlet-injected fuel acts to pilot combustion
of fuel injected further downstream.
The amalgamation of improved combustion rates achieved through flow field manipulation,
with ≈80% combustion efficiency achieved with a combustor reduced in length by 68% and
without the rear-facing step is still not sufficient to generate net thrust in either an impulse fa-
cility, or at flight representative conditions: The amalgamation of methods devised in this work
ensured inviscid thrust was improved by 2% when compared to prior studies, while viscous drag was
reduced by ≈10%. Despite this, and despite achieving net positive inviscid thrust for each operating
condition, the viscous drag incurred throughout the flow path still overwhelms the performance im-
provements. With incurred viscous stresses comparable between the inlet and the combustor/nozzle,
viscous drag reducing measures are likely necessary throughout the flow path.
The optimal engine design for flight may differ considerably from that which gives the best
performance within an impulse facility: The combination of elevated wall temperatures and regen-
eratively heated hydrogen fuel ensured the M12REST engine achieved 40% more net inviscid thrust
at flight representative conditions than when operating at shock tunnel conditions. When combined
with the viscous drag sustained, the engine achieved 16% less drag in flight. While clearly offering
improved performance, and with increases in net inviscid specific impulse of 16%, the manner in
which this was achieved raises a number of questions. While offering greatly increased mixing rates,
the flight case experiences reduced combustion efficiency, reaching 79.9% at the nozzle exit (less than
the 83.9% achieved under shock tunnel conditions, which exceeded the 80% threshold 6.2hcomb,new
prior to the engine nozzle outflow plane). As average combustor temperatures exceeded 2500 K, the
high temperatures promoted chemical dissociation, rather than exothermic combustion and the flight
case extracted 17% less heat energy from combustion. With 21% more fuel injected to maintain
comparable equivalence ratios (in the absence of NOx freestream radicals), the flight case evidently
operates at a reduced system efficiency than the shock tunnel case. Coupled with premature ignition
of inlet-injected fuel, the increased compression offered under flight representative conditions may
imply that less contraction is required of the inlet for such flight, while inlet fuel injection should
occur further downstream. As such, the engine which has thus far been developed for shock tunnel
operation may benefit from significant alterations to optimise its performance in flight. However,
these studies were not achievable within the given time-frame and hence such modifications remain
the subject of future work, as detailed in the next section.
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8.1 Recommendations for Future Work
Over the course of this investigation, a number of research directions were identified which extended
well beyond the scope of this work. These are hence detailed:
Performance of cascaded injectors within an axisymmetric flow path: The significant improve-
ments in fuel penetration and mixing achieved by cascaded fuel injectors present a somewhat hidden
gem within this thesis. With a focus on improving fuelling methods and combustor geometries within
the density stratified flow encountered within the airframe-integrated engine, the cascaded injectors
were not actively pursued through much of this work. However, when examining an axisymmetric
scramjet, such injectors would likely provide significant performance enhancements with negligible
added hindrance to the flow path design. For applications where fixed geometries are necessary, such
solutions which in no way affect the engine geometry (internally or otherwise) may be desirable and
are hence recommended to feature in future studies.
Performance of the M12REST engine through an accelerating trajectory: As has been alluded to
throughout this thesis, any access-to-space candidate engine will necessarily operate through a range
of freestream conditions. Fixing the freestream dynamic pressure to a constant value throughout
the accelerating trajectory is a typical means of limiting the design space; however, as boundary
layers are dependant on the Reynolds number, the inverse proportionality of such ρU scaling differs
from the ρU2 maintained when keeping dynamic pressure constant. Hence, non-linearities of engine
performance at varying Mach numbers likely exist, and the flow path remains unvalidated throughout
the entire Mach 6-12 range for which it was designed.
Engine performance with a thrust-optimised nozzle: In all studies concerning the M12REST en-
gine to date, thrust potential has been examined through either a simple conical expansion, or via a
quasi-elliptical nozzle which was in no way optimised for thrust. While providing a means of per-
formance comparison between fuelling schemes and combustor geometries, the thrust delivered by
such systems is not representative of that which would be achieved through a nozzle which was opti-
mised for thrust at the given entrance properties and freestream flight conditions. Incorporating such
a nozzle to the M12REST engine will provide a greater means of assessing its flight potential.
Porous fuel injection for skin friction drag reduction: While the inviscid thrust achieved by the
final flow path presented in Ch. 7 exceeded the pressure drag sustained by the inlet, skin friction drag
ensured that the system remained with net drag. These viscous forces were sustained throughout the
flow path, and hence porous fuel injection upon the inlet and combustor may permit drag reductions
great enough to achieve net system thrust. These techniques could be utilised in lieu of both boundary
layer trips and inlet fuel injectors to improve both inviscid and viscous drag components. However,
how much of the flow path required to be constructed from such porous materials remains unknown.
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Heated experimental model walls and fuel: As previously indicated, fuel injected upon the M12REST
inlet remains trapped within the bodyside boundary layer. This phenomena was absent from prior
experimental models which examined the influence of engine wall temperatures on ignition of inlet-
injected fuel. The elevated boundary layer temperatures (amplified for flight conditions) reduce the
ignition delay of the injected fuel, leading to premature ignition under flight representative conditions.
With this phenomena present within all airframe-integrated engines, and in lieu of utilising new in-
jection methods to penetrate through this boundary layer (such as cascaded injectors), experimental
studies examining the effect of elevated wall and fuel temperatures within such engines are required.
Following which, the location of inlet fuel injection may be altered to maximise mixing length, but
prevent an excessive combustion-induced pressure rise from occurring on the inlet compression sur-
face.
Changes to isolator geometry: Previously recommended by Barth (2014), alterations to the engine
isolator may be beneficial to the system. Particularly with the improved mixing and combustion rates
achieved through flow field manipulation, the isolator may be conservative in design length, with
reductions to its length not permitted within the current experimental test model. Such reductions will
decrease viscous stresses and heating loads incurred through the highly compressed isolator region.
Concurrently, the realignment location may also be hindering performance. Presently employed at the
combustor entrance, the sharply-angled realignment ensures significant viscous stresses and heating
loads are sustained, and are certainly detrimental to system efficiency. Hence, it follows that the
realignment location could be relocated further upstream, while the realignment process may be better
facilitated through a smoother, more gradual transition.
Alterations to flow path when operating at flight representative conditions: While previous rec-
ommendations in this chapter have provided general advice to improve the M12REST engine, some
specific counsel is given with regards to the engine’s performance in flight. The premature ignition
of inlet-injected fuel on the inlet suggests improvements may be realised should the inlet-based fuel
injectors be shifted further downstream. Further improvements may be obtained should the flight-
case’s inlet contraction ratio be reduced, given the thickened boundary layers and reduced heat loss
increased the effective inlet compression and combustor temperatures beyond that which provides
net system benefits. Additionally, the flight combustor may benefit from steady divergence following
combustor-based fuel injection. While still maintaining improvements achieved through the removal
of the rear-facing step, a low rate of divergence will help relieve the high temperatures experienced. A
final study of the engine’s performance under flight operation should be performed using a full scale
engine. With T4 failing to provide test flows of sufficient duration to employ ρL scaling, and also
being incapable of generating Mach 12 equivalent conditions at 50 kPa dynamic pressure for which
the M12REST engine was designed, full scale engine performance at on-design conditions may differ
substantially to that which was achieved through numerical and experimental analysis in this thesis.
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8.2 Recommendations to Improve Our Physical Understanding
If you can’t measure something, you can’t understand it. If you can’t understand it, you
can’t control it. If you can’t control it, you can’t improve it.
— H. James Harrington, in CIO (September, 1999), pp. 19
While the previous section detailed a number of research avenues worth pursuing, in reality the harsh
operating environment limits our capacity to even understand the engine’s internal flow physics. This
section provides advice to extend our knowledge, perhaps revealing new methods to improve engine
operation.
Higher fidelity LES computations: While significantly more expensive than the RANS approach
employed within this thesis, higher fidelity simulations are always of assistance when seeking to
improve performance of any system. In particular however, REST-class inlets have not yet been
examined with LES tools, with simulations of the fuelled inlet undoubtedly revealing numerous flow
peculiarities not resolved through RANS methods. Such solutions may help researchers understand
where deficiencies in the RANS solutions lead to deviations from experimental data, and also provide
greater insight into the flow physics present. Each of which may direct subsequent investigations
striving to improve flow path efficiency and fuelling techniques.
Increased sensor density within the experimental model: Due to the limited number of sensors
available, the discrete sensor locations likely hide some flow features within the data. Particularly
with sensors sometimes giving faulty (or no) signals during the test time, the loss of sensors during the
experimental campaign is more detrimental to measurements taken within a flow path more coarsely
populated with sensors. Increasing sensor density will help alleviate this issue. Additionally, both this
and prior experimental studies of REST class engines employed pressure and heat transfer sensors
upon the engine symmetry-plane at both body- and cowlside locations. However, as the engine only
possesses a single line of symmetry, measurements restricted to this centreline axis reveal little of the
flow physics along the engine sidewalls (through the inlet, combustor and nozzle). Sensors located
here could be split with pressure sensors port-side, and heat transfer sensors starboard-side, improving
the experimenter’s understanding of the engine. With the fickle nature of sensors operating within
such a harsh environment, any means of improving data sampling rates through the flow path are
worth pursuing, should more sensors become available for use.
Requirement of computational tools capable of modelling performance in flight: To advance the
literature’s collective knowledge regarding scramjet design, there is an increasing demand on compu-
tational tools. These tools must be comprehensively validated against both ground-based experimental
data, as well as the available flight experiments before flight engine optimisation may be performed
solely within the numerical design space.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTAL SENSORS & CALIBRATIONS
To take accurate measurements during a T4 experimental campaign, calibrations of sensors are nec-
essary. Procedures undertaken are listed hereafter.
A.1 Pressure
A.1.1 Nozzle Supply Sensors
Two PCB® 108A04 piezoelectric pressure transducers (termed spa and spb) measure T4 nozzle supply
pressure immediately upstream of the secondary diaphragm. These sensors were calibrated dynami-
cally using an oil-based, hydraulic rig (shown in Fig. A.1). Each sensor is calibrated against a USG
SOLFRUNT® model 1981 high pressure bourdon tube gauge of range 0-8MPa. As PCB® sensors
measure changes in pressure, the oil calibration rig is designed to produce a rapid pressure decrease,
contrasting the rapid increase achieved in the T4 nozzle supply region during a shot. The linearity of
PCB® sensors ensures this difference in operational principles is inconsequential.
To impart pressure to the hydraulic oil, the spindle is wound in to force the piston upwards (in
the reference frame of Fig. A.1) until the pressure measured by the reference gauge is at the desired
value. The measured voltage from the piezoelectric PCB® sensor is then permitted to decay to zero1.
Once the system reaches a state of equilibrium, the ball valve shaft is stuck with a hammer to release
the compressed oil into the reservoir. The incompressible nature of liquid oil ensures the pressure is
released extremely rapidly as the minute increase in volume produces a dramatic pressure reduction.
The signal recorded by the PCB® sensor being calibrated is averaged over approximately 20 ms, and
hence the sensor-specific sensitivity may be calculated. Typically, each sensor is calibrated over a
1As PCB® sensors measure dynamic pressure changes, holding the sensor at a constant high pressure will eventually
permit the sensor voltage to decay to zero in accordance with its respective time constant
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range of values up to 50 MPa to ensure linearity of response. Full details of this calibration process
are available in Appendix A.2 of Doherty (2013a).
Figure A.1: Hydraulic calibration rig for T4 nozzle supply PCB® pressure sensors. Reproduced from
Doherty (2013a)
A.1.2 Pitot Pressure Sensors
The pitot survey rake was instrumented with 19 PCB® piezoelectric pressure sensors. These sensors
were calibrated using a specially designed rig, which permits parallel calibration of up to 15 PCB®
sensors. Each sensor is mounted within a transducer manifold, coupled with both low (Omegadyn®
PX319: 50 psia) and high range (Omegadyn® PX319: 200 psia) reference transducers. The system
includes a reservoir bottle which is pumped down to vacuum, before being filled with high pressure
air (to 1 MPa). A dial gauge records the pressure within this reservoir, which is separated from the
transducer manifold via a solenoid valve. The calibration is performed by opening this valve, releasing
the high pressure reservoir air into the transducer manifold. Measurements are taken from both the
reference sensors and the PCB®’s being calibrated. Full details of this process, with schematics of the
calibration rig are available in Appendix A.3 of Doherty (2013a).
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A full list of sensors utilised during each shot of the pitot survey is given in Table A.1. The
‘Sensor ID’ column is the probes location within the pitot rake (e.g. PC is the centre probe, PNW1
is north-west-1 etc.), The ‘From Shot Number’ column indicates which sensor was installed at the
commencement of which shot (e.g. if Shot number 11986 is listed and the sensor was not replaced,
it remained installed from Shot 11986 onwards). ‘Serial Number’ is the sensor-specific identification
number, ‘Range’ is the sensor-specific design range, ‘Sensitivity’ is given in V/kPa, and ‘Radial
Location’ is the sensor’s distance from the T4 Mach 10 nozzle axis of symmetry. Measurement
uncertainty is given as one standard deviation of the variation during the test time, following the
procedure of Doherty (2013a).
Table A.1: PCB® sensor details - Pitot survey
Sensor From Shot Serial Range Sensitivity Measurement Radial Location
ID Number Number (PSI) V/kPa Uncertainty, % mm
PC 11986 35072 50 1.3940×10−2 8.32 17.5
PN1 11986 19163 50 6.5264×10−3 8.07 12.5
PS1 11986 34661 50 1.4317×10−2 4.56 47.5
PE1 11986 10664 50 6.3944×10−3 9.06 39.1
PW1 11986 19278 50 1.3637×10−2 5.00 39.1
PNE1 11986 34468 50 6.7624×10−3 7.87 55.1
PSE1 11986 19274 50 1.2479×10−2 9.27 85.0
PNW1 11986 21210 50 9.7294×10−3 6.31 55.1
11985 19164 50 7.1620×10−5 4.23
PSW1 11986 22116 50 7.1154×10−3 8.21 85.0
PN2 11986 C20104 50 6.0541×10−3 6.61 42.5
PS2 11986 14539 50 5.3786×10−3 15.19 77.5
PE2 11986 19126 50 1.2621×10−2 7.40 67.3
PW2 11986 19260 50 6.6161×10−3 4.20 67.3
PE3 11986 19179 50 6.4933×10−3 3.46 96.6
PW3 11986 19177 50 7.0199×10−3 7.62 96.6
PN4 11986 14537 50 5.2286×10−3 30.38 102.5
PS4 11986 19169 50 6.5619×10−3 18.54 137.5
PE4 11986 19176 50 6.8147×10−3 10.10 126.2
PW4 11986 19164 50 7.1620×10−5 12.11 126.2
11985 21210 50 9.7294×10−3 50.16
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A.1.3 Static Pressure Sensors
The model flow path was instrumented with 43 Kulite® XTEL-190 (M) piezo-resistive pressure sen-
sors. Two sensors were located on the forebody (PFB#), eleven through the inlet (PIB#), seven on
the bodyside (PCB#) and cowlside (PCC#) surfaces of the combustor (both long and short), and eight
on the bodyside (PNB#) and cowlside (PNC#) surfaces of the nozzle. A further two Kulites® were
employed in the inlet- and combustor-based fuel plena (PF1 and PF2 respectively). While all sensors
were connected for each shot, in reality, due to the harsh working environment, some sensors failed
to take readings during some shots, while others were replaced during the campaign. Tables A.2, A.3
and A.4 provide the site-specific sensors utilised during the campaign. Due to their response linearity,
Kulite® sensors are calibrated statically and in situ, taking raw voltage readings at atmosphere (V atm)
and at a known pressure reading using a reference gauge. This known pressure reading is typically
at ‘vacuum’ (giving V vac). Following these two readings, sensor-specific sensitivities are determined
via Eq. (A.1), and are listed in Tables A.2, A.3 and A.4. Sensor locations are given with respect to
distance from the forebody leading edge (hence, the inlet begins at 500mm in this reference frame).
The procedure utilised to determine calibration uncertainty is given in Appendix B.4.
SK =
V atm−V vac
Patm−Pvac (A.1)
Table A.2: Kulite® sensor details - Short combustor
Sensor From Shot Serial Range Sensitivity Calibration Location
ID Number Number (PSI) V/kPa Uncertainty, % mm
Forebody
PFB1a 11990 P97-80 25 5.8273×10−4 1.08 162.5
11991 P97-71 25 5.8253×10−4 1.12
PFB3 11990 P97-78 25 5.8822×10−4 1.09 367.5
Inlet
PIB1 11990 P97-71 25 5.8253×10−4 1.12 545.0
11991 P97-80 25 5.8273×10−4 1.08
11994 CC9-28 25 2.9281×10−4 1.12
PIB2 11990 8210-5-56 25 5.9266×10−4 1.16 638.7
PIB3 11990 UU8-68 25 5.7724×10−4 1.10 718.3
PIB4 11990 P97-73 25 5.8715×10−4 1.08 821.3
PIB5 11990 CC9-25 25 3.0530×10−4 1.07 871.0
PIB6 11990 X97-63 50 2.9417×10−4 1.13 890.8
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PIB7 11990 CC9-26 25 2.9167×10−4 1.12 910.6
PIB8 11990 X97-60 50 2.9370×10−4 1.11 930.4
PIB9 11990 S94-13 50 2.9318×10−4 1.17 955.3
PIB10 11990 X97-98 50 1.4489×10−4 1.41 975.3
PIB11 11990 X97-65 50 2.9237×10−4 1.11 995.3
Combustor - Short
PCB1 11990 Y97-15 100 1.4680×10−4 1.31 1042.4
PCB2 11990 Y97-9 100 1.4665×10−4 1.26 1059.2
PCB3 11990 Y97-3 100 1.4677×10−4 1.39 1076.1
PCB4 11990 Y97-17 100 1.4698×10−4 1.31 1093.0
PCB5 11990 Y97-5 100 1.4747×10−4 1.37 1109.9
PCB6 11990 Y97-2 100 1.4719×10−4 1.15 1129.3
PCB7 11990 X97-64 50 2.9428×10−4 1.14 1141.3
PCC1 11990 Y97-12 100 1.4724×10−4 1.16 1039.5
PCC2 11990 Y97-10 100 1.4679×10−4 1.37 1056.8
PCC3 11990 CC9-24 25 3.1897×10−4 1.09 1074.2
PCC4 11990 Y97-1 100 1.4671×10−4 1.15 1091.6
PCC5 11990 Y97-6 100 1.4574×10−4 1.35 1109.0
PCC6 11990 Y97-4 100 1.4632×10−4 1.12 1131.3
PCC7 11990 Y97-13 100 1.4608×10−4 1.36 1143.8
Nozzle - Short Combustor
PNB1 11990 Y97-7 100 1.3828×10−7 0.87 1158.2
11994 Y97-11 100 1.4738×10−4 1.30
PNB2 11990 X97-68 50 2.9472×10−4 1.14 1169.8
PNB3 11990 X97-62 50 2.9151×10−4 1.12 1184.8
11994 Y97-8 100 1.4548×10−4 1.32
PNB4 11990 X97-54 50 2.9398×10−4 1.12 1200.7
PNB5 11990 X97-58 50 2.9431×10−4 1.17 1216.6
PNB6 11990 8252-8-71 100 5.4319×10−8 6.24 1232.5
11994 CC9-30 25 2.9189×10−4 1.08
PNB7 11990 P97-72 25 5.8196×10−4 1.09 1248.5
PNB8 11990 P97-77 25 5.8664×10−4 1.08 1264.4
PNC1 11990 X97-61 50 2.9461×10−4 1.12 1161.4
PNC2 11990 CC9-27 25 3.1642×10−4 1.07 1173.3
PNC3 11990 8285-3-265 50 2.9315×10−4 1.23 1188.8
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PNC4 11990 X97-53 50 2.9409×10−4 1.17 1205.3
PNC5 11990 X97-55 50 2.9346×10−4 1.23 1221.8
PNC6 11990 UU8-73 25 5.8964×10−4 1.10 1238.2
PNC7 11990 P97-75 25 5.8396×10−4 1.09 1254.7
PNC8 11990 8210-3-377 25 5.8891×10−4 1.09 1271.2
Table A.3: Kulite® sensor details - Long combustor
Sensor From Shot Serial Range Sensitivity Calibration Location
ID Number Number (PSI) V/kPa Uncertainty, % mm
Forebody
PFB1a 12003 P97-71 25 5.8234×10−4 1.12 162.5
PFB3 12003 P97-78 25 5.8832×10−4 1.09 367.5
Inlet
PIB1 12003 CC9-28 25 2.9281×10−4 1.12 545.0
PIB2 12003 8210-5-56 25 5.9204×10−4 1.16 638.7
PIB3 12003 UU8-68 25 5.7625×10−4 1.11 718.3
PIB4 12003 P97-73 25 5.8717×10−4 1.08 821.3
PIB5 12003 CC9-25 25 3.0543×10−4 1.07 871.0
PIB6 12003 X97-63 50 2.9415×10−4 1.13 890.8
PIB7 12003 CC9-26 25 2.9178×10−4 1.13 910.6
PIB8 12003 X97-60 50 2.9371×10−4 1.11 930.4
PIB9 12003 S94-13 50 2.9312×10−4 1.16 955.3
PIB10 12003 X97-98 50 1.4495×10−4 1.40 975.3
PIB11 12003 X97-65 50 2.9058×10−4 1.11 995.3
Combustor - Long
PCB1 12003 Y97-15 100 1.4691×10−4 1.31 1042.4
PCB3 12003 Y97-9 100 1.4674×10−4 1.25 1082.3
PCB5 12003 Y97-3 100 1.4688×10−4 1.38 1122.4
PCB7 12003 Y97-17 100 1.4700×10−4 1.31 1162.5
PCB9 12003 Y97-5 100 1.4736×10−4 1.37 1198.0
PCB11 12003 Y97-2 100 1.4706×10−4 1.15 1239.6
PCB13 12003 X97-64 50 2.9436×10−4 1.14 1281.2
PCC1 12003 Y97-12 100 1.4730×10−4 1.16 1038.5
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PCC3 12003 Y97-10 100 1.4692×10−4 1.37 1080.2
PCC5 12003 CC9-24 25 3.1932×10−4 1.08 1121.9
PCC7 12003 Y97-1 100 1.4680×10−4 1.15 1163.7
PCC9 12003 Y97-6 100 1.4598×10−4 1.34 1200.1
PCC11 12003 Y97-4 100 1.4635×10−4 1.12 1241.9
PCC13 12003 Y97-13 100 1.4630×10−4 1.36 1283.8
Nozzle - Long Combustor
PNB1 12003 Y97-11 100 1.4738×10−4 1.30 1319.3
PNB2 12003 X97-68 50 2.9488×10−4 1.13 1330.8
PNB3 12003 Y97-8 100 1.4548×10−4 1.32 1345.8
PNB4 12003 X97-54 50 2.9402×10−4 1.12 1361.7
PNB5 12003 X97-58 50 2.9400×10−4 1.17 1377.7
PNB6 12003 CC9-30 25 2.9189×10−4 1.08 1393.6
PNB7 12003 P97-72 25 5.8223×10−4 1.09 1409.5
PNB8 12003 P97-77 25 5.8693×10−4 1.08 1425.4
PNC1 12003 X97-61 50 2.9462×10−4 1.12 1322.4
PNC2 12003 CC9-27 25 3.1614×10−4 1.07 1334.4
PNC3 12003 8285-3-265 50 2.9320×10−4 1.23 1349.9
PNC4 12003 X97-53 50 2.9466×10−4 1.17 1366.4
PNC5 12003 X97-55 50 2.9353×10−4 1.23 1382.8
PNC6 12003 UU8-73 25 5.8791×10−4 1.10 1399.3
PNC7 12003 P97-75 25 5.8417×10−4 1.09 1415.7
PNC8 12003 8210-3-377 25 5.8883×10−4 1.09 1432.0
Table A.4: Kulite® sensor details - Fuel plena
Sensor From Shot Serial Range Sensitivity Calibration Location
ID Number Number (PSI) V/kPa Uncertainty, % mm
PF1 11990 Y97-14 100 1.4635×10−4 1.43 755.0
PF2 11990 LL5-41 500 3.0909×10−5 1.27 1015.5
The uncertainties associated with these sensitivities, and hence the pressure readings provided by
each sensor, are examined in Appendix B.
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A.2 Heat Transfer
To measure heat transfer during the short test times achievable within shock tunnels, the HTGs utilised
must have a response time on the order of 1 µs. The primary influencing factor for this is the thickness
of the SiO2 coating sputtered over the sensor, required to shield the conducive face of the sensor from
ionised flow2. The work of Wise (2015) determined a thickness of 75 nm provided sufficient shielding
without greatly affecting heat conduction accuracy or response times. However, to accurately measure
heat transfer, each sensor must be calibrated individually.
Calibrating HTGs requires a two stage process. Schultz and Jones (1973) recommend that each
sensor requires annealing at 160◦C for 12 hours to relieve internal stresses within the metallic film.
Following this process, each sensor is placed in a temperature controlled oven where the temperature
is increased and decreased in step intervals over a 7 hour time frame. A typical temperature profile
within the oven is displayed in Fig. A.2.
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Figure A.2: Oven temperature profile for HTG calibration
Voltage data from each sensor is recorded over this interval through a HTG amplifier. Data is
obtained via a fast response variable current source controlled to a constant 1.7 V which drives one
end of a 70 Ω series resister. These voltage readings acquired include voltage losses through the
total wiring system (lead resistance RL, assumed temperature invariant), as well as the nickel film
being characterised. This voltage data is de-amplified (V amp = 10V m−9), and the predetermined lead
resistance term is subtracted to give the temperature-variant nickel film/gauge resistance term, Rg.
2Ionised gases are more problematic in expansion tube, re-entry type applications
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This process is given in Eq. (A.2) to (A.4).
V m =
Vamp, 10min average +9
10
, (A.2)
Rtot =
70×V m
1.7−V m , (A.3)
Rg = Rtot−RL, (A.4)
Figure A.3a displays a typical HTG resistance response verses oven temperature. The resistance
varies linearly with oven temperature, and a linear regression may be fitted through the data. The
curve fit gradient (αg) describes the resistance change per degree, and is conventionally normalised
by the reference resistance of its respective sensor. This reference resistance corresponds to the gauge
resistance at 300 K, Rf, and changes sensor-to-sensor, and shot-to-shot for the same sensor due to film
erosion. However the resistance normalised sensitivity αR provides a means to assess the heat transfer
when the gauge resistance departs from its originally calibrated value. This normalised sensitivity is
multiplied by the measured gauge resistance immediately prior to test flow arrival (R0), providing the
shot-, and sensor-specific sensitivity. This process is described by Eq. (A.5) and (A.6).
αR =
αg
Rf
, (A.5)
αg,shot = αR×R0, (A.6)
Figure A.3b displays the resistance response of a HTG when the sensor has not been adequately
annealed. Of particular note is the variance in response while the oven temperature is ramped upwards
compared to the downward ramping cycle. Further heat treatment, combined with recalibration is
typically successful in gaining a linear response.
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Example HTG responses are given in Fig. A.4. HTFB6 (Fig. A.4a) represents the heat transfer
sensor immediately upstream of the boundary layer trip and is thus a laminar response curve. HTCB5
(Fig. A.4b) is the heat transfer sensor located just upstream of the combustor divergence location and
is a turbulent response curve. Shot 11995 was a combined fuelled shot with a total equivalence ratio
of φ = 1.32, thus, heat transfer levels at the combustor exit are extremely high.
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Figure A.4: Typical HTG responses during a shot
Table A.5 and A.6 provide shot-specific sensor details for each location. HTFB refers to ‘heat
transfer forebody’, HTIB, ‘heat transfer inlet bodyside’ and HTCB and HTCC refer to ‘heat transfer
combustor bodyside’ and ‘cowlside’ respectively. The ‘From Shot Number’ column indicates which
sensor was installed at the commencement of which shot (e.g. if Shot number 11990 is listed and the
sensor was not replaced, it remained installed from Shot 11990 onwards). ‘Lead Resistance’ refers to
the circuit lead resistance term (excluding a HTG), determined prior to commencing the experimental
campaign. This is akin to the lead resistance term RL utilised in Eq. (A.4), this time required prior to
sensor installation into the model in order to characterise the data acquisition system. ‘Sensitivity’ is
the reference-resistance normalised sensitivity, specific for each sensor, and ‘Location’ refers to the
sensor’s distance from the forebody leading edge.
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Table A.5: Thin-film heat transfer gauge details - Short combustor
Sensor From Shot Serial Lead Sensitivity, αR Location
ID Number Number Resistance, Ω 1/K mm
Forebody
HTFB1 11990 L2512 1.780 1.0846×10−3 112.5
HTFB2 11990 L2711 1.738 1.0604×10−3 132.5
HTFB3 11990 L2204 1.738 1.0689×10−3 152.5
HTFB4 11990 L2610 1.739 1.1003×10−3 172.5
HTFB5 11990 L1407 1.742 1.2679×10−3 192.5
HTFB6 11990 L2106 1.732 1.3202×10−3 212.5
HTFB7 11990 L1205 1.810 1.0790×10−3 257.5
HTFB8 11990 L2804 1.795 1.3841×10−3 277.5
HTFB9 11990 L1509 1.812 1.2149×10−3 297.5
HTFB10 11990 L2805 1.801 1.0653×10−3 317.5
HTFB11 11990 L1706 1.820 1.4832×10−3 337.5
HTFB12 11990 L3205 1.797 9.3465×10−4 357.5
HTFB13 11990 L1704 1.800 1.4851×10−3 377.5
HTFB14 11990 L1210 1.805 1.2899×10−3 397.5
HTFB15 11990 L1705 1.867 1.3332×10−3 417.5
HTFB16 11990 L1804 1.795 1.3942×10−3 437.5
HTFB17 11990 L1604 1.866 1.4855×10−3 457.5
HTFB18 11990 L1810 1.821 1.2445×10−3 477.5
Inlet
HTIB1 11990 L1712 1.765 1.2973×10−3 530.0
11996 L2108 1.4651×10−3
11998 L1312 1.4604×10−3
12000 L1501 1.2982×10−3
HTIB2 11990 L2408 1.751 1.4400×10−3 560.0
HTIB3 11990 L1802 1.746 1.2526×10−3 579.0
HTIB4 11990 L3105 1.742 1.3758×10−3 598.9
11996 L1302 1.2153×10−3
HTIB5 11990 L2406 1.742 1.3697×10−3 618.8
11996 L2008 1.1941×10−3
HTIB6 11990 L1211 1.730 1.3644×10−3 658.6
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HTIB7 11990 L2405 1.743 1.2778×10−3 673.5
HTIB8 11990 L1910 1.783 1.2027×10−3 688.5
HTIB9 11990 L2507 1.749 1.4486×10−3 703.4
HTIB10 11990 L1206 1.751 1.2198×10−3 776.8
HTIB11 11990 L1504 1.750 1.2840×10−3 791.6
HTIB12 11990 L2109 1.750 1.2003×10−3 806.5
Combustor - Short
HTCB1 11992 L2111 1.756 1.4798×10−3 1042.4
HTCB2 11992 L2007 1.741 1.4674×10−3 1059.2
HTCB3 11992 L1111 1.738 1.5829×10−3 1076.1
HTCB4 11992 L2205 1.735 1.4843×10−3 1093.0
HTCB5 11992 L1904 1.744 1.2736×10−3 1109.9
HTCB6 11992 L1710 1.741 1.4453×10−3 1129.3
HTCB7 11992 L2203 1.736 1.5124×10−3 1141.3
11998 L1511 1.3324×10−3
12000 L1512 9.5019×10−4
HTCC1 11992 L1806 1.727 1.4986×10−3 1039.5
11996 L1404 1.3747×10−3
11997 L0001 1.5829×10−3
HTCC2 11992 L1702 1.763 1.2189×10−3 1056.8
HTCC3 11992 L1708 1.721 1.3001×10−3 1074.2
HTCC4 11992 L2606 1.731 1.3648×10−3 1091.6
HTCC5 11992 L2409 1.717 1.4095×10−3 1109.0
11994 L2105 1.2659×10−3
HTCC6 11992 L1909 1.719 8.1330×10−4 1131.3
HTCC7 11992 L1807 1.717 1.2139×10−3 1143.8
11998 L2608 7.4065×10−4
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Table A.6: Thin-film heat transfer gauge details - Long combustor
Sensor From Shot Serial Lead Sensitivity, αR Location
ID Number Number Resistance, Ω 1/K mm
Forebody
HTFB1 12003 L2512 1.780 1.0846×10−3 112.5
HTFB2 12003 L2711 1.738 1.0604×10−3 132.5
HTFB3 12003 L2204 1.738 1.0689×10−3 152.5
HTFB4 12003 L2610 1.739 1.1003×10−3 172.5
HTFB5 12003 L1407 1.742 1.2679×10−3 192.5
HTFB6 12003 L2106 1.732 1.3202×10−3 212.5
HTFB7 12003 L1205 1.810 1.0790×10−3 257.5
HTFB8 12003 L2804 1.795 1.3841×10−3 277.5
HTFB9 12003 L1509 1.812 1.2149×10−3 297.5
HTFB10 12003 L2805 1.801 1.0653×10−3 317.5
HTFB11 12003 L1706 1.820 1.4832×10−3 337.5
HTFB12 12003 L3205 1.797 9.3465×10−4 357.5
HTFB13 12003 L1704 1.800 1.4851×10−3 377.5
HTFB14 12003 L1210 1.805 1.2899×10−3 397.5
HTFB15 12003 L1705 1.867 1.3332×10−3 417.5
HTFB16 12003 L1804 1.795 1.3942×10−3 437.5
HTFB17 12003 L1604 1.866 1.4855×10−3 457.5
HTFB18 12003 L1810 1.821 1.2445×10−3 477.5
Inlet
HTIB1 12003 L1501 1.765 1.2982×10−3 530.0
HTIB2 12003 L2408 1.751 1.4400×10−3 560.0
HTIB3 12003 L1802 1.746 1.2526×10−3 579.0
HTIB4 12003 L1302 1.742 1.2153×10−3 598.9
HTIB5 12003 L2008 1.742 1.1941×10−3 618.8
HTIB6 12003 L1211 1.730 1.3644×10−3 658.6
HTIB7 12003 L2405 1.743 1.2778×10−3 673.5
HTIB8 12003 L1910 1.783 1.2027×10−3 688.5
HTIB9 12003 L2507 1.749 1.4486×10−3 703.4
HTIB10 12003 L1206 1.751 1.2198×10−3 776.8
HTIB11 12003 L1504 1.750 1.2840×10−3 791.6
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HTIB13 12005 L3511 1.765 1.2433×10−3 836.3
HTIB12 12003 L2109 1.750 1.2003×10−3 806.5
HTIB14 12005 L1405 1.751 1.3218×10−3 851.2
Combustor - Long
HTCB1 12003 L2111 1.756 1.4798×10−3 1042.4
12005 L2604 1.756 1.2104×10−3
HTCB2 12003 L2007 1.741 1.4674×10−3 1082.3
HTCB3 12003 L2006 1.738 7.8175×10−4 1122.4
12005 L2003 1.738 7.9981×10−4
HTCB4 12003 L2205 1.735 1.4843×10−3 1162.5
12007 L2706 1.735 1.2884×10−3
HTCB5 12003 L1303 1.744 1.2224×10−3 1198.0
HTCB6 12003 L1406 1.741 7.0568×10−4 1239.6
HTCB7 12003 L1512 1.736 9.5019×10−4 1281.2
12005 L1911 1.736 8.0088×10−4
12007 L2506 1.736 1.2496×10−3
HTCC1 12003 L1503 1.727 1.1211×10−3 1038.5
12007 L2207 1.727 1.4471×10−3
HTCC2 12003 L2504 1.763 8.4877×10−4 1080.2
12005 L1304 1.763 1.3288×10−3
12007 L2306 1.763 1.3321×10−3
HTCC3 12003 L1708 1.721 1.3001×10−3 1121.9
12005 L1209 1.721 7.1128×10−4
HTCC4 12003 L2606 1.731 1.3648×10−3 1163.7
HTCC5 12003 L2105 1.717 1.2659×10−3 1200.1
12007 L1306 1.717 8.3566×10−4
HTCC6 12003 L1909 1.719 8.1330×10−4 1241.9
HTCC7 12003 L1402 1.717 8.3852×10−4 1283.8
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UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
This appendix presents the methods used to determine the uncertainties present in the experimental
measurements contained in this thesis. Uncertainties inherent to the derived test flow freestream
quantities are calculated, before examining uncertainties in stated fuelling conditions. The chapter
concludes by determining uncertainties associated with pressure and heat transfer measurements, and
the gross thrust coefficient used to quantify engine performance.
B.1 Fundamental Theory
To determine uncertainties, the method described in Mee (1993) is utilised. This method describes
derived quantities (F) as a function of fundamental quantities (ψn), as shown in Eq. (B.1).
F = f (ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψn) (B.1)
Each fundamental quantity has a level of uncertainty associated with it:
(δF)i =
(
∂F
∂ψi
)
δψi (B.2)
Provided that all fundamental quantities are both independent of each other, and the measurement un-
certainty for each is normally distributed, the absolute uncertainty (δF)i associated with each quantity
may be combined to determine the absolute uncertainty in the derived quantity (δF). This process is
shown in Eq. (B.3).
δF =
√
(δF)21+(δF)
2
2+ . . .+(δF)
2
n (B.3)
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Typically however, uncertainty is calculated and displayed in terms of relative uncertainties, which
gives a nondimensional percentage measure of uncertainty. The calculation of this unitless term is
shown in Eq. (B.4).
Xψi =
δψi
ψi
(B.4)
This equation holds true for the derived quantity, F :
XF =
δF
F
(B.5)
As with the absolute uncertainty method in Eq. (B.3), the relative uncertainties in the derived quantity
(XF ) may be summed through the root sum squared (RSS) method, shown in Eq. (B.6).
XF =
√[
(XF)ψ1
]2
+
[
(XF)ψ2
]2
+ . . .+
[
(XF)ψn
]2
(B.6)
Here, (XF)ψi is the relative uncertainty from the fundamental quantity, ψi, given as:
(XF)ψi =
(
∂XF
∂Xψi
)
Xψi (B.7)
To determine XF , the sensitivity of the derived quantity to each fundamental measured quantity,
∂XF/∂Xψi is examined. With the relative uncertainty of each fundamental quantity known (Xψi), the
perturbation method is utilised. Here, the fundamental quantities are perturbed by their respective
relative uncertainties in both the positive and negative directions, before being input to NENZFr to
give ψ+i and ψ
−
i , respectively. NENZFr is treated as a blackbox, with the calculated derived quan-
tities termed Fψ+i , and Fψ−i . The baseline case with the fundamental quantities unperturbed gives
Fψi . Following this procedure, the relative uncertainty in the derived quantity is calculated through
Eq. (B.8).
∂XF
∂Xψi
=
Fψ+i
−Fψ−i
Fψi
ψ+i −ψ−i
ψi
(B.8)
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B.2 Test Flow Uncertainty
Relative uncertainties of the measured, fundamental quantities are given in Table B.1.
Table B.1: Relative uncertainties of fundamental, measured quantities for test flow derivation
Fundamental Nominal Relative uncertainty
Quantity value XF , %
Shock tube fill pressure pST 168 kPa ±0.21%
Shock tube fill temperature T ST 300 K ±2.00%
Shock speed U shock 2597 m/s ±5.00%
Nozzle supply pressure ps 85.7 MPa ±3.60%
Shock tube temperature, shock speed and nozzle supply values correspond to the previous metrics
utilised by Wise (2015). As temperature of the shock tube gas is not measured, it is assumed to be
equal to the ambient temperature of 300 within the laboratory, with ±2% relative uncertainty. The
shock speed uncertainty has previously been shown by Mee (1993) to be approximately ±5.0%. The
nozzle supply pressure uncertainty was examined by Doherty (2013a) and follows the methods of
Kirchhartz (2009) to determine a relative uncertainty of ±3.6%. Shock tube pressure is measured
via a 50 psi UNIK 1500® sensor with an improved accuracy rating. This rating ensures the sensor
is accurate to within 0.1% of the full scale rating of 50 psi (i.e. 0.3447 kPa). The DPM 300®
digital readout is accurate to within 0.01 kPa with regards to voltage losses, while the readout itself
is restricted to 0.1 kPa accuracy. These contributions are summed through the RSS method to give a
shock tube pressure measurement uncertainty of ±0.21%.
These parameters are input to NENZFr, using the perturbation method shown in Eq. (B.8) to deter-
mine the induced uncertainties of both nozzle supply and nozzle exit freestream values with respect
to each respective input. These are shown in Table B.2 and B.3, with the final column giving the total
uncertainty of each derived quantity, determined through the RSS method.
Table B.2: Relative uncertainty of nozzle supply flow properties
Variable Nominal pST T ST U shock ps Total
Value 0.21% 2.0% 5.0% 3.60% uncertainty
ps 85.65 MPa - - - 3.60 ±3.60%
T s 4954 K -0.03 0.34 4.83 0.60 ±4.88%
ρs 57.80 kg/m3 0.04 -0.41 -5.75 2.95 ±5.93%
hs 6.94 MJ/kg -0.05 0.53 7.39 0.77 ±7.45%
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Table B.3: Relative uncertainty of nozzle exit flow properties
Variable Nominal pST T ST U shock ps Total
Value 0.21% 2.0% 5.0% 3.60% uncertainty
ρ∞ 9.26 g/m3 0.04 -0.43 -5.99 2.78 ±6.61%
U∞ 3623 m/s -0.02 0.24 3.40 0.38 ±3.43%
p∞ 968 Pa -0.03 0.32 4.47 3.89 ±5.93%
T∞ 361 K -0.07 0.74 10.28 1.11 ±10.4%
M∞ 9.48 0.01 -0.13 -1.77 -0.17 ±1.79%
ppitot,∞ 112 kPa -0.00 0.06 0.87 3.53 ±3.64%
ptotal,∞ 29.8 MPa 0.04 -0.44 -6.10 2.92 ±6.78%
htotal,∞ 6.95 MJ/kg -0.05 0.53 7.39 0.77 ±7.45%
q∞ 60.8 kPa -0.00 0.06 0.83 3.53 ±3.62%
Re∞ 1.57×106 0.07 -0.74 -10.42 2.33 ±10.7%
YN2,∞ 0.729 0.00 -0.00 -0.04 -0.00 ±0.04%
YO2,∞ 0.184 0.01 -0.08 -1.15 0.00 ±1.15%
YN,∞ 7.57×10−28 - - - - -
YO,∞ 0.00478 -0.23 2.64 37.22 -0.19 ±37.3%
YNO,∞ 0.0826 -0.00 0.05 0.74 0.02 ±0.74%
B.3 Pitot Pressure Measurement Uncertainty
PCB® probes were utilised to measure pitot pressure during the pitot survey. Measured pressure by
these sensors is reduced via Eq. (B.9),
p
ps
(t) =
p(t+ td)
ps (t)
, (B.9)
with the mean of this signal taken during the test time. The derived pressure ratio is dependant
on two, independent variables: the measurement uncertainty of the respective sensor, Xψmeas,i , and
the uncertainty in the measured stagnation pressure, Xψps . With each of these quantities known
1
the perturbation method described in Eq. (B.6) to (B.8) need not be employed, rather, a simplified
summation of the relative uncertainties using the RSS method is taken. This process is given in
Eq. (B.10), with Fig. 3.24 utilising each sensor’s respective uncertainty.
Xpitot,i =
√(
Xψmeas.,i
)2
+
(
Xψps
)2
, (B.10)
1Pitot measurement uncertainty is described in Appendix A.1.2, and the stagnation pressure uncertainty of ±3.6% is
described in Section B.2 of this chapter
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B.4 Static Pressure Measurement Uncertainty
Kulite® pressure sensors are used to measure static pressure through the M12REST flow path, as
well as pressure within the fuel plena. The calibration procedure was detailed previously in Ap-
pendix A.1.3, and the fundamental calibration equation is reproduced in Eq. (B.11).
SK =
V atm−V vac
Patm−Pvac , (B.11)
Uncertainties of these measured quantities are given in Table B.4, as reported in Denman et al. (2017).
Table B.4: Relative uncertainties of fundamental, measured quantities for Kulite® calibration
Fundamental Relative uncertainty
Quantity XF , %
Voltage measurement at atmospheric pressure XV atm ±1.00%
Voltage measurement at vacuum XV vac ±1.00%
Atmospheric pressure from UQ Weather2 Xpatm ±0.50%
Vacuum pressure reading Xpvac ±2.00%
As Eq. (B.11) is quite simple, uncertainty of each respective Kulite® may be determined through
Eq. (B.12), which is developed by substituting Eq. (B.2) into Eq. (B.3). Here, partial derivatives
of Eq. (B.11) with respect to each fundamental quantity are evaluated analytically, and the absolute
uncertainty may be propagated to the derived quantity.
δF =
√(
∂F1
∂ψ1
δψ1
)2
+
(
∂F2
∂ψ2
δψ2
)2
+ . . .+
(
∂Fn
∂ψn
δψn
)2
(B.12)
This sensor-specific, absolute uncertainty is then converted to a relative uncertainty by taking the ratio
of the respective, calculated sensitivity, and these calibration uncertainties are given in Tables A.2, A.3
and A.4. The highest value determined3 was 1.43%, and hence these value is applied to all sensors
for a conservative estimate. Static pressure measurements are given in this thesis as per Eq. (B.13)
(reproduced from Ch. 3.3.3).
p(t) =
p(t+ td)
ps (t)
× ps
p1
, (B.13)
As with pitot pressure, the relative uncertainties of each term are known. Using the conservative
measurement uncertainty of 1.43% for each Kulite®, and 3.6% uncertainty for stagnation pressure
measurements, the RSS method computes ±5.48% uncertainty for static pressure measurements.
2http://ww2.gpem.uq.edu.au/UQweather/
3Excluding the faulty PNB6 sensor used in shot 11990-11993, SN:8252-8-71
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B.5 Heat Transfer Measurement Uncertainty
An in-depth analysis of the uncertainty associated with the HTG sensors is available in Goyne (1999),
with Wise (2015) presenting an updated analysis. Uncertainties in these measurements depending
on both manufacturing tolerances, and the assumptions made during data reduction. This may be
summarised as follows:
ã Influence of nickel film
The original manufacturing process of Goyne (1999) utilised a 750 nm thick platinum film,
rather than the 20 nm thick nickel film used in the present work. Wise (2015) examined the
influence of this change and determined negligible impact of heat transfer rate, contrasting the
3% uncertainty reported by Goyne (1999).
ã Influence of SiO2 film
While the SiO2 film ensures the gauge is shielded from any electrical interference by ionised
flow, it’s thickness directly affects the gauge sensitivity. The work of Wise (2015) characterised
the required thickness, with the assumption of an accuracy of ±5.0%, and this is maintained in
the present work.
ã Influence of quartz substrate temperature
The data reduction process for HTG sensors assumes that the quartz substrate (on which the
nickel film is mounted) remains at 300 K during the test time, with constant material proper-
ties. However, Wise (2015) reported variation of 10◦C and 100◦C for forebody and combustor
sensors respectively by the end of the test time. Examining the effect of quartz temperature on
material thermal properties, Wise (2015) determined uncertainty values of±1.5% and±10.5%
for forebody/inlet- and combustor-based sensors respectively.
ã Influence of calibration and voltage reading errors
Taking into account the uncertainties of the HTG amplifier and reference thermometer used
during calibration (0.3% and 0.05% respectively), Wise (2015) determined a calibration uncer-
tainty of ±2.5%. Voltage readings were also shown to possess ±0.5% uncertainty.
These uncertainties are summarised in Table B.5, with the total uncertainty for both forebody/inlet-
and combustor-based sensors computed using the RSS method.
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Table B.5: Relative uncertainties of fundamental, measured quantities for HTG measurements
Source Forebody/Inlet Combustor
Nickel film - -
SiO2 film ±5.0% ±5.0%
Quartz thermal properties ±1.5% ±10.5%
Calibration ±2.5% ±2.5%
Voltage reading ±0.5% ±0.5%
Total uncertainty ±5.8% ±11.9%
To permit direct comparisons of heat transfer between shots, the modified Stanton number is used.
St =
q˙
ρ∞u∞ (Hs−hw) , (B.14)
As this equation requires input stagnation and freestream derived properties, the uncertainties of
these terms listed in Table B.2 and B.3 are added to the total HTG uncertainty listed in Table B.5
using the RSS method. The total uncertainties of Stanton number measurements in the forebody/inlet
and combustor are ±12.0% and ±15.9% respectively.
B.6 Fuelling Condition Uncertainty
As indicated previously in Ch. 3.3.5, calibration of the fuelling system was performed using the
method of Pulsonetti (1995). The calibration constant, α j, was determined through Eq. (B.15).
α j =
(
V LT
RH2T LT
)
∆pLT
pLT1
γ−1
2γ · p¯0
γ+1
2γ ·∆t
, (B.15)
Table B.6 displays nominal values for the fixed constant terms required by Eq. (B.15), with the
associated relative uncertainties.
Table B.6: Fuel system constants and their uncertainties
Parameter Nominal Value Uncertainty
VLT, inlet 1.82×10−3 m3 3%
VLT, comb 1.75×10−3 m3 3%
RH2 4124 J/(kgK) -
γH2 1.4 -
T LT 300 K 2%
Prior work of Chan (2012) determined the volume of the Ludwieg tube is measurable to within
3%. The uncertainty of the fuel temperature is set at 2%, consistent with the NENZFr inputs examined
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in Section B.2 of this chapter. As in Wise (2015), the integration time, ∆t, ratio of specific heats, γH2 ,
and the gas constant, RH2 , are assumed to have negligible uncertainty. Chan (2012) determined that
the Ludwieg tube initial and final pressures, pLT1 and (pLT1−∆pLT) respectively, are measurable to
within 2%. As average plenum pressure, p¯0, is measured by a Kulite® pressure sensor, this measure-
ment is assigned 1.43% uncertainty. The RSS method determines a total uncertainty of ±4.8% for
the calibration constant.
The calibration constant is fed to Eq. (B.16) to determine the total hydrogen mass flow rate
m˙H2 = α j · pLT1
γ−1
2γ · p0
γ+1
2γ , (B.16)
With the previously stated uncertainties for initial Ludwieg tube pressure, pLT1 , and plenum pressure,
p0, the RSS method is again utilised to determine ±5.4% uncertainty for H2 mass flow rate. This
mass flow rate is finally fed into Eq. (B.17) to determine the fuelling equivalence ratio.
φ = 8×
(
m˙H2
m˙O2
)
, (B.17)
With the uncertainty in the mass flow of hydrogen, m˙H2 , known, the uncertainty in the mass flow rate
of oxygen must be determined. Equation (B.18) is utilised for this purpose.
m˙O2 = Acap ·ρ∞ ·U∞ ·Y O2,∞, (B.18)
As with Wise (2015), capture area, Acap, is assumed to possess negligible uncertainty. Uncertainty
in freestream values of density, ρ∞, streamwise velocity, U∞, and oxygen mass fraction, Y O2,∞ are
given as 6.61%, 3.43% and 1.15% respectively, taken from Table B.3. With the assumption of zero
uncertainty in the stoichiometric combustion relation between H2 and O2, the RSS method determines
an uncertainty in equivalence ratio of ±9.3%.
B.7 Gross Thrust Coefficient Uncertainty
The gross thrust coefficient, CT gross , is determined as per Eq. (B.19).
CT gross =
T gross
1
2ρ∞U2∞Acap
, (B.19)
T gross is determined using the experimental combustor/nozzle pressures, and the associated areas.
Hence, 1.43% uncertainty for Kulite® pressure measurements is utilised (see Section B.4). Uncer-
tainty in freestream density and velocity are taken from Table B.3, and area terms are assumed to have
no uncertainty. Using the RSS method, a total of ±8.4% uncertainty is determined for CT gross .
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DETAILED SHOT SUMMARY
Details of the T4 Stalker Tube shock tunnel operating conditions, nozzle supply and exit properties,
equivalent flight conditions and examined fuelling regimes are given in Table C.1 through C.7.
C.1 T4 Shock Tunnel Facility & Supply Conditions
T4 Shock tunnel fill conditions, recoil and nozzle supply condition notation is defined as:
Res. T4 reservoir
C.T. T4 compression tube
S.T. T4 tube
pfill MPa or kPa Static pressure of gas within reservoir, compression tube or
shock tube
Tfill K Static temperature of gas within reservoir, compression tube
or shock tube
Ar % Volume fraction of argon in driver
He % Volume fraction of helium in driver
Test gas Air or N2 Gas within shock tube
Diaph. mm Primary diaphragm thickness
Recoil mm Max negetive displacement of T4 during shot
Over-run mm Max positive displacement of T4 during shot
U shock m/s Shock speed through shock tube
ps MPa Nozzle supply pressure
T s K Nozzle supply temperature
ρs kg/m3 Nozzle supply density
Hs MJ/kg Nozzle supply enthalpy
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C.2 T4 MACH 10 NOZZLE EXIT CONDITIONS
C.2 T4 Mach 10 Nozzle Exit Conditions
T4 nozzle exit conditions determined by NENZfr notation is defined as:
p∞ Pa Static pressure
T∞ K Static temperature
ρ∞ g/m3 Static density
U∞ m/s Streamwise velocity
M∞ Mach number
q∞ kPa Dynamic pressure
Re∞ 1/m Reynolds number
a∞ m/s Speed of sound
µ∞ Pa ·µs Dynamic viscosity
PP kPa Pitot pressure
pt MPa Total pressure
H t MJ/kg Total enthalpy
k[0] mW/(m2 ·K) Thermal conducitivity
e[0] kJ/kg Specific internal energy
Subscript
∞ Freestream condition at nozzle exit plane, prior to 1.6° forebody shock
t Total or Stagnation condition at nozzle exit plane, prior to 1.6° forebody
shock
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C.3 T4 Mach 10 Nozzle Exit Composition
T4 nozzle exit composition and turbulence parameter notation is defined as:
Yi kg/kg Mass fraction of species ‘i’
µ t Pa ·µs Turbulence model eddy viscosity
kt µW/(m2 ·K) Turbulence thermal conductivity
tke J/kg Turbulent kinetic energy
ω 1/s Turbulent dissipation rate
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C.4 Post-Forebody Shock & Flight Equivalent Conditions
This section presents a method to determine flight-equivalent conditions from T4 nozzle exit flow.
The steps utilised are as follows:
1. Post-forebody conditions
To determine flight-specific conditions, nozzle exit properties (available in Table C.2) with
assumed frozen chemistry, are processed through a 1.6° shock, representative of the M12REST
model angle-of-attack during the experimental campaign. To do so, the ‘θ -β -M’ equation,
Eq. (C.1), is solved for β , assuming θ = 1.6°, γ = 1.4, R = 287 Jkg−1 K−1 and setting M1 = M∞
(the freestream Mach number at the nozzle exit plane from Table C.2).
tanθ =
2cot β
(
M21 sin
2β −1)
M21 (γ+ cos2β )+2
, (C.1)
Mn,1 = M1 sinβ , (C.2)
Post-forebody shock freestream flow conditions (subscript ‘pfs’) are thus given as:
Mpfs =
1
sin (β −θ) ·
√√√√ (γ−1)M2n,1+2
2γ M2n,1− (γ−1)
, (C.3)
ppfs = p∞ · 1γ+1
[
2γ M2n,1− (γ−1)
]
, (C.4)
ρpfs = ρ∞ · tanβtan (β −θ) , (C.5)
Tpfs = T∞ ·
[
2+(γ−1)M2n,1 sin2β
]
, (C.6)
Upfs = Mpfs ·
√
γRTpfs, (C.7)
It is assumed that enthalpy does not change through this forebody shock and thus is the same
value as determined by NENZFr, H t, within Table C.2. Viscosity is assumed to vary with tem-
perature via the Sutherland (1893) correlation, reproduced in Eq. (C.8).
µ = µ ref ·
(
T
T ref
)3/2
· T ref+S
T +S
, (C.8)
with constants reproduced from White and Corfield (2006), in Table C.4:
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Table C.4: Sutherland correlation constants
Gas µ ref T ref S
- Pa · s K K
Air 1.716×10−5 273 111
N2 1.663×10−5 273 107
2. Flight representative pressure & altitude
Typically, characterisation of flight representative flow conditions over sub-scale models neces-
sitates the use of binary, or ρL scaling. This method maintains the product of density (ρ) and
model size or length (L), ensuring Reynolds number and total enthalpy are kept constant. While
a 50% scale model was utilised in this study, the present test condition represents T4’s upper
operation limit. As such, the ‘flight equivalent’ conditions are enthalpy- and pressure-matched
against the 1976 Standard Atmosphere NOAA (1976). The post-forebody shock pressure is
processed backwards through a 6° forebody shock, representative of the flight vehicle design
angle-of-attack. Flight Mach number, Mf, is determined by setting M1 = Mf with θ = 6°, and
simultaneously solving Eq. (C.1), (C.2), (C.9) and (C.10).
M2 =
Mn2
sin(β −θ) = Mpfs, (C.9)
M2n,2 =
(γ−1)M2n,1+2
2γ M2n,1− (γ−1)
(C.10)
Following this, flight freestream pressure, pf, is determined using:
pf =
ppfs
1
γ+1
[
2γ M2n,1− (γ−1)
] , (C.11)
Flight altitude may thus be determined via interpolation of the 1976 Standard Atmosphere
model, NOAA (1976), corresponding to the previously calculated flight freestream pressure.
Flight freestream temperature (T f), density (ρ f), viscosity (µ f) and speed of sound (af) are also
determined in this manner. For the suppressed combustion shots (11996 and 12008), the nitro-
gen test gas is assumed to have the same ‘flight equivalent’ atmospheric properties as air in the
1976 Standard Atmosphere. However, the Sutherland correlation was utilised to determine the
N2 gas viscosity at the determined altitude.
3. Equate enthalpy
Nozzle supply enthalpy (Hs) as determined via the measured shock speed within the T4 Shock
Tube is equated with the flight test enthalpy, Hf. Flight freestream velocity, U f, is thus deter-
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mined, assuming cp = 1005 Jkg−1 K−1.
Hs = Hf = cpT f+
1
2
U f2, (C.12)
∴U f =
√
2(Hf− cpT f) (C.13)
4. Determine flight dynamic pressure and Reynolds number
Flight dynamic pressure is determined through Eq. (C.14):
qf =
1
2
ρ fU f2, (C.14)
while flight Reynolds number per unit length is determined via Eq. (C.15)
Ref =
ρ fU f
µ f
(C.15)
Post-forebody shock and flight equivalent properties are given in Table C.5 and C.6 respectively.
Table C.5: Shot Summary - Post-forebody shock conditions
Shot Hpfs ppfs T pfs ρpfs Upfs Mpfs qpfs Repfs apfs µpfs
- MJ/kg Pa K g/m3 m/s - kPa 1/m m/s Pa ·µs
M12REST Shot Campaign
11990 7.17 1453 418 12.1 3653 8.91 80.75 1.87 ×106 410 23.6
11991 6.97 1417 403 12.26 3607 8.97 79.76 1.92 ×106 402 23.0
11992 6.97 1376 403 11.91 3606 8.97 77.43 1.87 ×106 402 23.0
11994 7.11 1428 414 12.03 3639 8.93 79.63 1.87 ×106 408 23.4
11995 6.74 1276 384 11.56 3550 9.03 72.85 1.85 ×106 393 22.2
11996 7.08 1240 389 10.75 3738 9.30 75.13 1.86 ×106 402 21.7
11997 6.76 1345 386 12.14 3556 9.03 76.76 1.94 ×106 394 22.3
11998 7.13 1403 415 11.78 3643 8.92 78.14 1.83 ×106 408 23.5
12000 6.85 1419 393 12.58 3578 9.00 80.50 1.99 ×106 397 22.6
12001 6.92 1433 399 12.52 3595 8.98 80.92 1.97 ×106 400 22.8
12002 6.97 1432 402 12.4 3606 8.97 80.60 1.95 ×106 402 23.0
12003 7.11 1445 414 12.18 3639 8.93 80.63 1.89 ×106 408 23.4
12004 7.16 1449 417 12.1 3650 8.91 80.57 1.87 ×106 410 23.6
12005 6.89 1371 396 12.08 3585 8.99 77.62 1.91 ×106 399 22.7
12006 6.80 1329 389 11.91 3564 9.02 75.64 1.89 ×106 395 22.4
12007 6.94 1347 400 11.73 3598 8.97 75.96 1.85 ×106 401 22.9
12008 7.08 1212 389 10.5 3739 9.30 73.39 1.81 ×106 402 21.7
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C.5 M12REST Fuelling Configurations
Fuelling notation is defined as:
Ac m2 M12REST capture area
m˙A g/s Mean M12REST captured air mass-flow rate
pLT kPa Mean Ludweig tube pressure
pP kPa Mean plenum pressure during test time
α kg/(Pa2 · s) Fuel injector calibration constant
m˙H2 g/s Mean fuel mass flow rate
φ Equivelance ratio
Subscript
i Inlet fuel injector-specific
c Combustor fuel injector-specific
T Global M12REST engine properties
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APPENDIX D
AUXILIARY EXPERIMENTAL DATA
As typical in many experimental campaigns, peculiarities in some shots were observed. Rather than
cluttering Ch. 6, these data are provided in this appendix.
D.1 Influence of Fuel Timing
During a shot, the nozzle start-up, model start-up and test time all occur within millisecond timescales.
However, even with hydrogen fuel (which possesses the highest velocity at choked conditions), the
model fuel plenum take the order of tens of milliseconds to reach steady flow. Hence, this necessitates
triggering of the fast-action solenoid valves prior to flow arrival. This finite-rate pressure rise within
the fuel plena injects fuel at a range of pressures, before the injector reaches steady, choked flow
(which typically coincides with the arrival of test gas).
The degree of this pre-fuelling is known to affect scramjet performance. Previous testing using
hydrocarbon fuels has encountered ‘false-positive’ results, where the greater degree of pre-fuelling
was ignited by the facility starting shock (Razzaqi et al., 2014). To overcome this failing, Denman
et al. (2017) developed a system whereby the length of tubing between the solenoid and the plenum
is minimised. While this process was developed for hydrocarbon fuels, the improved control of fuel
timing and reduced fuel plena rise-time achieved were desirable for the present work. The work of
Wise (2015) and Barth (2014) also recommended the use of two separate plena to provide greater
repeatability for chosen equivalence ratios, and to study the combustion starting mechanics within the
M12REST engine. Hence, this section examines the influence of this reduced pre-fuelling within the
M12REST scramjet engine, utilising hydrogen fuel.
Shot 11992, 11994 and 11995 each represent repeat shots at the same fuelling equivalence ratio.
However, the trigger timing (and hence degree of pre-fuelling) varies between each case. Fuelling
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rates during the test time and the pre-fuelling time delay are given in Table D.1, with the variation in
trigger delays given graphically in Fig. D.1 for the inlet-based plenum, and D.2 for the combustor-
based plenum.
Table D.1: Fuel timing
Shot Inlet Combustor Total
Pre-trigger (ms) φ i Pre-trigger (ms) φ c φ
11992 11.9 0.32 13.6 0.96 1.28
11994 7.1 0.32 4.0 0.92 1.24
11995 9.2 0.34 6.0 0.98 1.32
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Figure D.1: Inlet fuel timing
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Figure D.2: Combustor fuel timing
Figure D.3 displays the streamwise pressure distributions for each shot. While there is some
shot-to-shot variability, shots 11992 and 11995 display similar behaviour, achieving comparable
combustion-induced pressure rises through the combustor. Shot 11994, however, displays greatly
reduced pressure through the engine isolator and combustor. As robust combustion was sustained
in each case, the engine is likely not dependant on the starting shock to ignite the flow. However,
ignition and transition to robust, steady combustion is a transient process. With driver contamination
occurring 2.2 ms following stagnation pressure trigger, the late fuel timing of 11994 may have not
given sufficient time for the flow to fully establish. With reduced combustion-induced pressure rise
through the combustor, 11994 displays reduced pressure over the nozzle, compared to 11992 and
11995. These later fuelled shots display similar pressure readings over the nozzle.
As differences between 11992 and 11995 are marginal, it is observed that the hydrogen fuelled,
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M12REST engine is relatively insensitive to high degrees of pre-fuelling, contrasting the hydrocarbon
fuelled scramjet of Denman et al. (2017) and Razzaqi et al. (2014). Hence, all shots presented in Ch. 6
were fuelled such that the solenoid valves were triggered in accordance with the timing of 11995.
As in Denman et al. (2017), the reduced length of tubing separating each solenoid valve from its
respective fuel plenum aided in achieving the required fuel timing.
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As with pressure, Fig. D.4 indicates lower bodyside heat transfer levels for the less pre-fuelled
case, 11994. However, this is more pronounced on the engine cowlside. The more rapid rise to
pressure of the combustor-based plenum may influence this. This steeper rise implies that fuel pre-
injection is to a lesser, relative degree than the slower-rising inlet-plenum. Hence, less fuel is available
to pilot combustion of fuel injected during the test time. While beneficial in reducing ‘false-positive’
readings for hydrocarbon fuelled scramjets (Denman et al., 2017; Razzaqi et al., 2014), the reduced
pre-fuelling achieved through mounting the solenoid adjacent to the plenum may restrict the capa-
bility of achieving steady combustion during the limited test time available for high Mach number
conditions.
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Figure D.4: Experimental normalised heat transfer: Influence of fuel timing
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D.2 Engine Unstart
No instances of engine unstart were observed during tests fitted with the short combustor. Engine
unstart was, however, observed during a single shot examining the long combustor. The appearance of
engine unstart on shot 12007 is of particular note, given that shot 12004 did not display this behaviour
despite the similar fuelling conditions.
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Figure D.5: Experimental normalised pressure: Engine unstart
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D.2 ENGINE UNSTART
To understand the mechanisms of this process, the stagnation pressure traces of both shot 12004
and 12007 are shown in Fig. D.6.
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Figure D.6: Comparisons of stagnation pressure
Prior to the test time (indicated by the dashed vertical lines), the stagnation pressure of shot 12007
reduces to well below that of 12004. As the engine is pre-fuelled during this time (consistent with
all experiments), the increase in back pressure due to combustion, during a time in which the supply
pressure is dropping well below nominal levels, may have induced the unstart. The source of this
reduction in supply pressure is not certain; however it is noted that the steel diaphragms used for
shots 12005–12008 were manufactured from a different batch of bright form steel. While each batch
was manufactured to the same standard, minor defects present with the material likely affect the
opening process and hence all flow properties delivered by T4.
Figures D.7a and D.7b show the dramatic heat transfer increases encountered upon the inlet during
this process. It is noted that HTIB9 is located well upstream of cowl closure (at 203.4 mm from the
inlet leading edge), and hence the increase in temperature is observed later than sensors located further
downstream. By comparison, the combustor-based, HTCB5 (Fig. D.7c and D.7d) show a dramatic
reduction in heat transfer as the unstart process spills mass from the engine, reducing the air available
for combustion.
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Figure D.7: Unstart processes
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While inlet-based heat transfer sensors experience greater heat transfer under unstart conditions,
Fig. D.7 indicates that combustor-based heat transfer sensors measured reduced heat transfer. To sup-
port this, Fig. D.8 displays heat transfer through the combustor under unfuelled, started, and unstart
conditions. As expected, greater heat transfer is measured under fuel-on conditions. Initially, heat
transfer levels through the combustor are similar for the fuelled shots. However, heat transfer rapidly
reduces downstream of 600 mm, with the unstarted flow reaching unfuelled heat transfer levels by the
combustor exit.
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Figure D.8: Experimental normalised heat transfer: Engine unstart
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APPENDIX E
FLUX TRANSCRIPTION BOUNDARY CONDITION
The flux transcription boundary condition developed for US3D computations and utilised throughout
this thesis to rapidly iterate between M12REST geometries is detailed here.
Reproduced verbatim from the appendix of a paper published in the
Journal of Propulsion and Power
W.O. Landsberg, N.N. Gibbons, V. Wheatley, M.K. Smart, and A. Veeraragavan (2018a).
“Improving Scramjet Performance Through Flow Field Manipulation”. In: Journal of Propulsion
and Power 34.3, pp. 578–590. DOI: 10.2514/1.B36772
The flux transcription boundary condition was developed to ensure information was retained be-
tween simulations on two adjacent computational grids. It works by considering the polygons that
form the new simulation’s inflow boundary, each in turn, and searching the donor grid (in this case,
the REST inlet grid) for cells that overlap with the face’s shape. The intersection between each cell
and face defines a polygon that determines the cell’s contribution to the flow between grids, which is
proportional to the polygon’s area. To compute the intersection, each inflow face must first be con-
verted into a plane that intersects the points defining the corners of the face. Each plane is defined
in Hessian normal form by a normal vector and a scalar d, computed from the corner point vectors
shown in Fig. E.1.
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Upstream Grid
Downstream Grid Inﬂow Boundary
Intersection Polygon A1
Vector Notation X:
x:
p:
Cell
Figure E.1: Notation for plane intersection step with one upstream cell.
The computer program then iterates over all the edges in the upstream grid cells and computes the
value λ , the fraction of the edge’s length that the plane crosses at.
~n = (~x2−~x1)× (~x3−~x1), (E.1)
d =~n ·~x1, (E.2)
λ =
d− (~n ·~Xi)
~n · (~X j−~Xi)
(E.3)
Since this expression converts the finite edge into an infinite line, the expression is valid even if
the plane intersects the edge very far from the actual cell, but by checking for λ values between zero
and one we can detect whether the plane intersects an edge in the actual grid cell. To do this, the
algorithm loops over each edge by organising the indices i and j to pick out the corners of the cell
in such a way that each edge is checked once. Each time 0 < λ < 1, the plane intersects the edge
of the cell inside the cell boundaries, at the point ~p = ~Xi+λ (~X j−~Xi). The set of all points found in
this manner for one upstream cell is the intersection polygon identified in Fig. E.1, and each inflow
face may have several such polygons if it intersects multiple upstream cells. An example of this is
shown in Fig. E.2 in which four cells are intersected by the inflow plane, and only a sub-shape of each
intersection polygon is actually inside the face itself. These coloured sub-shapes are computed by a
simple routine that computes the union of two polygons in two dimensions.
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Figure E.2: Partial intersection with 4 cells, showing sub-shapes in colour. Cells 2,3,4 are omitted for
clarity.
If m cells intersect with the inflow face under consideration the flux through the inflow ghost cell
~f g is calculated using:
~f g =
A1~f1+A2~f2+ ...+Am~fm
A1+A2+ ...+Am
(E.4)
Thus, the fluxes of conserved variables through each cell on the inflow boundary may be computed
as the geometric sum of the outward fluxes through each intersecting face of the respective upstream
cells. The fluxes are related to the conserved variable vector ~U , consisting in our case of the species
densities, momentum components, specific total energy, specific vibrational energy and specific SST-
Menter scalars. For a reaction scheme with ‘ns’ species, the conserved quantities are:
~U = [ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ..., ρns, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE, ρev, ρk, ρω] (E.5)
Assuming that the x direction is aligned with the normal vector of the target face Ag, the inviscid
fluxes are then:
~f = [ρ1u, ρ2u, ρ3u, ..., ρnsu, ρu2+ p, ρuv, ρuw, u(ρE + p), ρuev, ρuk, ρuω] (E.6)
With ~f g computable from the area weighted average of the upstream cells that intersect the Ag face
using Eq. (E.4). This procedure can then be iterated over every other face in the downstream inflow
boundary. In our case where the translation and rotational modes of the gas are in equilibrium with
each other at temperature T and fully excited, the total energy per unit mass of the flow is given by:
E =
ns
∑
i
cviρi
ρ
T + ev+
1
2
(u2+ v2+w2)+ k+
ns
∑
i
hfiρi
ρ
(E.7)
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This includes terms for the heat of formation of chemical species i, h fi , and also the turbulent kinetic
energy k. The pressure is related to the translational temperature, species densities, and specific
gas constants with the equation of state p = ∑nsi ρiRiT . These two equations may be combined to
calculate the normal velocity u in the ghost cell by solving the quadratic equation 0 = Au2+Bu+C.
Each coefficient is a function of the gas properties and the known components of the flux vector ~f3,
indexed below using components of ~U in some places:
A =
ns
∑
i
fi
(
1
2
− γ
γ−1
)
, (E.8)
B = f(ρu)
γ
γ−1 , (E.9)
C =
( f 2(ρv)+ f
2
(ρw))
2∑nsi fi
+ f(ρev)+ f(ρk)+
ns
∑
i
fih fi− f(ρE), (E.10)
γ = ∑
ns
i fiRi
∑nsi ficvi
+1 (E.11)
The quadratic solution gives two values of u, and one solution typically yields a negative pressure and
is discarded. The rest of the cell’s conserved variables are then recovered using the known u and ~f
to compute species densities and the velocity components, and then finally the equation of state and
energy-temperature relations to complete the set of primitive variables. With the flux vectors of each
upstream cell face known, Eq. (E.4) may be used to populate the ghost cells on the isolator-combustor
inflow boundary, ensuring the flux of conserved variables is actually conserved through the boundary.
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
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